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SERI LOVE SONG

The Arrow Sings to the Bow

I am alone.

If we were married

We would go out early.

We would kill a deer.
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INTRODUCTION

THERE is an island off the coast of Sonora which
rises like the tip of a lost continent, saving from

extinction a people from an earlier world, the Seri In-
dians. They are savages now but in the old days they
had poets who sang songs to every fish in the sea, and
to every bird and animal. Strange white men, with
blue eyes and yellow hair, they say, landed on their
shores and taught them how to live. Priests came,
bringing a religion not unlike that of the ancient
Greeks. But that was long ago and now they have re-
lapsed into barbarism.

First of these strangers that the sea brought in was
one they now call Old Wise Woman. But then she was
young and beautiful, wearing long skirts like an Orien-
tal dancer, and she gave them this song to Tiburon.

The Island Sings

Watch me dance

!

I am heavy but I can dance.
See the edge of my skirt

Wave back and forth.

It is the waves of the sea

On my beach.

Of all the hundred songs sung by Santo Blanco, the
medicine man, this was the only one held sacred. He
sang three stanzas, but would not sing the fourth.n
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That is the Indian's way of escaping the anger of the

gods—not quite to finish a song. He saw that we ad-

mired its imagery and at last, after deep thought, he
said:

"All the trees and plants and flowers know this

song, but I have forgotten it. I will talk with God to-

night and maybe he will tell me."
He was a true pantheist, whose world was peopled

with gods. For him the Old Wise Woman still dwelt

on high Tiburon and flew through the air at night to

see what the Seris were doing. We never got the rest

of the song but in its place we received an insight into

the mind of a primitive savage and heard many stories

of gods and men. To gather as many songs and stories

as we did we had to break through the ancient ret-

icence of the tribe and, placating the hostile war chiefs,

write down what we could, day by day. All the old

songs, all the best ones, came from this one man who
had learned to talk with God.

For twenty years we had been visiting the Indians

of Arizona and New Mexico, particularly the Navajos,

and studying their ways of living. But the reports on

the primitive Seris, as given by W. J. McGee of the

Bureau of Ethnology and Dr. A. L. Kroeber, of the

University of California, drew us irresistibly to Kino

Bay j and when we camped there in the sand dunes

we found most of the tribe living in brush shelters

along the beach.

After hiring the old war chiefs to get rid of them,

for they knew practically nothing of the tribal mythol-

ogy and ritual, we spent six weeks talking with Santo

Blanco and learning their poetry and religion. He
alone of this declining race remembered the stories of

the old days, when yellow-haired men came among
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them and were received and worshiped like gods.
And on the very last day he told us of the Came From
Afar Men—the strange whalers who cooked whale
meat in an enormous iron pot, ate it and drank the oil.

It happened so long ago that it had passed into
mythology; but here is the song of the White Giants.

Far off on the sea a whale spouts.

The giants follow him in their boat.
The whale goes deep to the bottom.
They spear him in the head
And the sea is red with blood.

It is a record of the old Norsemen who visited the
west coast of Mexico long before the Spanish came.
He sang it reluctantly, three verses, and could not re-
member the fourth. For a brief moment we had been
privileged to look behind the veil which separated his
world from ours. Then he remembered the gods on
Tiburon and let the curtain fall.

The story of our expedition has been set down in
narrative form instead of the language of a formal
report; the human side of our research appealing to
the sociologist, the myth and poetry to the story
writer. The songs were an unexpected discovery. Re-
vealing as they do a rare perception of the beauties of
Nature, they have been transcribed word for word,
without detracting from their charm by an attempt to
improve the form. This exactitude we owe in great
measure to our scholarly interpreter, "El Americano,"
whose wide experience with Indians in Spanish-
American countries reduced the liability of error to a
minimum.

The Indian paintings which accompany the text are
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a wonderful example of Stone Age art. Santo Blanco's

first picture was made with his finger in the sand, but
when we supplied him with paper his enthusiasm for

the new medium knew no bounds. With the black

pigment which he used to mark his arrow-shafts he
dashed off picture after picture

j
although, as far as we

could learn, neither he nor any of his people had ever

made paper-pictures before.

Until the day we left he was still making them

;

while his wife and daughters, whose only canvas had
been their own faces, joined in a mad saturnalia of

Art. Surely Indians as gifted as these cannot always

have been savages. Their songs, their stories, their

gods like those of the ancient Greeks, all point to a day
when the Seris were a great people, before the White
Men came.
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CHAPTER I

Wild Indians

TIBURON is a rocky island in the Gulf of Cali-

fornia, off the coast of the worst desert in North
America. Otherwise the Seri Indians would long since

have been exterminated, wiped out by Mexican sol-

diers. It is barren and mountainous and covered with
cactus, with only one permanent spring; and, between
it and the mainland, there flows a shark-infested
channel called El Infiernillo—Little Hell.

When soldiers landed to kill them, the Seris fled to

caves where ollas of water had been buried, and hid
till they went away. And, since men and horses must
drink, that was never very long. Until the punitive ex-
peditions disbanded, the Indians lived on cactus seed
and clams, then returned to their raiding on shore.

But if any Yori, or white man, ventured into their
desert hunting ground, sooner or later they hung his

scalp on a pole.

They are a tall and slender people, a nation of run-
ners; and so proud were they of their warlike courage
that they often left their weapons behind, killing their

enemies with their bare hands. They ran down the
horses of the settlers on the desert, springing on their

withers like mountain lions and breaking their necks
with one twist. The flesh they ate raw, and drank the
blood—as proper a race of savages as the world has
ever seen.

The approach to this desert land is through a forest

of thorny trees, interspersed with four species of giant
17
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cacti and many spiny shrubs. Yet through this waste-

land the Seris run barefoot, seldom seen unless they

wish to be seen. This great plain is really the delta of

two mountain streams, down which every year or so

there comes a wide-spreading flood, rushing on till it

reaches the Gulf.

To catch this water, the cactus spreads its roots far

out 5 while the mesquite trees and ironwoods send a

long tap-root straight down, to reach the underflow.

Between floods, the plain is bone dry, crisscrossed in

every direction by washes and channels along which

the road winds and twists. From Nogales and the

border to Hermosillo is a hundred and fifty miles 5
and

it is sixty miles further to Kino Bay, where the last of

the Seris now live.

As long as they stayed on the Island, close contact

with the tribe was impossible 5 but in 1930 a club of

Arizona sportsmen brought them out of their strong-

hold in a day. While the Indians looked on from the

beach of Tiburon, a huge bird came flying down from

the north and landed at Kino Bay. It was an airplane

from Tucson, the first they had ever seen, and two

strange men stepped off. These Americans were scout-

ing the country for fishing and hunting and, when

they built a Lodge on the shore, the whole Seri nation

moved over.

The last white man to build a house there had been

murdered in cold blood—Fray Cristomo Gil, in 1772.

But he had been a missionary, trying to teach them

the catechism. These fishermen and hunters were gen-

erous with what they caught, giving the Indians a

good half of everything, with a drink out of the black

bottle to boot. That settled it with the Seris—the most
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arrant beggars in the world—and they camped down
by the Lodge to stay.

They were still there when we visited them in Jan-
uary, 19325 but hard times had come, the Hunting
Lodge had closed down and they found themselves on
the beach. Instead of sponging on the hunters, they
had to work for what they got, for a Greek fish mer-
chant had taken over the concession and he made them
get out and fish. Mr. Corona was friendly to the In-
dians, but he thought it was better for them to work
than to beg—especially as they had very few guests at
the Lodge to beg from.

The Seris are good fishermen and were doing very
well until, about a month before we came, the sea bass
suddenly stopped biting and the Indians had to gather
oysters for a living. These were found in the Lagoon,
three miles down the beach, and the pay was one peso
for a five-gallon can of solid meats. Very little, of
course, but it would keep them alive until the fish be-
gan to bite. When we drove in with two heavily loaded
cars we found the whole tribe assembled at the sheds,
cracking oysters with irons, scooping out the luscious
meats and staring with not unfriendly eyes.

After our rough trip from the Border our hearts
leapt with joy as we beheld these primitive creatures.
The men were dark and grim, with a predatory look

5

the women more gentle, though ragged beyond belief.

At first sight they seemed quite Oriental in appear-
ance, and their cheeks were beautifully decorated with
face-paintings. They were still, apparently, almost as
wild as when they had left Tiburon; and we hoped to
find, treasured away behind those low brows, the lore
of an ancient people—if we could only get them to
talk!

~ 8
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No beggars in a play could be half as motley—they

seemed to have made a study of patches and rags. But,

no matter how scantily they were dressed, every man

wore a loincloth like an apron—usually a red ban-

danna handkerchief. This was a holdover from their

Island days, when their sole attire had been the skin

of a pelican. Cast-off shirts and pants had been adopt-

ed later, but they did not consider themselves dressed

without these cloths about their hips. It gave the effect

of a Malay sarong—a last, barbaric touch.

The women wore long skirts of cheap cotton, with a

short blouse barely covering the breast, and a hand-

kerchief over the hair. Otherwise their only ornamen-

tation was the blue-and-white clan-paintings across

their cheeks. They sat in the middle of their family

groups, their voices soft and low—like the quah, quah,

of contented hens—as they admired Lady's red hat. It

was at once their envy and despair, since they were too

poor to buy one like it and didn't wear hats, anyway!

They named her Red Hat on the spot, the other

member of the family being called Big Beard. But for

our guide, John Hampton, on whom we had counted

so much, there was not a single look of recognition.

Twenty years before he had lived among them under

the name of El Americano. The symbol of the Turtle

Clan had been painted on his cheeks and he had

known the old war chief, Juan Tomes'. But Juan was

not there, nobody knew him, and he was badly hacked.

Hampton was a botanist and a scientist, whose work

had taken him to the ends of the world since we had

met at Hermosillo during the Revolution. He spoke

Spanish fluently and accurately and it was through

his advice that we had ventured on this trip. Now he

stood in the presence of fifty or sixty Seris, a good half
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of the tribe, and not one would admit that he knew
him. For the first time he realized how long twenty-

years is, when a man leaves and never comes back.

Mr. Corona, the fish merchant, was in full charge
at Kino Bay, the former manager having just left, and
he made us welcome at the Lodge. He had a good
cook, too, but all we would eat that first day was oys-

ters. They were absolutely fresh, having been brought
up that morning in canoes, and the most delicious we
had ever tasted. Corona was sealing them in cans and
sending them by truck to the railroad, just to keep the

Indians busy until the sea bass began to bite again.

After lunch we returned to the sheds, to stare and
be stared at, and never had we seen Indians more in-

telligent-looking, or more given to lighthearted laugh-
ter. The women, all jabbering at once, were positively

gay. That was a good sign, for it showed they were
friendly. From the reports of McGee and Kroeber, the

principal anthropologists who had visited them, we
had gathered that the Seris were very fierce—the low-
est savages in North America, still living in the Stone
Age. But, after watching them a while, we decided
there had been some mistake.

We could see that they were lousy by the way they
scratched, but all savages are that. What we noticed

most was the kind and gentle way in which the

mothers handled their children, who were never pun-
ished for anything. The men seemed to have little to

say, which went to prove what Hampton had told us,

that they were living under a form of matriarchy.
They worked away stolidly, cracking the oysters for

the women to shuck, looking us over with unblinking
eyes, but making no attempt to beg.

Not one of our interpreter's old friends was there,
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to give us the welcome he had promised, so we drove

up the beach to the Indians' camp. It was nothing but

a collection of huts, built of brush piled on frames of

ocotillo cactus
;
and, from a distance could hardly be

distinguished from the sand dunes. But when we

walked out to the camp we could see their boats along

the shore, and a hundred mongrel dogs rushed forth.

It was hard to believe that a people who had so lit-

tle to eat could support so many worthless curs. There

was no food of any kind in sight, and the brush shel-

ters were practically empty. No beds, no boxes, no

clothes—only a hole in the middle for a tiny fire at

night and, between that and the wall, just room

enough for the family to sleep. They cooked out-of-

doors, wore their clothes day and night 5
and used their

blankets, when they had any, as mantles.

Old sea-turtle shells were laid against the outer

walls to break the force of the chilly north wind, and

hardly a person was in sight. Only a blind man, sitting

alone 5 a woman with a basket of wood on her head re-

turning from the inland forest 5 a distant fisherman,

caulking his boat. But here at last Hampton found a

Seri who knew him—Angelita Encinas, his clan

mother. Twenty years before, when they had been

working for him, she had painted the turtle symbol

on his cheeks and taught him certain words to speak.

He had forgotten all the words, but when he gave her

a string of beads her face lighted up with a smile of

recognition.

She was a kindly looking woman and spoke a little

Spanish; and as they sat down together, inquiring

after each other's families, she seemed like an old New

England aunt. While they were talking, her husband

returned—Manuel, very deaf. He was one of three
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men that Hampton had been looking for, but the old
chief could not remember him. Until, after a lot of
shouting, John presented him with a pack of ciga-

rettes, which helped his memory wonderfully. He rose
up and gave him the Mexican hug, or abrazo, and we
concluded that all was well.

It was ten days since we had left the Border, with
the idea of making friends with these Indians and see-

ing what true savages are like, and for the last three
we had been camped at a neighboring ranch, waiting
for John's friends to come. We wanted to get them
away from the rest, where we could question them un-
disturbed

j
but, though he sent repeated messages, not

a Seri had appeared. Now at last he had found Man-
uel, and they talked together for an hour; but when
Hampton returned to the car he reported that Encinas
would not come.

"Very sorry," he said. "They are going to have a
Fish Dance to make the sea bass bite, and he has to
take the part of the Grandfather. It begins tonight and
lasts for four days. We will have to go back to the
ranch and wait."

"But why can't we move over here," pleaded Red
Hat, "and observe them in their native habitat? And
then we could see the Fish Dance!"

"You don't realize," he said, "how wild these In-
dians are—and what a dangerous bunch of camp-
robbers! But of course, if you insist

—

"

We had engaged Americano to be our guide and in-
terpreter, and were supposed to defer to his judgment

;

but ten days of mishaps and camping at deserted
ranches had rather dashed our confidence. It was very
impolite, but we insisted. We just had to see the Fish
Dance

!



CHAPTER II

The Fish Dance

N OT in a year had the Seris given their dance to

placate the great Fish God, the whale, and every

ftsh'in the sea. But the sea bass had stopped biting in

the middle of their season and, the day before we had

arrived, Santo Blanco, the medicine man, had an-

nounced :

"Tomorrow night again we will dance."

"Ahn-kweep-ay—it is good!" the people answered

5

and Manuel had to take the part of Old Man, in the

Round Dance given by the girls. We took it as a good

sign that we should arrive among them on the very

day of the dance. All the outside Seris would be in,

and we would be received as guests. It would be a gala

day, and the tribal hospitality would protect us from

any harm. So we put up at the cold and scantily fur-

nished Lodge and, as the evening came on, we went out

to see the sunset.

Kino Bay, when the sun sets across the Gulf, is spec-

tacular in its beauty. In a succession of golden loom-

ings, the mirage reveals islands never seen by day,

they are so far beyond the curve of the world. Except

during a storm the water is smooth and calm, and the

Seris have compared the reflections on its surface to

the paintings on a woman's face.

As the sun went down the full moon came up be-

hind us, a yellow disk in the east; but the Indian vil-

lage was dark. There is something about white sand

at night that seems to take up the light, and the Seris
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were sparing with their wood. The women had
brought it on their heads for miles, and their fires had
to last all night.

If we had had any doubts about our welcome they
were dispelled as we stumbled into camp. Their young
chief, Chico Romero, showed us a place to sit, and the

women invited Red Hat into their houses. They seemed
really pleased to have us attend the festival 5 but we
sat very still—not to disturb the ceremonies—while
from the semidarkness there came the voice of Santo
Blanco, the medicine man who could talk with God.
He sat with his back against the chief's house and

his face to the sea, a dim form in the black shadow,
speaking for all the people. He is a sturdy little man,
with mild, dreamy eyes, more or less afraid of the tur-

bulent war chiefs, but secure in the protection of the

gods. To his right, and facing him, a burly young
Seri stood on a plank, keeping time for the singer with
the rub-a-dub-dub of bare feet, while he leaned his

weight on a staff.

In the early days they had used half the shell of a
sea turtle, set over a hollow in the sand 5 but the plank
sounded like a drum and could be heard a mile away.
Santo Blanco began to shake his rattles—made of
milk cans thrust through with wooden handles and
containing grains of corn—and they gave out a sil-

very chime, like the ching-ching-ching of sleigh bells.

Then Martin Villalobo, the dancer, thumped off a
rhythmic beat

5
and, in a low voice, the singer began.

His songs were addressed to every fish in the sea in
turn, and if any was forgotten the whole dance would
come to nothing. For four nights, from dark to dawn,
the little man must sit and sing. Each song had a differ-
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ent tune, a different rhythm for the dancer, different

words to appease the fish deities.

Meanwhile in the outer darkness, ignored by every-

body, Juan Molino sang a song to the deer. The same

song all night, lest Venado be offended if they sang

to the fishes and not to him. Leaning forward, with

rattles in both hands, he danced on a worn-out calf-

skin, while his accompanist rasped a rod across the

notches of a larger stick. The lower end rested upon

the bottom of an inverted basket and it made a noise

like the croaking of frogs.

The Song of the Deer

The deer is hungry.

He goes through the bushes

Till he finds an ironwood in flower.

He eats the green leaves

And the flowers and says

:

"Now I am not hungry.

I have eaten of the green

And I have eaten of the flowers."

I will go out to hunt.

I will go out to kill a deer.

I will kill him quickly.

The sound of my voice

Does not reach the deer.

I will sing louder and he will come.

He comes closer! Now he is near

And I kill him quickly,

Later in the evening, and nearer the water, a Round

Dance was performed, presided over by Manuel En-

cinas, as the Grandfather. In a circle not five feet





Juan Tomas, the old war chief, gazed at us doubtfully with his

maimed left hand to his lips. But when Americano produced a

package of cigarettes, the old renegade fell on his neck.
w

" (Photograph by James W. Manson)
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across, all the young, unmarried girls danced around
him, leaning forward as they held out their skirts

from their knees and sang a childish chorus. It sounded
like a group of schoolgirls, singing their morning song,
with the old man's deep voice below.

They sang to the whale, the Chief of all the Fishes,

and to sea animals and sea birds—but not to land birds
and animals—and made merry as they danced. It was
like dancing around the Maypole with us, and with all

the little girls in front and the older girls in circles be-
hind. All the songs had a short, well-defined melody,
with a very catchy way of swinging back to the first

line and ending with it for a chorus. It was very so-

phisticated music to be sung by savages, far more like

ours than like that of the pastoral Navajos; and the
intricate rhythms of the plank-dancers would put our
tap-dancers to shame. Yet they executed their steps
flat-footed, without resorting to heel-and-toe.

One of the most beautiful of Santo Blanco's Fish
Dance songs was

:

Song of the Sea

The wind blows over me.
It blows from all sides.

It blows from everywhere.

The wind blows over me.
It blows strong.

My waves pile the seaweed
On the shore.

The wind blows over me.
I roll great waves on the shore.
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I roll more waves and more waves

And more waves from the wind.

When the wind blows over me
My waves throw the shellfish

And shells on the shore.

Like a sand dune the shells pile up.

When the wind does not blow

I make no waves

And the sea is calm and smooth.

In the night the wind does not blow.

Only soft breezes blow.

The sea is calm.

In the day the wind comes strong

The sea is rough.

In the early morning

A light breeze blows.

All the sea is calm.

At midday the turtle

Swims on the surface.

He sleeps with his head out.

At midday the wind blows strong,

The turtle goes below.

For eight days the wind does not blow.

The sea is calm.

The whales and porpoise.

Turtles and fish,

Are happy.

Their heads look out from the sea.
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Quite in the modern way, the song paints the
changing moods of the sea, speaking first in the per-
son of the sea and then of the singer himself. Chico
Romero told us that these songs are very old, dating
back to the Old Seris who first occupied the Island,
three thousand years ago. We could tell from the soft,

rapt tones of the singer that they had a poetic import
5

and as we listened we strained our eyes through the
darkness to make out the lines of his face.

Something told us that here was the very man we
sought, for with Indians the medicine men are the in-
tellectuals of the tribe—the priests, the poets, the his-
torians. No matter how rough and brutal the rest may
be, these men who "talk with God" have developed
their spiritual nature through years of fasting and
prayer. But that spirituality must be recognized and
respected or they will never break their reserve. Santo
Blanco was a good man, we knew by his gentle, vibrant
voice, and we resolved to make him our friend.

It was bitterly cold on that wind-swept shore, and
as the night wore on the women and children retired
to their brush houses 5 but we stayed, reluctant to go.
Then, out of the darkness, Manuel appeared leading
Juan Tomas', the war chief, the second of Hampton's
three friends. As Manuel came closer, he pointed to
Americano, who rose up and held out his hand 5 but
Juan Tomas' gazed at him doubtfully. He was an old
man and hard to win over 5 a famous warrior, who had
killed many men

5 but when Hampton drew out a pack-
age of cigarettes the old renegade fell on his neck.
"Amigo—my friend!" he cried 5 and clasped him to

his breast. It was going pretty far for Hampton to take
this old scoundrel in his arms, but he hugged him af-
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fectionately and kissed him on both cheeks, while all

the Seris smiled.
"'Da me cigarros!" shouted the war chief as he fi-

nally broke his hold; and John gave him another pack.

The old Seris smoked a short clay pipe, like an Irish

dudeen; but they have learned to like the Mexican

cigarros and "give me some cigarettes" is the standard

approach of all beggars. Of these Juan Tomas' proved

himself the most extortionate. It is through just such

insistent demands as this that their quarrels with

white people begin—but Hampton got through it

without a bobble by giving him his third and last pack.

Juan felt over him carefully, gave his pockets another

pat, and, convinced that there were no more, the situa-

tion was saved.

We returned to the Lodge shortly afterwards, leav-

ing the dancers to sing out the night.



CHAPTER III

The Three Old Friends

WE HAD had our way about staying to the Fish
Dance

5 but the next day, when we wanted to
camp near the village, John Hampton would not per-
mit it. He knew the Seris, and their reputation as
camp-robbers, and we camped half a mile away-
down the beach behind a sand dune, on the east side
of the Lodge. Even then, but for the vigilance of An-
gelito, our Mexican cook and camp-tender who had
followed us on horseback, we would have been over-
whelmed.

They came in droves as we began to make camp,
but he had hacked out the heart of a huge mangrove
tree—where the sand, drifting in, had built up a wall
against the branch tips—and had stored everything
out of their reach. Then he called Es-sport, his dog

5

picked up his 30-30 rifle; and laid a stick across the
brushy entrance. That was a sign the Indians knew

and Angelito knew them. He had been a soldier in
the Revolution, and had been on one expedition to the
Island, so they decided to stay out of his kitchen.
Hampton parked his car at the foot of the sand

dune and set up his auto tent, while we pitched ours
in the lee of a neighboring mangrove and hurried out
to see the second night of the Fish Dance. It was cold,
with a bitter north wind, but Santo Blanco was in his
place against the chief's house, still singing his songs
of the sea. Most of the women and children had re-
tired early, after the ceremonies had begun, and we
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were glad to get back to camp. Only an Indian could

endure singing four nights in succession 5 but Santo

Blanco, though he had been working all day, sang on

till dawn.

After a long cold night we were up at daylight, and

we were just finishing our breakfast by Angelito 's fire

when a man and woman appeared at the entrance. It

was Santo Blanco and his wife, carrying her baby 5 and

as they stood looking in at our cozy kitchen, he could

hardly keep his eyes open. All that night he had been

singing to bring back the sea bass 3 and now he and his

wife were on their way to the lagoon to dig up oysters

to crack.

It was against all the rules for handling savages as

laid down by our mentor and guide, but they looked

so cold and wistful that we rose up and beckoned them

in. Hampton was still asleep, Angelito could not dis-

miss them 5 so we had our own way once more and fed

them all they could eat. Plates full of hot rice, covered

with condensed milk and sugar—more coffee, more

jerked beef. It is almost a religion with the Seris never

to store any food. They eat all they have and then go

hungry until they can gather more.

But just as our guests were leaving another Indian

appeared, and Angelito reached for his gun. It was

Buro Alazan, Americano's third friend, though we did

not know that then. He was a predatory-looking old

party and loomed big at the entrance, but we smiled

and beckoned him in. If you are going to be friends

with Indians you have got to feed them when they are

hungry 3 but we learned afterward that the old war

chief had an evil reputation, having killed two Ameri-

cans on Tiburon.

But this was the mainland, and Roan Mule-deer
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was too hungry to take advantage of our ignorance.
All he wanted was something to eat, and we had
cooked up lots of it. He was just stalking out of camp
when Hampton, who was a late sleeper, emerged
from his auto tent

5
and, at sight of his old friend,

Euro Alazan made a rush and gathered him into his
arms.

"Ah, amigo!" he cried. "Lo mismo! We are the
same!"

There was no escape for poor Americano, though
we could see he was getting about enough of it. He
returned the embrace of this burly giant, who was re-
peating that they were equals—that is, brothers. But,
after the first ecstasy of his joy had passed, Buro felt

Hampton over with expert hands and shouted roughly

:

"Da me cigarros!"

John gave him the cigarettes which he had already
located, and Angelito took advantage of the Boss's
presence to replace the barrier to his kitchen. So all

was in order when Americano entered and called for
his belated breakfast.

Santo Blanco hurried away down the trail to the
lagoon, for he had eight daughters to provide for and
they would be waiting when he got home. They lived
from hand to mouth, from meal to meal, and in hard
times they did not eat at all. But with it all they man-
aged to look healthy and happy. Perhaps all the weak
ones had died off.

With the appearance of Hampton the rush for a
free breakfast ceased, though women and children
came and sat about. Until their men-folks poled up
from the lagoon with the canoe-loads of oysters there
was nothing for them to do and, while Red Hat made
her toilette in the sleeping tent, quite an audience
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gathered outside. The Seri women are like curious

children, wanting to see everything the Yoris had and

did, and hoping she would give them something.

When she heard faint whisperings in front of her

tent, Red Hat untied the flaps and found herself fac-

ing half a dozen brown women and babies, sitting in

the sand and waiting for the show. She combed out

her hair and went on with the details of dressing.

Then, as they saw her good, warm clothes, they held

out their poor rags and said
5

"Manta!"

They were begging for cloth, to mend their worn

garments, for they were miserably cold 5
but this was

a demand we had not anticipated and she could only

tell them No. Hampton made them understand that

she had only one change of clothing and none to spare,

however much they needed it 5 so they just sighed and

felt of her warm coat wishfully.

In the cold, almost freezing wind, most of them

wore only a two-piece garment—a full, long skirt and

a loose blouse without a belt, made of the flimsiest cot-

ton flannel, originally of some bright color but now

faded and dirty and ragged. A tall, graceful young

married woman was conspicuous in a new dress of

brilliant cerise cotton flannel with the folds wrapped

around her legs for warmth. This was the type of dress

they had adopted from the Yaquis, at the time when

McGee pictured them—in place of their traditional

costume, the picturesque skirt of pelican skins.

With a credit ticket at the Commissary of one peso

for a five-gallon tin full of shelled oysters, few women

could buy enough for a whole dress at one time. Most

of them would buy a yard or two and tog it onto the

tattered remnants of the ones they were wearing, mak-
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ing themselves a crazy-quilt garment. Such under-
garments as they had were made of cotton floursacks.
They needed clothing so much that, when fishing
barques and Coast steamers occasionally anchored off
the Island, they paddled out and begged for it, and
complained because the tourists gave them money in-
stead.

When the women understood that Red Hat had no
manta to give they showed the holes in their ragged
dresses and begged for needles and thread. She gave
all she had and, when the supply was exhausted, sent
to Hermosillo by the fish-truck driver for more.
Among his many commissions—mail, money, provi-
sions—he brought back a lot of darning needles and
spools of coarse cotton thread.

To a folded scrap of paper she tied the end of the
thread while, just as her grandmother had done for
her, she held the spool and motioned each woman to
wind off as much as she wanted. They laughed and
were apparently satisfied.

After that the women began to bring in domestic
implements to sell

5
polishing stones, hairbrushes made

of fiber, cutting stones, awls for basket weaving, and
pretty shells picked up on the beach. We bought them,
every one, at whatever price. Usually twenty centavos
or a hunk of panoche sugar was enough. We had ex-
plained that we wanted "old things"; but we took
whatever they offered, since we needed their good
will.

We wished to learn everything these women could
tell us; and all the more because investigators rarely
get any information directly from primitive women.
They are shy and relatively inarticulate—the men do
all the chanting and storytelling and it is improper for
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young Indian women to be seen talking with white

men.
Although they were beggars, we found the Seri

women very gentle and trustworthy, with none of the

violent ways that made the warriors so dangerous 5 but

hardly had Red Hat made friends with them than

Juan Tomas' appeared on the scene. Hampton laid out

a piece of canvas for him to sit on and came through

with the rest of his cigarros$ and when Buro Alazan,

the sub-chief, arrived he gave him another seat of

honor.

It was very important to placate these war chiefs,

for they were capable of doing great mischief 5
and

Americano passed the cigarettes around to all the other

warriors. But just as his reception was going nicely,

Juan Tomas' rose up, tucked the camp canvas under

his shirt and broke into a run up the trail. And, while

Hampton was looking after him, Buro Alazan started

off the other way, likewise with his canvas under his

shirt. But John was so enraged by this breach of

friendship that he chased after him and snatched it

back.

"I thought you gave it to me!" protested Buro, to

save his face 5 but the other Indians all laughed.

"I gave it to you to sit on!" came back Hampton;

but now he too had lost face. The two old friends

whom he had embraced and presented with cigarettes,

had turned out to be common thieves and camp-rob-

bers, who would steal anything in sight. It was a terri-

ble humiliation, after all he had promised us, but

Manuel Encinas saved the day.



CHAPTER IV

Seri Customs and Manners

MANUEL was a true friend, and above such petty-

thievery; and when he and Angelita came
down for their visit, a bargain was quickly struck. As
the sociologist of the party, Red Hat made haste to

engage him to tell about their customs and manners
5

and, though he was getting senile, he made it plain

at the start that he considered himself far superior to

the war chiefs.

"Juan Tomas' and good old Buro Alazan," he said,

"are good men, but they are no longer strong. I am
old, the same as they are, but I can still bring water.

I can still kill the buro-deer and the sea lion, but they
are getting soft."

Encinas was an honest old fellow and, with the ad-

vice and assistance of his wife, who was clan mother
of the Turtle Clan, he described the marriage customs
of his people.

The family of the boy goes to the mother of the

girl and, in the presence of her relatives, proposes that

they talk it over. If the mother agrees, the girl's father

presents the proposal to the girl herself; and during
several days there is discussion of the economic cir-

cumstances of the boy. But, if the girl objects, all

negotiations cease
—"She only marries of her own free

will."

If the suitor is approved he brings evidences—not
gifts—of his circumstances, of his ability to support a
wife, and is accepted on probation. He is then at the

37
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beck and call of his future mother-in-law. He lives

with her household as a provider, but he has no status

as a married man and sleeps outside the shelter. The
mother-in-law makes him do "much work" and he is

virtually a servant. On other occasions, whenever this

was mentioned, everybody laughed. Manuel Encinas

said the period of probation—engagement—was a

year; other narrators said many months. But as the

Seris have no definite calendar and only vaguely un-
derstand Spanish reckoning, it must be assumed that

the length of the period is indefinite or is likely to be
ended with the cactus-pear season, when most mar-
riages take place.

When the boy has acquired the necessary property

—much money, a canoe, dried meat and fish, pelican

skins or clothes or other useful goods—he goes, ac-

companied by his mother, to the bride's house. The
mother-in-law sits on the left of the entrance, the girl

in the center and the boy takes his seat on the right.

This is the public ceremony of marriage. The young
couple may decide to build a separate shelter attached

to the family house, but they often live with the girl's

family.

There was an ancient custom, so Encinas said, that

when the bridegroom came to the new house for the

completion of the marriage, he was beaten by the

women, "but this is no longer done."

Marriage is generally monogamous—all the story-

tellers at one interview or another agreed—but En-

cinas added, "if the wife is willing and the husband

can support another, he may take two." Santo Blanco

gave us examples. Porfirio Diaz, the old coyote-faced

man who lived in the last shelter, used to have two
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wives. Now he has none, only many daughters. There
was a man up the Coast who had two wives.

The women all object if a man wants to take an-
other woman

;
they never let him have two together in

one house. Nacho Romero tried to have two wives, but
the women took one of them away from him. Nacho
was just a fisherman and not rich and the girl now has
a baby and is living alone, next to her mother. This
girl is Ramona and she is very good-looking. She is the
only girl who has ever been away to school and learned
to read and write.

We were surprised to discover that there are girls
and women who do not wish to get married. Santo
Blanco has three daughters and Chief Chico one, who
will not marry. Candelaria, one of the old women we
saw, is mentioned by McGee in 1894 as "the belle of
the Seri." At the command of her mother, Juana
Maria, she allowed her picture to be painted 5 but now
she is getting old and drinks a good deal. "Many have
wanted her, but she would not marry."

Santo Blanco said: "No matter how drunk, none of
these women have intercourse with men. The Greek
who works in the store tries to get the Seri women,
but they will have nothing to do with him." Later
evidence showed, however, that at least two of them
were prostitutes.

Either husband or wife may divorce the partner
and go back to his or her own family, but divorce was
said to be uncommon. Whether the pair have children
or not seems to have no relation to divorce, or the tak-
ing of a second wife.

A puberty feast is held for girls. At the first sign
of womanhood the tribe prepares for a dance, bring-
ing fruit and vegetable food, but not meat or fish. The
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girl must not eat meat or fish for eight days. All

—

men, women and young people-—dance for four days

at the first full moon after her puberty. Then she is

regarded as a marriageable woman.
Encinas could not recite the dance songs, of which

he said there were a great number. The Seris have a

ceremonial in May "in hot weather when the pelicans

on Tiburon sleep/' the greatest of the year, when
marriages usually occur. They make wine of pitahaya

cactus fruit and "the women get a little drunk."

There were some indications that maturity came

late. There was a girl who had been born at Santa Ana
Rancho when El Americano and his wife were living

there in the summer of 1915, who was now, in 1932,

just reaching maturity. It was impossible to find out

why girls refuse to marry—it may be that some of

them had not reached maturity. Buro Alazan explained

that "as long as a young man has a father living, he

must not marry.''

Quite unexpectedly Manuel Encinas, in answer to

some question about sickness, told us the following

dramatic story of his experience in an influenza epi-

demic.

When influenza came it came to Pedro and his

tall sons, the three tallest men in the tribe. It came

from the east. Nobody saw it come, but Pedro lay

many days, getting weaker and weaker with cough

and fever. The sickness visited many of the Seris, until

Manuel Encinas himself became ill. All these sick

people stayed inside their houses.

One night when Encinas had been sick ten-plus-

ten days he was lying in his house and could not sleep.

He looked out into the night where the moon was

shining, and saw a very skinny old man, walking with
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a crooked stick, coming from a distance. The old man
hobbled along, peering from side to side, and when he
found sick people in their houses he pointed his stick

at their breasts, and they died.

When Manuel Encinas saw this figure he imme-
diately crawled out of his house, holding up his hands
and supplicating the moon; and the crouching, skinny
figure put his forearm over his eyes and hobbled away
and didn't touch Manuel with his stick. And so he
didn't die.

Old Encinas turned to the interpreter and added:
"I am old and you are old; but those who didn't

come out of their houses, died!"
All that day and the next, Red Hat and El Ameri-

cano sat out in the brilliant sunshine, extracting from
Manuel and Angelita what they could about Seri
family customs. But unfortunately they had become
the center of interest for all the idle Indians in camp.
They listened in on everything, often correcting the
speakers; until at last a large office tent was put up and
furnished with an old table from the Lodge.
When the storyteller of the day took his place, sit-

ting on a box by the table, Big Beard was called in to
do the writing while Red Hat stood guard at the door.
Admitting first the men leaders and the matrons, she
kept the crowd outside by tying up the flaps. But con-
ditions were far from ideal. The five leading men
were very jealous of each other; and the old women
murmured running comments.

It was a tedious and exhausting performance for all—for the storyteller, who spoke in crude Spanish; for
the interpreter who had to question him before he was
sure of the meaning; and no less for Big Beard who,
before writing it down, asked more questions in Span-
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ish and English. But when the working routine had

been established, the visitors began to understand they

must not disturb the speakers, and we went ahead

with better results.

When the men were at last occupied and the idlers

turned away, Red Hat was free to go to the fish-sheds,

where the Seri women were shucking oysters, to be

shipped two or three times a week to Hermosillo and

the Arizona markets. The women sat on the sand,

suckling their children and trying to get warm at the

oil-drum stove, after several hours of standing in the

icy waters of the oyster lagoon. For filling a five-gal-

lon can full of solid meats, they were paid one peso

—

at that time thirty-five cents in silver—by Pedro, the

Greek in charge, and then went to the little Commis-

sary at the Lodge to spend it for flour, beans and

sugar. The few pesos each could earn did not buy

much provisions for a family of five to eight people,

and nothing at all of the manta and other domestic

comforts they wanted.

Toward midday they went back to the brush village

on the brow of the sandy shore, to do their housekeep-

ing. Day after day Red Hat wandered along after

them or sat down to watch them work. By this time

they were used to seeing her at the tents and, though

shy as always, they were friendly enough and behaved

as if they scarcely saw her. The little brush huts, built

of ocotillo ribs and supported at the sides with big

turtle shells or rocks, clung together in groups like

wasps' nests, on the brow of the beach. In front of

them were small fires of ironwood, which burns with

little flame and is very hot, where housewives broiled

fresh fish on the coals or cooked beans in an earthen

pot.
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In the old days on Tiburon they often ate their meat
raw, having no matches with which to start fires. Seeds
ground up by means of rocks then provided an edible
gruel or mush, but now more and more they were
making pan-bread of white flour, or boiling flour with
panoche sugar—when they could get it. Their rocky
island and the ancient hunting ground on the main-
land, afforded two luxuries—cactus-pears in summer,
and venison. There were then many deer, which they
killed with bow and arrows or by running them down.
When we saw them they were unusually poverty-
stricken—until the sea bass began to bite.

One day Red Hat saw a horse staked out by the vil-

lage, which we were told had been bought at Escalante
Rancho. It broke loose and a young Seri vaquero, who
was evidently quite unable to handle it, ran it down
and finally killed it. A day or two later its hide was
drying on the top of a house 5 and its skull, picked
clean, lay near by. The American rancher at Costa
Rica had spoken warmly of a Seri woman who worked
for him at a dollar a day to pay for two mares and a
stallion, which she took down to the Gulf. At low tide
the Indians got the animals across the Straits to the
Island and there turned them loose to increase. The
Seris have no domestic animals except dogs, but covet
horses and cattle and have been known to steal them
from the ranchers. But if unmolested they might soon
become pastoral, as the Navajos did when they ac-
quired stock from the natives of New Mexico.

Their bodies are very dirty, but not as filthy and
odorous as might be expected when it is remembered
that they never have had easy access to fresh water.
On Tiburon Island, their age-long home, there is only
one considerable spring for the whole tribe, and on
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the mainland no fresh water within five to eight miles

of the shore. They have always camped far from

water, which is found only in the mountains, while

their home is along the beach. At Kino Bay they have

to go five miles inland through a thorny forest and

carry water home on their heads in an oil-tin which,

when full, weighs forty pounds.

We brought water for ourselves in cans on the run-

ning-board of an automobile, or bought a little from

the fish dealer. The Fish Company brought water for

their own use in large, emptied gasoline drums, and

the manager was angry because the Indians stole

water from them. Sometimes Indian women cut grama

grass for his saddle horses, to pay for a little water.

But we seldom saw them washing their children or

their clothes, or even their hands and food, except in

salt water. They cleaned their few pots and pans with

dry sand
5
and, when they had fresh water, washed the

babies' clothes first. Yet somehow their faces were

fairly clean.

On any morning Red Hat would see half a dozen

women disappearing into the forest with their empty

oil-tins. By old deer and cattle trails they went through

the mesquite brush, to get wood and water for the day.

Everything is carried by women on a head-ring made

of split swamp-willow, wrapped with fiber or old rags.

On this ring the tin full of water is mounted, and the

more skillful carriers do not even steady it with the

hand as they walk the miles homeward.

Since the Yoris have begun to come in for hunting

and fishing, the forest is receding and the women have

to go farther for their wood supply. They break it off

in three- or four-foot lengths and pile it in a large,

coarse basket-tray which is set on top of the head-ring.
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One woman helps another to poise her load but, once
started, she walks several miles without putting it

down. Toward noon the procession of wood and water
gatherers emerges from the forest, walking steadily
down the long sandy slope. Young and old, they are
all graceful, sure of movement, straight and incredibly
strong. Occasionally little girls walk solemnly along
with the procession, learning to carry small burdens
on their head-rings.

Those who stayed at home were cooking, cleaning
fish and spreading them on the houses to dry, or mend-
ing the wind-torn shelters

;
suckling children or weav-

ing baskets
5 but chiefly dressing hair—their own, or

the children's or their husbands'. Combing, brushing
with a fiber brush, braiding and tying it with fiber
string made of mesquite-roots. One day Buro Alazan
and his tall old wife sat on the sand in front of their
house, she brushing and braiding his hair—he is a
very vain old fellow—and he in turn brushing and
braiding hers. But they do not wash it in soapweed
suds, nor keep it as sleek and shining as the Pueblos
and Navajos do.

They must be very lousy, for the children are al-

ways scratching
;
and, since the families sleep together

with their feet toward the center, vermin and infec-
tion would be inevitable. But Chief Romero says they
have no venereal diseases, perhaps because the women
do not consort with white men. Their skin is a beauti-
ful dark yellow-brown, smooth and without blemish.
Their hands are small, and their feet large, splayed
out with much walking in desert sand. The tribe is

steadily ohmmishing—in former years because of
many wars and lately from influenza and measles.

The living children appear to be from two to two
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and a half years apart. Encinas told us that when a

woman has a child she does not have another for a

long time, and Santo Blanco said the men were in-

structed not to approach their wives too soon after

childbirth. But it seems probable that, as among most

Indian tribes, a large number of children die in in-

fancy.

Some weeks after we arrived a bootlegger, ostensi-

bly a fisherman, camped near the Lodge and sold

mezcal to the Indians. Many were drunk and two days

later an old man died, after a brawl. He was buried

secretly that night, and four houses at that end of

camp were at once abandoned, the families moving

over to a new spot. White flags of mourning were set

up around the village and that afternoon a few women
were wailing—making a sound almost like yodeling,

while the neighbors ate their supper indifferently.

It is the prerogative of matrons to locate the shel-

ters, under the direction of the Elderwoman then in

power. There was apparently some dispute over the re-

location. Chico Romero, sitting in front of his house,

was being harangued by two old women. Encinas'

wife talked shrilly, waving her arms. Santo Blanco's

wife stood up and talked rapidly at every interval.

Occasionally two or three other matrons took their

turns. The Chief listened for half an hour, scarcely

spoke, and finally walked away. The next day the new

houses were built, but which party won the argument

we did not learn.

All day long children from five to twelve years old

played on the sand dunes, with a horde of mongrel

dogs, laughing often but almost never crying or

screaming. Indeed, the Seris laugh more than any In-

dians we have ever known. Babies look messy and
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miserable but seldom cry, and are nursed until they
are two or three years old. If the mother has not
enough milk, some other woman suckles them. These
children of all ages were quite modest about their
habits, retiring into the brush on occasion and seldom
exposing their persons. There was no visible discipline.

If a child got hurt it was comforted ; if it showed tem-
per it was generally ignored, or shaken a little and
then left to have its cry out. Since they got nothing by
screaming, not even attention, they seldom screamed.
No girls, not even women, except the old, went any-

where alone. They were with the family, or under
the village eye, all the time and thus sufficiently pro-
tected. As far as we could learn, only two young wom-
en of the tribe had a questionable reputation. Ramona,
the mistress of Nacho Romero, was now living alone,
because the matrons were violently opposed to any
man taking a second wife. The other was a young
woman who went out in a fishing boat overnight and
whom we saw brought into camp screaming drunk.
She was met on the shore by an old man and her
mother, who dragged her into the house. The matrons
were apparently scandalized.

With strange men coming to the Lodge and to the
Fish Company headquarters, and with liquor sold
openly—although against the Mexican law—it is sur-
prising that prostitution is not more common. In the
afternoons a few men, women and boys were gambling
in the village, using green sticks, matches and beans
for counters and a piece of braid to mark the dealer.

Toward sunset every evening we walked along the
half-moon beach, to enjoy the glory of the skies that
faced us beyond Isla Tassne and Tiburon. When the
fishing boats began to come in, women and children
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ran down to help pull up the clumsy, leaking crafts

and to claim the family's share of the catch. After the

Fish Dance the fish began to run abundantly, and the

people were no longer hungry. While the boatmen

stowed the gear and threw out the fish, women cut off

the heads and fins, which the hungry dogs made off

with. These sea bass weighed about forty pounds

apiece, and two were as much as a man could carry on

the ends of a pole over his shoulder. The women

cooked some immediately, for the men had been out

since daylight. As night fell, the fires died down; little

piles of coals twinkled and glimmered in front of the

brush shelters, and shortly they all went to bed, curled

up together and wrapped in all their clothing.

Always we lingered to take in the long twilight

scene—one of the most beautiful, it must be, any-

where on the West Coast. Often just before sunset a

fairy mirage of unseen islands across the Gulf of Cali-

fornia rose on the far horizon and faded away into the

sea. In the clear, dry air the outlines of Tiburon, and

the perfect curve of the desert beach, came out

sharply; while the dim mountain ranges of Lower

California far beyond, disappeared. The enigma of

primitive human life was blotted out in the serenity

of the glamorous Southern night.



CHAPTER V

The War Chief Talks

ALL was well, with Manuel telling stories and
.
Americano interpreting them into English,

when suddenly our storyteller quit. In an unguarded
moment he had revealed to the Indians that his pay
was one peso a day; and the next morning in his place
there came Juan Tomas', the old war chief, and Chico
Romero, the young tribal chief. If there was any easy
money in sight they figured it was their legitimate
graft, and it was much easier to tell a few stories than
to shell five gallons of oyster meat.

Far from feeling any shame over his theft of a piece
of canvas, Juan Tomas' entered the tent with a swag-
ger and told Hampton that he would talk. He would
sing a war song, in the original old Seri, now forgot-
ten by all but him; and his nephew, Chico Romero,
would interpret it into Spanish. This, however, was
just a device to get Chico on the pay roll, as his Span-
ish was very limited.

He was a big, goofy man, who still retained his
baby name of Won't Suck; and, in the eyes of the
Seris, he was not even a chief, having been appointed
to his position by the Government Agent, who wanted
a man he could handle. Juan Tomas' still wore about
his neck the paper, signed by the Governor of Sonora,
officially acknowledging his authority, but in this case
they stood together to make the Yoris pay. Hampton
recognized the situation at a glance, but it was part of
his system to placate the ruling chiefs. For if anything
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was done to offend them, they were capable of serious

mischief.

So Juan Tomas' sat on one box, across the table,

with Chico Romero on another
\
and, in order to deal

with these troublemakers, Big Beard was called in to

make the record. A sheaf of paper was laid out, he

poised his fountain-pen, and the ancient war song be-

gan. In a low, almost inaudible voice, Juan Tomas'

sang it through to the end. It took him forty minutes

and then he began all over again, translating it into

modern Seri for the benefit of Chico Romero. That
took forty minutes more, and not a word had been

written down. For the third time he went back to the

beginning; but, the moment Chico began to interpret,

an old woman broke in and corrected him.

Under the matriarchal form of government which

prevails among the Seris the women consider them-

selves as good as the men-folks if not a little better.

They spoke right up in meeting, and Juan Tomas'

was soon completely cowed. He finally subsided into

sullen silence and let them argue it out. Then he be-

gan all over again, while Chico tried to turn it into

Spanish.

It was a battle from the start, with a milling crowd

of Indians looking on, and Americano made it more

confusing by trying to get the old Seri words. In his

youth he had once served under a trained anthropolo-

gist—a man who measured his Indians in millimeters

and recorded their words in Government script—and

that was his fixed idea of what we ought to want. But

what we really wanted was just the opposite—the In-

dian songs, translated literally into English, with

nothing added and nothing left out. This, however,
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was not the time nor the place to argue the point, so

we let him have his way.
Here is the song, just as it came, with incredible

labor, through three languages and then into English.
But first the original old Seri

:

Tay sah may nay
Tay sah may nay
Ah way ah say

Ah say kai yay.

Kai yah, kai yah!

This refrain ran off into a muttered grumble and
every verse was the same, except that a few words
were added. One verse is as good as a thousand. It

meant nothing, even to the Seris; but was like an an-
cient litany which, once started, had to be chanted
through to the end.

The Old Song

—

Eee-go-set—which follows—was
said by Juan Tomas' to be very old: "This song came
down from seven grandfathers. It was taught one to

another. In the old days this song was given only to a
brave man's son. The language is not that of the Mod-
ern Seris but is an ancient language which could not
be communicated by words. It is very old."

Neither Chico nor Old Tomas' knew who this big
man was

5
but he was a giant, a terrible warrior, and

the man who killed him was a war chief. It is a war
song and makes men strong and brave in battle.

Eee-go'-set

I am in my house—a cave—alone.

Outside there is a great disturbance.
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I want to know what is happening.

I hear a great noise of the thunder

And with my very long bow
I shoot an arrow at a giant cactus.

It blows up like lightning

—

Blows up and falls.

When I go outside I inquire

Why is all this disturbance.

And they are angry

And frightened,

And they want to fight me.

When I come outside of my cave

I tell these people to keep quiet.

And again they are angry.

When I come outside I tell them
I cannot sleep. Only a woman can sleep.

The ants are biting me and keeping me awake

And I want quiet.

If I can't sleep I will take my weapons

—

Bows and arrows, with my quiver,

My best breastplate of stone,

And my back-plate of stone,

And I will go forth to fight my enemies.

Therefore I go forth with my arms.

I hunt the trail of one who comes,

Hidden by a dry giant cactus.

He comes with his head so high

It is in the sky.

His hat is so high

It is like a cloud.

His eyes are so high
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That he cannot see me on earth.

He is angry when he cannot find me
And he pulls his mustache.

He is so angry

Because he cannot find me.
His head is so high

That when he looks to the ground
He cannot see me.

The Tall One is so brave

And the Tall One is so strong

That I sit down in fear

Behind a dry ironwood.

I load my medicine pipe

It is so very large
5

And with a dry stick, twirling,

I make fire, to light my pipe.

And I quit smoking, afraid.

The tears run down my cheeks

Because I am afraid.

The medicine has worked.

I throw my pipe aside.

Now there has been enough smoking.
I pull down my quiver

And I challenge him
To fight a combat with ten arrows
To see who is the braver man.
I shout to him

:

"I will plant an arrow in your throat."

And he draws his bow to fight.

I shoot an arrow through him
From side to side,
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But he is not dead.

He says :

44Do not kill me

—

I won't fight any more."

I grab his great bow
And smash his head

But he is not dead.

I chop off his head

And make a hole in his cheek

And drag his great head

To the people who made so much noise

That I could not sleep.

They see I am very brave

And they dance for a long time

Before my house.

It was almost unbelievable, under the circumstances,

but before they got through Juan Tomas' and Chico

Romero had given us a very good song. A song which

showed by internal evidence that the Seris had not al-

ways been savages. There had been a time, dating

back through the lives of seven grandfathers, when,

instead of being Pre-Stone Age in their culture, they

had fashioned stone breastplates and worn them.

In the Hozoni Chant of the Navajos, describing the

destruction of Pueblo Bonito, there are frequent refer-

ences to the Flint Boys—men clothed in armor made
of flint or iron, the word besh being used for both.

There are also, in their sand-paintings, pictures of

Nahyenesgani, the War God and his brother, To-

baadzizini, attired from head to foot in bristling armor.

This was either metal armor, brought by their an-

cestors from Asia, or stone armor made in this coun-

try. But the later Navajo warriors fought stripped to
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the waist, wearing a heavy robe of buckskin wrapped
around their bellies to protect them from enemy ar-
rows.

Armor made of wooden slats was used in British
Columbia, cotton armor was worn in Mexico and
Peru, and overlapping plates of ivory and bone have
been found along the North Pacific Coast. But this
reference to

My best breastplate of stone

And my back-plate of stone

seems to indicate a higher grade of culture than the
present-day Seris possess. Since they do not even shape
their stone implements now, they have been rated by
McGee as Pre-Stone Age.

At a much later date, when the Seris fought only
with jagged beach-stones called ahst, they wore armor
down to their knees made from sea-lion skin. On top
of this, they tied flat stones over their chests—and
sometimes one on each side of the head. The only
place where an arrow could wound them was in the
upper part of the face. This helmet was decorated with
long plumes made of crow-feathers—two long ones
underneath and then shorter ones on top, reaching out
behind and separating the two stones.

This, and much more, we learned later from Santo
Blanco

; but now Juan Tomas' held the stage. He was
a tall, wrinkled old man, claiming to be one hundred
and three years old—not because he could count that
much but because he could remember when Hermo-
sillo did not exist, and other events which indicated
extreme age. When he was a boy a feud broke out be-
tween his family and another family and they went
out to kill one of these men; but in the battle all three
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of his brothers were killed and Juan got a bullet

through his left hand, so that he could not hold a bow
to shoot. He was waiting for his hand to heal and grow
strong when he got hold of an old cap-and-ball musket
and immediately shot the man who had killed them.

Thus, early in life, he had acquired a reputation as

a killer and the Seris were deathly afraid of him. His
little red eyes had the look of a ferret's, and his de-

formed left hand was always there to remind them
that in war he was inexorable. He seems to have come
from a different breed of Indians, his short hair being
distinctly curly ; and he was the only man among them
who had blue lines tattooed down his chin.

On the second day he entered the tent with his head
held high, but during the night there had been a divi-

sion among the people regarding Chico's ability as an
interpreter, and a quarrel began at once. It was finally

decided that Martin Villalobo should take Chico's

place, and Eee-go-set should be done all over again.

So the old chief sat down and, in a voice barely au-

dible, sang the whole song over again—forty minutes

!

Since nobody could understand the ancient words, not

a voice had been raised in protest 3 but when, in Mod-
ern Seri, he repeated it to Martin, a hot argument
sprang up which our interpreter was unable to stop.

As far as we were concerned Eee-go-set was fin-

ished, but with them it had just begun. And Ameri-
cano declared that the ancient words had to be written

down all over again

:

Mose-nik quee-kose

Hah-pay may say

Poo kai quee mo ick'

Ah no kay say puu-wick'

.
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And so on for an hour, until we called a halt. It was
all very interesting—with a rhythm and apparently a
rhyme—but what we wanted was the English words.
Something we could understand. So at last we began
all over again—and the song was barely recognizable.

Ee-go'-set—Old Song
(as interpreted by Martin Villalobo)

The song says this :

A man is in his house—a large cave—alone.
The outside is strewn with the bones
Of the people the Seris have killed.

Their heads are white.

I am the only great man among these people.
All others are like women.
I go out of my house
And I am looking from side to side

For a great, dry cactus.

I see a big man coming towards me,
Big as a giant cactus.

He is so tall his head reaches the sky.

His sombrero is so big that twenty men cannot
lift it.

His eyes are seven yards apart.

His mouth is full of great teeth with holes in
them,

And when he breathes they go out and in with
his breath.

He had an arrow as big as the arc of your hands.
When he planted his bow on the ground
Thunder broke in the sky.
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The two came together and sat down.

They smoked out of the giant's pipe.

The giant took a stick from the fire and said

:

"Press this against my forehead

And I will stand it until it goes out."

The Seri said : "We will see who is the best man."

He pulled his quiver down and shot one arrow.

It struck the giant in his right side

And came out on the left.

He fell over.

I mashed his head with his bow and he fell dead.

I cut off his head and dragged it home

By a hole I cut in his cheek.

Here ended, with much sound and fury, the second

version—or rather, interpretation—of the ancient

war song
5
and, while the Indians were all talking at

once, a girl reached over and laid a piece of paper on

the table. It was Ramona, the only Seri woman who

had been to school ; and on the paper, in Spanish, she

had written the words of a song. Hampton snatched it

up, asked her a question in Spanish, then grabbed a

peso from his pocket and slammed it down on the

table.

"What's that for?" I asked, and in great excite-

ment he said

:

"To pay her for that song—the first Seri song ever

written down by an Indian!"

"But what good is it to you?" I inquired. "And

why did you pay her so much?"
"Well," he admitted, a little abashed. "I made a

mistake and gave her the peso instead of a two-cent

piece."
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It certainly was a mistake, as far as the Indians
were concerned. Ramona begged some paper and be-
gan to write more, Hampton refused to buy them and
she passed them on to me. When I refused them the
poor girl was bewildered—but anyhow, she had her
peso.

We began again in the afternoon, and at my re-
quest Hampton asked the other Indians to leave—all

except the ones who were reciting. That quieted things
down, Chico Romero resumed his post, and went
ahead with the Balsa Song. A balsa is a raft-boat,
made of bundles of carrizo bamboo bound together,
and the story is the continuation of the adventures of
the war chief, after he had returned from slaying the
giant. He had gone a long way to meet the giant, and
it was a long journey in his balsa home. He was tired
arid lay down to sleep, and this song came to him like
a dream.

Balsa Song

I am paddling my balsa over the waters
Which are everywhere
And I paddle for two days till sleep comes.
Sleep comes and I dream
And in the dream comes this song.

While I am asleep on my balsa

I am so tired I want to anchor.
I can paddle no more.
But I have no rock (to tie to)

I put my line in the water

—

It is of mesquite roots

—

And it goes about the neck of a turtle

Which is my anchor.

And to me this song comes.
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The turtle says he is tired and hungry

And it tells him, while I sleep,

To go to the shore where he will find food.

But the Cahuama says

:

"I must go where there is seaweed to eat."

And, while I sleep, he takes me far out to sea.

I dreamed I saw a black-tail deer

So I went to hunt.

I wandered across the desert

And found a deer lying down.

But he was very watchful.

He turned his head from side to side

While he looked for me.

But he did not see me.

He was suspicious and jumped up

And ran away, before I could kill him.

I dreamed that a man died

And he lay out straight

But he was not buried.

He was killed by the soldiers

So he lay there for two days.

He did not wish to die

But wished to go on his road.

But he was dead two days

So he could not follow the road,

With nothing but his bones.

This grim joke brought a laugh from the people

outside, who were listening through the entrance, and

Juan Tomas' was encouraged to go on. But this time,

instead of a cancion, or song, he gave us a cuenta, or

story.
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A man went forth from a cave, because he had no
meat to eat. But all around him were clams—many,
many clams, with piles of shells where people had
eaten for so long. And the piles of shell were very big.

The man went out from the cave, hunting for the
being who gave them food to eat—a man whose food
was people. And he hunted a long time.
The next day he came back and all the people were

very sad. Because he did not bring a deer or a cow or
a pig or a horse, and they told him to hunt some more.

So the man went out a third time, and he was sad
because he had found nothing for his people to eat.
After hunting a long time he came to a tall tree which
made a good shade, and he sat down to rest.

He rested and then he stood up, but he did not walk
—he only listened. And he heard a sound and, though
he looked all around him, he could not find the people
who made these sounds.

He said: "Who can this be?" and listened again.
He heard a crow sing and he was frightened and
thought it was people. He did not know it was a crow.
He came to a house and in this lived a chief of the

"Old People/' before the Seris, called Sais-koK-shet.
One half of these people would eat meat of the cow
and one half would not 5 but they would eat fish from
the sea, such as sharks or porpoise or turtles. So he got
into a big balsa and went over on the south side of the
Island.

That was the end of this simple tale and, after
thinking a while, Juan Tomas' began another tale,
called Col-qui'-e-net. It is all dreams that a man has—a very primitive folk story.
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The Buzzard

In the old days, Zopilote, the buzzard, was a man

—

and his wives were twenty. He went out into the

mountains to look for food and found a dead black-tail

deer. Zopilote lived on the big sand-hill before you

come to the rock near Tiburon, where there is a great

deal of clam shell. He went out again to look for food

where there were many sharks, but the sharks had

driven away the fish and he could get no food. So,

when he came back, his wives were hungry.

Again he went out to hunt, to a far place near the

Island, and while he was gone his wife, Calele, the

scavenger-hawk, stole his bow and arrows and hid

them in the brush, because she knew another man was

coming. While Zopilote was returning without game

he was very thoughtful and he said to himself

:

"Why do I have such bad luck? Twice I have gone

out and got nothing."

When he was coming back he came slowly, and he

looked toward his house on the high sand-hill and he

saw that all his family were lying around the house,

killed. He watched before he landed and then sneaked

through the brush to his house. But everybody was

dead. Only one wife was left in the house—she who

had hidden his bow and arrows. So he took his spear,

which was with him while he was hunting, and said to

his wife

:

"Why are all these people killed? And who has hid-

den my bow and arrows?" He told her to bring them

back and she did.

He took his bow and arrows and followed the trail

of the bad one, and the bad one went north through
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the brush, where the trail was very crooked. He said
to the trail:

"Where did this bad one go?"
The Trail said

:

"Follow along to where the trail turns east."
And behind him came all the birds and animals—be-
cause then all birds and animals were Seris.

The crow cut off all his hair, from the back of his
neck over his head like a scalp, and tied it to a stick
which he carried over his shoulder, and everybody
was happy. They danced and sang as they followed
the Zopilote. They found the bad one asleep beside
the trail in the shade of a bush. So all the followers to-
gether killed him. Zopilote returned to his house,
where his wife was waiting for him. He said

:

"Let us go on a journey."

He went to the north to a far-off place now called
Tepopa and said to his wife :

"I have hunted and found nothing. You go back
and find animals to eat. I will never hunt again. You
find dead animals and send back word to us, the other
birds."

He flew up into the sky, where he could watch
them, and the young people looked down at the tracks
and said

:

"What tracks are those?"

"Look well," he said. He pointed down at the tracks
and said: "That is Nahl."

So the children all learned to call the Calele woman
Nahl, and when they became men they only knew this
one by that name. This is so ancient that it was before
the Seris became men.



CHAPTER VI

Santo Blanco Takes Over

IT WAS evident that Juan Tomas' was running out

of stories. From his ancient war song, a classic of

its kind, he had descended to a series of folk stories,

and very poor ones at that. Several times before, in

working with other tribes, we had noticed how dull

and ignorant the warrior class can be. They could ter-

rorize the medicine men by their overbearing ways,

but of the intellectual life of the people they knew al-

most nothing.

For a peso a day, Juan Tomas had been quick to

pre-empt the job of historian $ but when, during the

night, a truckload of liquor came in, he was just as

quick to drop it. There was money in camp now, for

the bass had begun to bite, and the bootleggers came

rushing in. All the able-bodied Seris were making

money but, before their women could get the price of

a dress, the men had gone on a drunk.

The next morning Juan Tomas' did not return, and

I talked with Mr. Corona. He knew and I knew that

nobody else would dare to take the war chief's job

5

but all along I had had my eye on Santo Blanco, the

chief medicine man of the tribe. For four nights, for

the good of his people, he had been singing his songs

of praise to every fish in the sea $ and every morning I

had been feeding him and giving him coffee. He would

be so worn out and tired he could hardly move
5
but,

after a hearty breakfast, he would rise up silently and

go off down the trail for more oysters.

64
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Though the Seris knew he had a family to support,
no one showed him the slightest compassion 5 and yet
he had brought the fish. On the second day of the
Fish Chant, two enormous sea bass had been caught

$

and on the third day, eleven more. There was feasting
and singing in the Seri camp—and on the fourth day
the bass were running strong. Over the side of the boat
they could be seen in the depths, gliding in shoals as
they moved up the Gulf toward their feeding grounds
farther north. Every fishing boat at Kino Bay was out
at daylight, but still Santo Blanco went hungry. Either
he caught no fish or he liked our food better, and
Angelito had orders to feed him. Perhaps Santo Blanco
had understood from the start that I liked him and
wanted him to talk. But when I mentioned him to
Corona he dismissed him with a word.

"All he thinks about is money!" he exclaimed con-
temptuously.

"Well, is that so bad?" I asked. "If a man loves
money he is easy to handle. All you have to do is pay
him."

^

"Yes, and the minute he finds out that you want
his stuff, the price will go up and up!"

"All the same," I said, "I want him. But what
about Juan Tomas'?"

"If he makes you any trouble," said Corona, "just
report the matter to me. The ground on which your
tent stands is part of my concession, and I have au-
thority from the Governor of Sonora to put everv In-
dian off."

J

Mr. Corona had no fear of the Indians, and I knew
he was man enough to protect me, so I engaged Santo
Blanco. But, in order not to spoil him at the start

—

and get him in wrong with Juan Tomas—I gave him
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only one peso a day. He took the place of two men, and

filled both of them better, but if I paid him more it

would start another war. What the two chiefs were

waiting for was just this—to have me hire another

man. Then they would make me pay tribute or scare

him away.

Santo Blanco came into the office tent very quietly,

a little scared of Juan Tomas' but hating Chico

Romero, whose brother had stolen his daughter

Ramona 5 and we had scarcely got down to work when
the war chiefs came barging in.

"Please tell Juan Tomas'," I said to Americano,

"that Santo Blanco is working for me now, and I

must ask him to keep quiet."

Juan Tomas' had been drinking and his eyes were

dangerous, but Santo Blanco never flinched. Most of

the Seris backed out of the door, but he remained

where he was.

"No!" said Juan Tomas'.

"Tell him," I went on, "that when he was singing

his songs for me I asked everybody to keep quiet. I

want to get the songs of the Seris right—and, when
I ask him to sing for me again, I will tell everybody to

This put a different color on the request and, after

thinking it over, he thrust out his hand and roared

:

"Da me cigarros!"

I handed him one, and he shouted louder. Then I

gave him the whole pack and, having saved his face,

he went away. The rest of the crowd followed, Red
Hat closed the flaps and we settled down to record the

Fish Chant.

Santo Blanco is a sturdy little shock-headed man
with a subdued intensity in his mild, black eyes and a
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very melodious voice. He leaned on the table, tapping

out the rhythm with his finger
;
then, in the low tone

which all the Seris use, he began on the Whale Song.

It is the first of the hundreds of songs sung to every

fish that lives in the sea—for the whale is that Great
Chief of Fishes, the Capitan to which they pray. I was
afire to get this chant down as soon as possible, before

somebody else interfered 5 but Americano held up
everything while he wrote out the Seri words.

Ah kain qui ko-ait. The Whale Song.

He wrote it down slowly, repeating the spelling to

me 5 but his spelling was intended for Spanish-speak-

ing people—I wanted mine in English. Qui in Spanish

is the same as "kee" in English, but Hampton insisted

on qui. He was a very good interpreter, a master of the

Spanish language ; so I let it go as qui. Then at last I

got:

The Whale Song

The whale is swimming
Back and forth in the water.

He drinks very much water

And he goes here and there,

And here and there.

He comes to me
At the edge of the land.

The ballad gives a very impressive picture of the

huge mammal which they look upon as the Chief of

the Fishes, coming up to the edge of the land in

answer to this song. Seeing it spout vapor when it

comes to the surface, the Seris think it has been drink-

ing water and is spouting water. The whale looms big
in the life of these Indians as, from their camps along
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El Infiernillo, they could look out into Rada Ballena

and see the great animals at play. At a later time I got

this truly magnificent poem, or series of poems de-

scribing their life and death.

The Song of the Whale

I am large and very strong.

I am swift through the water.

Because of my speed I fear nothing.

No shark can catch me.

The sea is calm

There is no wind.

In the warm sun

I play on the surface

With many companions.

In the air spout

Many clouds of smoke

And all of them are happy.

.

The mother whale is happy.

She swims on the surface, very fast.

No shark is near

But she swims over many leagues

Back and forth, very fast.

Then she sinks to the bottom

And four baby whales are born.

First one comes up to the surface

In front of her nose.

He jumps on the surface.

Then each of the other baby whales

Jumps on the surface.
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Then they go down
Into the deep water to their mother
And stay there eight days

Before they come up again.

The old, old whale has no children.

She does not swim far.

She floats near the shore and is sad.

She is so old and weak
She cannot feed like other whales.

With her mouth on the surface

She draws in her breath—hrrr

—

And the smallest fish and the sea birds are swal-

lowed up.

The whale coming to shore is sick

The sharks have eaten her bowels

And the meat of her body.

She travels slowly—her bowels are gone.

She is dead on the shore

And can travel no longer.

Fifty sharks surrounded her.

They came under her belly

And bit off her flesh and her bowels

And so she died. Because she had no teeth

To fight the sharks.

Perhaps it was a premonition of the beautiful songs

yet to come which made me so impatient with John
Hampton. I had told him several times that I did not

want the Seri words, even refusing to write them
down; but still, at the ponderous pace of a stone-

crusher, he insisted upon recording the titles in the
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Seri language. And Santo Blanco quite entered into

the spirit of his research, repeating the words over and

over while Hampton dictated the spelling. It took an

eternity, as he wrote very slowly—and at last I called

a halt.
44What is the use/' I asked, "of your writing it

down, when I have a copy, already?"

"Why," he explained, in genuine astonishment,

though he had never mentioned it before, "I intend

to use this myself, in my vocabulary of the Seri lan-

guage."

"All right," I responded, "if you think there is any
demand for it. But please don't hold up the story

—

what I want is this series of Fish Songs."

"Very well," he replied, throwing down his pencil

impatiently, and I signaled Santo Blanco to proceed.

He leaned against the table, gazing into space as he

hummed his next song in Seri. Then, in his careful

Spanish, he repeated the words to Hampton and he in

turn interpreted them to me. It took only a few min-

utes, if we left out the linguistics, and celebrated the

Tortuava, a large fish, something like a porpoise.

The Tortuava Song

The tortuava drinks

A great deal of salt water

Until he is like a drunkard.

And he rolls back and forth in the water

As he comes to me
On the edge of the land.

It was the second in the series of three or four hun-

dred, and a very sophisticated form of verse for a

savage. The comparison to a drunkard was an apt
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simile and I was eager to go ahead, when Hampton
held everything up again. I could not understand this

sudden enthusiasm for the making of a Seri vocab-
ulary. If the words were recorded in the special al-

phabet which anthropologists use they might have a

certain value, but John was a botanist and not quali-

fied for such technical work. And yet. laboriously,

while I waited, he was writing down the Seri text.

Once more my impatience overcame me and I

asked him why he was recording them, when they
were of no use whatever to me.

"Why," he responded, "I am getting them for my-
self. I am going to write a book on the Seris."

This was news to me and very bad news, for I

would consider myself lucky if my own book ever ap-

peared in print, and there was hardly room for two
books. But if, on top of that, he intended to use the

time which I was paying him for, to collate a Seri

dictionary, our arrangement could not go on.

"All right," I said. "We quit right here, and I will

get me another interpreter."

I gave Santo Blanco his peso and went out to take

some photographs, and when I returned I found
Hampton in a more subdued state of mind. He had not

understood, he said, that it would be unethical for

him to use my time to obtain material for his book;
but if we thought so, he would consider staying on.

Especially as I would find it very difficult to get a com-
petent interpreter.

He was, of course, the best man in the country for

this purpose, as he understood the peculiar, broken
Spanish by which the Seris turned their verbs into

gerunds, saying "running" instead of ran or run, so

at last it was agreed. There was no great institution
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behind us and we were spending our own money

—

trying to make it a carefree adventure, though done

with as much fidelity as was possible. But we had en-

gaged him, not to direct the research, but to guide us

into the country and keep us from getting killed.

Looking back over our journey from the Border

—

which had taken ten days where it could have been

made in three or four—we could see that only con-

fusion had resulted from divided leadership, so I sug-

gested to Americano that I would take over the man-
agement myself. Then Red Hat, who had been rather

overlooked in the misunderstanding, assumed the role

of peacemaker and finally everything was smoothed

out. Americano agreed to confine himself to botany

when not engaged in interpreting, and to leave the

direction of the expedition to us.

Meanwhile a violent barullo had sprung up in the

Indian village and, when a messenger came running

to summon Hampton, we drove over there to watch

the fight.



CHAPTER VII

No Law At Kino Bay

THERE was no law of any kind at Kino Bay. The
fishermen paid no licenses to the Federal Govern-

ment, and stayed ashore when they sighted the Fish
Patrol. They dynamited the bass when they would not
bite, and there was no one to say them nay. The
amiable Mr. Corona was fully occupied in attending
to his own business and, but for the bootleggers, all

would have been well.

Corona himself was bitterly opposed to selling liquor

to the Indians. What they needed was clothes and
food, and material to mend their old, broken-down
boats, which could hardly be kept afloat. But, twenty-
four hours after the fish began to run, the mezcal
peddlers drifted in.

Chico Romero was the first to get drunk, and then
old, red-eyed Tomas'j and, with them to set the ex-

ample, the rest could not be restrained. Up at the shed

where the fish were weighed, a piratical-looking

Greek named Pedro was buying the sea bass as they
were brought in. The Americans and Mexicans sold

theirs by the kilo; but when the Seris staggered in

with their catch they received seventy-five centavos

apiece for the small ones, and a peso apiece for the

large ones. Santo Blanco complained that that was
muy barrato, very cheap

5
especially as, to Pedro's

beady eyes, practically all the Seris' fish looked small.

But, as Corona had explained before, "all he thought
about was money."

73
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Having received his peso from us, Santo Blanco was
now pushing his boat into the water to go out and
catch some fish. He had a wife and eight daughters to

provide for and could not stop to get drunk. The
others, however, were troubled by no such scruples,

and as we drove up to the Ugarte house, near their vil-

lage, there were borrachos everywhere. Mrs. Ugarte,

who lived there and handed out the mezcal, was a re-

spectable, hard-working woman who would do all the

laundry we could bring her for a peso.

She certainly was not getting much of a cut on this

bootlegging or she would not need to work at all, but

somebody was making a good thing of it at twenty

centavos a drink, and it was probably her son. This

Ramon Ugarte was a tall young Spaniard, who also

bought fish from the Indians, and Corona gave him a

bad name. He was bold and defiant, always wore an

automatic pistol and had no fear at all of the Seris, as

we soon found out.

About a month before, Ramon had come to Corona

and told him that the Indians owed him money, and

he wanted him to help collect it. He then went to nine

Seris who had receipts for fish bought by Corona, and

told them if they would give him the papers he would

collect their money for them. Then he requested the

fish merchant to give him one receipt for the nine, and

to make it out in his name. But when Corona paid the

bill, Ramon kept all the money, although the Indians

threatened to kill him.

Now that the sea bass were beginning to run again

and the Seris wanted money to buy liquor, Ramon
had bought more fish, but his truck had not come in

time and they were beginning to spoil. That made no

great difference to the Seris, who do not mind eating
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old fish
;
but, when Ramon refused to honor the receipts

he had given them, they tried to get their fish back.

But Ugarte would not allow it. They returned in force

and tore down part of his fence before he could drive

them away. Now the great barullo was on—one man
against the whole tribe.

Juan Tomas' had lined up all his warriors and, with

a skinful of Ramon's own poisonous liquor, was orat-

ing and calling for a charge. The Mexican Govern-
ment had given Chico Romero three Mauser rifles for

their protection, and he was passing around the car-

tridges when Americano appeared on the scene. He
arrived in great excitement, as he had been told the

fight was on and the Indians were about to burn the

houses down.

But, when he got there, Ugarte was calmly await-

ing the charge. There was still time to avert the battle

and Hampton rushed out to intercede with the war-
riors. He counseled them one and all not to fight, but

to send their chief to Hermosillo to report the affair to

the Government. This was just what the Seris had
been waiting for, as young Ramon was known to be a

dead shot and he had shown no intention of yielding.

So they turned the matter over to Chico Romero and
nothing ever came of it.

Early in the day Chico had got a shot of bad liquor,

which made his head wag back and forth like that of a

man with the palsy, and he was in no condition to call

on the Governor and make a demand for protection.

If he had, the request would undoubtedly have been
granted, as the Mexican Government is greatly con-

cerned for the welfare of its Indians. Only a few days

later a Seri came into camp with his feet full of cactus

thorns and reported that, of nine Seris in a house at
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Punta Coyote, he alone had escaped alive. During the

night some Mexican fishermen with whom they had
had trouble had slipped up and thrown dynamite
among them. He had been outside at the time, but

he had seen the explosion and, as far as he knew, all

the people in the house had been killed.

This was sad news for Manuel Encinas and his

wife, for they had three sons at Punta Coyote and did

not know whether they were alive or dead. Yet the old

man was afraid to go up there, lest the Mexicans

should kill him, also. But, though drunken Chico did

nothing, two days later a troop of Mexican cavalry

was seen from Tiburon, riding north to the scene of

the attack. Yet, six weeks later, Manuel was still wait-

ing to learn the fate of his sons.

To be sure the Seris had a Jefe de Vigilancia, a

Government Agent, who was supposed to be their pro-

tector and friend
j
but, unless everybody at Kino Bay

was lying, he was giving the bootleggers a free hand.

He it was who had had Chico appointed chief, though
the people did not approve of him. Every time Romero
started for Hermosillo to lay their grievances before

the Government he got drunk before he reached the

Capitol, and the Government knew nothing about it.

That something was wrong at Kino Bay we knew
before the end of the day. A fishing boat from Guay-
mas had anchored off the village and the crew, besides

supplying the natives with liquor, had taken aboard an

Indian prostitute. She was a wild-looking creature and
now, crazy with drink, she was singing and scream-

ing boisterously. The Jefe de Vigilancia was there on
the beach when the bootleggers put her ashore, but

he did not interfere. As for the Seris, they looked on
in silence—there was no law at Kino Bay.
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These two barullos left the village in a tumult, and
the drinking continued all night ; but the next morn-
ing Santo Blanco, a little bleary-eyed, appeared for

breakfast. He was especially fond of hot rice, served
with syrup made from melting down panoches of raw
sugar, and he was sitting by the fire scooping it up
with a big spoon when Americano appeared. It was a
week since I had begun to make a pet out of Santo
Blanco by giving him a big breakfast but, as Hampton
was a very late sleeper, he had not been aware of the
fact. So, when he beheld our medicine man, it gave
him quite a shock.

"What?" he said. "Feeding Indians in camp?"
"Sure," I replied. "We need him in our business.

I've been feeding him every morning for a week."
"Well!" he exclaimed, looking Santo Blanco over,

"if you want to eat with an Indian you can. I'll have
my breakfast in my tent."

He poured out a cup of coffee and went away, and
Angelito looked scared. On account of the multiplicity

of barullos in our midst I had not got around to tell

him that we had had a change of management, but as

Santo Blanco slipped away I tried my halting Spanish
on our mozo.

We had picked him up at Costa Rica Ranch, where
he had been raising beans on shares. But a long-con-
tinued fog had mildewed the crop and he had been
glad to come along as cook. Angelito Coronado was his

name and he was a blue-eyed Mexican. We found out
later he was a Mayo Indian, over half of the tribe hav-
ing blue eyes and yellow hair or other signs of Nordic
blood. The Mayos have a story that, long before Cor-
tez and the Spaniards came, a crippled ship sailed up
the Mayo River from the sea. The people in it settled
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among the Mayos, teaching them many things, in-

cluding such Norse words as brot for bread.

They are a superior tribe of Indians, the majority

having light complexions, whereas their Yaqui neigh-

bors and kinsmen are almost black. The men are broad-

shouldered and sturdy, the women full-breasted and

tall; and the tribe has produced some great military

leaders. The most famous was General Al'varo Obre-

gon, who later became President of Mexico. On ac-

count of his twinkling blue eyes, the Irish soldiers of

fortune used to claim he was an O'Brien; but his line-

age goes back to the ancestors of the fighting Irish, the

Norse pirates who swept down from the north.

Angelito was small and not of the soldier type, but

he was absolutely dependable; and often in the eve-

ning we would try out our Spanish on him, though

Hampton did not approve. Having spent so many
years in the Latin-American countries, he had taken

on the ways of the upper classes, to whom a servant is

something less than the dust. But Angelito was a free

man, and a good one, and we refused to treat him like

a peon. Americano had become more or less accus-

tomed to that, but when he saw this lousy Indian,

Santo Blanco, with his dirty feet to the fire, eating

rice out of his favorite white plate, it was more than

he could bear.

"Angelito," I began, when Hampton had disap-

peared, "no more now is Americano patron. I am
patron!" and I tapped myself on the chest. "El Ameri-

cano lives now as our guest. But I am boss. When you

want anything—talk to me."
" 'Sta buenof" responded Angelito; and asked about

the feed for his horse. Buro Alazan had been cutting

grass for it with a butcher knife, and I told him to
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keep right on paying him with his breakfast—as he
had been doing, surreptitiously, all the time. Then I

asked him how much Americano had agreed to pay
him. He shrugged—there had been no agreement

—

but he had hoped to receive two pesos a day. I told
him I was sorry, but I had heard Jim Blevins, the
rancher at Costa Rica, tell Hampton, on no account to

pay him over one—and he was getting his board be-
sides.

This left poor Angelito feeling very sad, for he had
a wife and four children to provide for; but when I

asked him if a peso and a half would be enough, the
old happy smile came back. That was the official wage
for laborers, as recently declared by the Mexican Gov-
ernment; but no one was paying it yet and Blevins did
not want us to begin. At the same time Angelito was
a faithful worker, remaining in camp twenty-four
hours a day to keep the Indians out, and we wanted
to have him satisfied. I told him further that, when
any of his friends dropped in, he was welcome to give
them coffee and something to eat.

That was one custom of the country which Hamp-
ton had consistently ignored. When we were camped
at the abandoned ranch a band of vaqueros had waited
around for an hour in the hope of getting a cup of
coffee, and had ridden away unfed. Now we were
starting all over again, and Angelito seemed more
pleased with this than he was in receiving a raise.

That afternoon I gave him half a day off, to go up and
visit the Lodge, which made him still more happy.

As our guest Hampton suddenly changed his ways
and, as if by magic, everything straightened out and
we went ahead writing down songs. Just the English
words from the Spanish—no pottering around to get
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the Seri original—and at first Santo Blanco was per-

plexed. All the other Americans who had come to

Kino Bay had been interested in linguistics and he

kept on repeating the Seri words 5 but I refused to

write them down and at last we began where we had

left off, with the Sea Turtle Song.

The Turtle Song:

The cahuama swims on top

Where there is no wind.

When the wind blows he goes down
On the bottom for a long time.

When the wind stops he travels far

Looking for food,

And he eats the seaweed.

The Canoe Song:

When the wind blows I don't go out

Into the open sea,

And sometimes for four or five days

I don't have to work.

The Wind Song (sung very slowly)

The wind begins

Far off in the sea.

And it blows cold,

Over here and all over the monte (brush-land) .

The Cactus Fruit Song:

The pitahaya is now ripe

And I am glad.

When I went out to look

The cactus was in flower

And gave me nothing to eat.
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The Song of the Black-tail Deer:

When the sun shines the buro is hot

And, with his companions,

He looks for shade under the trees.

He lies down under a palo verde tree

And his companions lie down a little way off

Under the shade of other trees.

North of Kino Bay there is a big mountain where

the Seris have a sacred cave.

The Big Mountain Song:

I am sad because it has not rained.

All my trees and brush are dying.

Because it does not rain

Many of my trees are dead.

The sacred cave is occupied by a spirit—white like

a Gringo.

The Cave Song:

To the big cave in the mountain

He comes from the daylight

;

And he sits, smoking his pipe, in the darkness.

With his hand on his breast he sits all night

When the cave is light, like day.

In the day the cave is dark.

In the night the cave is light.

This spirit who comes is like a god of the White

People. He has a round black hat, black robes and,,

underneath, a white skirt.
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Song of the Winds:

Below the sea there is the mouth of a cave

In which all the winds are born.

He comes below the sea and mounts up

To where there is no sun.

But the cave is light, like the sun.

Another mouth is smooth and slippery

And hard, like ice.

He stands erect with his arms outstretched

And from each finger there comes a wind.

First he blows the White Wind
Then he blows the Red Wind
Then he blows the Blue Wind.
And from his little finger

He blows the Black Wind,

Which is stronger than them all.

The White Wind comes from the north

And is very hot.

Blue comes from the south.

The Red Wind comes from the west

In the middle of the day, and is soft.

The Black Wind comes from beyond the moun-
tains

And is strongest of them all.

The Whirlwind comes from the east.

The Wind God makes them come

From the points of his fingers

—

White from his first

Red from his second

Blue from his third

Black from his fourth.
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Here was the first touch of a formal religion that

we had encountered—the first indication that the

Seris had gods. Or were descended from a people who
had gods. This Wind God who dwelt in a cave and
sent forth good and bad winds was strikingly similar

to the Greek god Aeolus, and the other Wind Gods of

mythology. Was the Seri Wind God a mere coin-

cidence, or had we touched the fringe of a greater

pantheon, which would connect them with world-wide
beliefs?

While I was meditating on this, Santo Blanco began
to sing, tapping out the time with his finger as he
hummed

:

The Wind God's Marriage:

The Wind God sang a song

And went from his house.

He went among the trees

And sang the song again.

Then a woman came to meet him
With her arms outstretched.

And in each hand,

She carried flowers.

He brought her no presents

—

No meat, no food, no clothes.

But they were wed
And she sat beside him
And he took her hand in his.

How many Greek and Latin poets have celebrated
the loves of the gods! But few of them more beauti-
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fully than this ragged little Santo Blanco—and he had
a mythology of his own! Handed down through the

ages in these soft-toned songs, from a time when the

Seris were not barbarians.



CHAPTER VIII

About God and the Ancient Ways

I COULD have hugged Santo Blanco, the way
Hampton had embraced Juan Tomas'; but, remem-

bering what had come from that, I gave him his peso
and said nothing. I knew now that the Seris had a def-
inite mythology and, if I kept my face straight and
restrained my enthusiasm, my little friend would re-

veal it. He could see that I was pleased with his songs—and I told him they were good 5 but the next morn-
ing I let him begin where he would, without asking
him for more.

He was a medicine man and I knew that, sooner or
later, he would get back to the gods. His first three
songs had been poems of nature, personifying natural
objects in the true, pantheistic way. He even sang in
the person of the mountain or a canoe, and he went on
with more and more of the same type.

The Sardine Song:

I swim and swim
The water comes very cold.

If I do not swim far

In this cold water

I will die.

I swim very far

To the man who sings this song
And do not die.

85
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The Balsa Song •

(Sung by the balsa, a boat-like raft, made of canes)

I go a long journey with a tired hunter.

He is so tired he cannot spear any turtles.

He cannot kill any food.

He goes so far I am tired

And at midday I want to sleep.

I want to take a rest.

When the sun is almost down

I return to my house.

There is no food.

The Bow and Arrow Song:

(Sung by the arrow to the bow)

I am alone.

If we were married

We would go out early

—

We would kill a deer.

Then it crept in, what I had been waiting for. He
began to talk about the gods.

"In the middle of the night, God's hat comes down,

and in its shadow the earth becomes dark. It is all

striped and spotted (with stars) . He Who Rules Earth

And Sky is a very ugly-looking god. His clothes are

very ugly, more ragged than a poor Seri. He is very

dark. His wife is very white.

"The second night she comes down, and after three

days she goes back to her man. After eight days God

comes down. When God came out of the sky he

painted the earth different colors, with flowers and

trees and grass. They grew up, and the Seris gave

them names. The bloodroot is ah-mehl\ the man-
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grove is kos, the ocotillo is hon-has-sees, the chamisa is

say -potl."

He was off again and Hampton was with him, for-

getful of the Seri gods, slowly writing down the words
for his vocabulary ; but after a while they came back
to the subject.

"God comes down to earth and stays eight days,

and then he goes back to heaven. He takes with him all

the Seris who have died, through a hole in the middle
of the sky. For four days the dead Seri lies buried.

Then God takes him back through the hole, and there
are all the Seris who have died—many, many of them—all muy contento, very happy. When they go to

heaven they take nothing with them—no bows and
arrows, no canoes, no clothes. That is, if they have
none on earth. If they are rich here, when they go to

heaven they have everything the same up there.

"They hunt and fish just the same as on earth, but
they have no troubles and there is always food. There
their clothes are pretty—they do not have old rags
any more. But their old bodies remain here on earth.

Only their bones and blood go to heaven—there is no
outside to their body as here. When they get up there,

they are never hungry or cold. It is always night up
there. After a Seri dies there is no more day for him,
but they can see just as well in the dark.

"Only the good people go to heaven. The bad ones
stay where they are buried. In the night the dead bad
Seris raise their heads out of their graves and look
around, but they cannot rise above their shoulders
and, before daylight, they sink back. It makes no
difference how the moon is, they can see in the dark.
"When the bad ones look out and see the live peo-

ple, they cry out to them Wheeeee, but the live people
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cannot hear them. When they listen, this sound is very

distant and sad, and all the Seris are fearful. When a

Seri is traveling alone and hears this call he runs, and

the others never go near there.

"When the dead stick their heads out and call, they

have no flesh on their faces. Their teeth and bones

show very much and they are very frightful. When a

man hears this noise he throws off his clothes and runs

—and he never goes back for those clothes.

"When a person is buried they do not know whether

he is good or bad. They bury with the dead all their

goods—their clothes, their bows and arrows ;
their

quivers and any ollas they have—and in a very small

pot, made especially, they put food. In another, smaller

still, they put water; and, with it, a small shell. The

dead one, when he is thirsty, dips up water and takes

a little drink. His sandals and knife are placed on his

breast, and his face is painted white. Because that is a

sign that God has given them, which they must have

before they can go through the hole to heaven.

"Four days before a man is to be married he paints

his face. An old man getting married does not do this

—it is only for his first marriage. A rich man can be

married within a year of when he is engaged, but

sometimes a poor man who brings only a little water, a

little meat, a little food, has to wait as long as three

and even four years. During all this time he is serving

the girl's mother and family. After a long time passes

and he is not diligent in bringing food and water, the

mother may send him away and he cannot marry her

daughter. If he is once sent away he can then marry

only a widow.

"No matter how much food and water he brings,

the boy has to spend a year in the house of the mother.
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During this year he sleeps outside the mother's house,
but cannot have the girl. A little house is built outside
the mother's and there the boy sleeps till married.

4

'About two days before the marriage, the father
and brothers build a little brush house for them. It is
made beautiful by putting flowers all around inside.
For four nights the wedding feast goes on, during
which they drink the wine which they make from the
cactus-fruit. They don't drink much—not so much
that they will fall down. Everybody smokes the wild
tobacco, called tobacco-of-the-coyote, in their little
clay pipes.

"They are married only when the fruit of the giant
cactus is ripe, in May or June. The pitahaya fruit is
mashed up and put in an olla with warm water, and
stirred with a stick for two days. By that time it is fer-
mented and makes them drunk. They also have the
pitahaya festival at this time, four days, in which they
eat the fruit but drink no wine. Two days afterward
they brew the liquor and in four days they drink it
with singing and dancing.

"An eight-day feast is held when a child is born.
During this fiesta the woman can eat no animal food,
with the exception of honey from bees, but she can
eat any kind of vegetable foods. Within eight days to
six months after the baby is born the mother gives it a
name. The mother just gives it a baby name : 'Won't
Suck,' or 'Drinks much at the breast,' and the child
carries it through life. At the end of six months they
feed the baby atole (mush)

, and at the end of a year
they feed it meat.

"During this same pitahaya season we celebrate the
Feast of the Pelican. Five men go to Pelican Island in
the night, one carrying a long pole with a torch on top
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while the others have long poles for killing them.

They creep up on the pelicans, which sleep along the

shore in the hot weather
5
and, lying down in the

water, light the torch and hold it up. Then they make

a noise, the pelicans wake up and raise their heads,

and the four men with long poles break their necks.

Sometimes they kill as many as forty in a few min-

utes, while the pelicans are dazed by the light.

"Right there on the beach they skin the birds, sav-

ing the fat for grease. They make a pitch from it, to

paint the bottoms of their boats, by cooking it with the

gum from a dead giant cactus. For two days they cook

this and it becomes a very beautiful black paint, which

keeps their boats from leaking.

"The meat of the pelicans is roasted on the coals

and eaten, but there is no singing and dancing. The

women stretch and dry the skins and, in the old days,

they would sew them together in sixes to make a

blanket 5 and they would lay many of them together

over the ocotillo frames of their houses, to keep out

the wind and rain. For this purpose the hides were left

crude, because they turned the rain better, and they

lasted a very long time.

"Inside the house they spread raw deerskins, to

make their beds on, but they never had any woven

blankets. The women did not know how to weave. All

they wore was a little apron and, over that, a pelican

skin. Only in the past few years have they worn

clothes from the waist up. Instead of hats they made

a wreath around their heads with the leaves of a pretty

plant. Men and women both wore them. The men

wore a pelican skirt—made of pieces of three pelican

skins—around their waists, and that was all. No san-
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dais, because there was no bull hide then, although
they sometimes used sea lion and shark skins.

The Seri women can make a small olla in one day,
a very large one in two. They are made with a coil of
mud, wrapped against the direction that the sun moves.
The earth from which they are made comes from the
foot of the mountain on Tiburon Island, but other
earth is brought from other parts of the Island. The
bulk of the earth used is red.

"The first operation is mashing the red earth. Then
it is dried and passed through a sieve, made from a
circular band of wood and their own hair, woven fine.
They screen it very fine, they add the other earths to
harden it. The red earth is for the body of the olla, the
other earths are dark. After they are screened and
mixed, the clay is started thick at the bottom and
brushed upward with a shell.

"The clay is started in the bottom of a basket, like
a flat pancake. It is smoothed on the inside with a
shell, and a worm of clay is added to the edge. It is

pressed and rubbed upward, and each ring as it is

added is made thick by rubbing on the inside with the
shell, and pressing with their fingers on the outside.
Coil after coil is added until it is finished, when it

comes to a mouth about six inches across.

"It is dried one day and then burned on a bed of
coals made from dry giant-cactus ribs—tipped to one
side a little with the mouth up, and another fire
around it.

"The oldest ollas were not painted at all. Later they
were decorated with blue on red, and the painting was
called Feathers of a Pelican. When first burned the
pots are very red. To make the paint very blue, they
mix a clay with a weed, pounded up in water. They
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paint it on with the chewed point of a stick. The new

olla is kept a long time in the house 5 after it is old they

use it for cooking meat.

"Big, wide-mouthed ollas were used to store water

in the desert, buried in the ground and covered with

thorny bushes so the coyotes and dogs would not drink

from them. They were hidden so nobody could find

them, so the Seris always had water."

Several years ago several Seris were called to Guay-

mas by the padres, who paid each of them three dol-

lars in gold for their Indian names and three pesos for

their common names. Santo Blanco was there and the

padre paid him eighty pesos to sing and dance these

four songs 5 Dance of the Seris, the Coyote, the Sea

Turtle and the Deer. The money nearly filled his hat

and the padre told him if he told them to anybody else

for less money he would die.



CHAPTER IX

The Holy Cave

SANTO BLANCO had boasted the power to read
men's minds, and it was evident he had read

mine. He knew that I wanted these particular songs
so, apropos of nothing, he brought in the Fathers who
had lived at Guaymas and had almost filled his hat
with money. They had written the songs down and
given him eighty pesos for them.

I remembered the exast words of Corona $

4

'All he
thinks about is money!" and observed to Americano
that Santo Blanco was getting tired. Then I gave him
his peso and told Angelito to feed him well—and in
the morning he was back. Back for his breakfast and
to tell the Yoris about God and the lesser deities who
lived on his Olympus—the high peak of Tiburon. If
the Fathers at Guaymas had written down the songs
they were safely filed away in the Library of the
Vatican, probably to be exhumed a hundred years
hence by some research scholar who would say : "Who
were these Seri Indians?"

But if I, who was writing down these songs for
pleasure and to keep them from being lost, began fill-

ing Santo Blanco's hat with pesos I would thereby de-
feat my own purpose. The price would go up over-
night and I would never get the songs. Also I had my
doubts about the good Fathers telling him anything
about this curse which he claimed hung over him. So
I asked him about the Holy Cave which the Indians
said lay to the north, and he settled down to talk for
the day.

93
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"With three other medicine men I went to the

Sacred Cave of the Big Mountain. For four days be-

fore we visited it, and for the four days we were there,

we ate no food and drank no water. When we got in-

side it was all dark, and all the time we were there it

was like night. We lay down together where it was

smooth and slept for four days and four nights, after

which the Spirit which lives there came to see us.

"He lives in a little cave inside the big cave. I could

see through him when he walked toward us, yet I was

conscious he was coming closer and closer, until he

was a hand's length from my face. It was dark as

night, but I could see him. His arms were stretched

out and his hands were hanging down, and from their

tips water dripped. It was like ice. He came to me very

slowly, and held his fingers over my head. He came

again and spread his hands over me, and from the

finger-tips I caught water in my palms.

"This water is very strong medicine. I give it to a

sick man or woman and in three days they are well.

If you make this trip to the Holy Cave you never get

old like other men. I have none of the holy water now,

but if anyone gets sick I can go and get some. Some-

times the color of the water changes.

From his first finger the water comes clear.

From his second finger the water comes yellow.

From his third finger the water comes red.

From his fourth finger the water comes blue.

"When I go there for holy water the Spirit comes

out of his inner cave and sings. This Spirit is a god,

but not like the God of the Gringos. He is very much

more beautiful than HeWho Rules Heaven And Earth,
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the God in the sky. He has a white hat and a black
coat, very long. To his ankles. Inside this black coat
there are all kinds of bright colors.

"Ahnt-ah zu'-mah is a great god who came to us
from above. He taught us to wear the crown on cere-
monial occasions. In the old days the medicine men
wore this corona all the time, and especially at dances.
He was a little man, so high—about four feet. A white
man, with very yellow hair. All his clothes were
white, but his sandals were yellow. They were made
entirely of deerskin, with the hair on, and fastened
with overlapping cords. He came down from the sky
to the Seris. They knew him and he knew them. What
he knew he learned from the gods.

"When he first came he sat down between two
houses and told them to go out and hunt a sea turtle.
Tt will be very fat,' he said. Before they went out he
drew a picture on the ground of the turtle and he did
not move out of his place, east, west, north or south,
but sometimes he would go straight down into the
earth.

"The next morning the Seris went out and found
the cahuama. He was so fat his liver was white, and he
was full of yellow eggs. Ahnt-ah zu'-mah disappeared
into the earth. Before he went he told them to place
a tall pole where he sat and on the pole to place a
piece of the liver of the fat turtle, and a piece of the
fat, and the heart. The next night when he came back
he ate all three, and then sat down on the ground.

"The Seris were very happy when they found how
fat this turtle was, and they spoke a long speech of
thanks for bringing them such a fat cahuama. He was
with them about a month. Each night he came down
from the sky, coining straight down to this spot be-
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tween the two houses. When daylight came he would

disappear into a hole in the earth beneath him. We
have never seen him since.

"Ahnt-ah zu'-mah had white clothes all over. He
was not the same kind of being as the Spirit in the

Cave of God. This Spirit has always been there, and

is there yet.

Copy of a picture in the Holy Cave on Tiburon.

In the center is the good god, I Am Very Wise, surrounded

by 32 dots for the months he will live on earth. The three

crosses from his head indicate that he will never die.

Above him is the bad god, After Four Days The Seris Will

Die. He is a mortal, as is indicated by his having ears, and

calls the Seris to their death.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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"The pictures of the Sky and Earth are not in this
Cave of God, but in another one on Tiburon Island.
The paintings are in colors. The Sky is all in blue ex-
cept the four roots, which are red. The Earth is all
painted white, but the cross in the middle is yellow
There is no black in the pictures. They are painted on
a dark wall, but the door of the Cave is white, like ice.

"Another god whose picture is in the cave is I Am
Very Wise. His picture is in four colors—blue, red
yellow and white—and the three crosses which extend
from his head are the sign of his heart and indicate
that he will never die. All Seri gods have this sign. He

A bad god who kills men with his long claws.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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lives thirty-two months, the number of the dots that

encircle him
?
and then returns to heaven.

"In the same picture, but above I Am Very Wise,

is the bad god, After Four Days the Seris Will Die.

He is a man, as indicated by his ears—a bad man, who

lives only a short time. The gods keep count of his

years, and in a very short time they call for this bad

god to die. But for good people, the gods count many

years before they die. If a man gets very old, this bad

god makes him blind. That is just the same as being

dead, because he cannot fish or hunt.

"The spots surrounding the bad god in the pictures

were placed there by the good god inside—to keep

him confined there in the cave. The pedestal at the

feet of the good god is placed there for him to stand

on, so he will not fall. If he does fall off, he flies all

around the mountain, making a noise—whooo—like

an aeroplane. The wavy lines, supporting the base of

the pedestal, represent the walls of the cave. The two

curved lines at the bottom are the entrance. This cave

on Tiburon is the only one that contains paintings.

There is another on the Island having a narrow mouth

but wide inside, but the walls are just red rock.

"The Dioses or gods who made man are many. The

old men have gods and the young men have gods and

the children have gods. The gods of the old men come

with the longest day of the year and the gods of the

young men come only in winter, when the days are

shortest. The young men never take any offerings to

their gods—only the old men. They take cactus-pears

—pitahayas, sahuaros, sahuertos. They leave them for

the gods, and by the middle of the day they have

eaten them. They take three of the big white shells,

called Skey-p, as big around as the circle of a man's
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arms, and lay them at the edge of the water. Then
they put a little water in each one. Then they put in
the pitahayas, the sahuaros and the sahuertos until the
shell is half full. By the middle of the day the gods
have eaten them. And he goes down—the Sun. But
the young men do not bring anything.'

'



CHAPTER X

The Gods and Their Sacrifices

OUR medicine man fell silent in the midst of his

disquisition and, looking out, we saw Buro

Alazan passing by. I gave Santo Blanco his peso and,

when he was starting for home, I slipped him half a

peso more. The time had come to raise his pay, for old

Sorrel Deer had a sinister look and we could see that

Santo Blanco was afraid. These stories he was telling

were the property of the tribe, and they might object

to our writing them down; but in the morning he

came back and continued his stories of the gods.

Ahnt Kai' [he began] is the goddess of the women

and children. Ahnt ahs Pok', her little daughter, is

the goddess of the girls. Besides these Mahm-m is the

special goddess of the women. They add the word

mahm-m, which means woman, to that of I Am Very

Wise, but speak of her simply as Mahm-m. Another

goddess of the young girls is A Daughter of the Gods.

She is the daughter of First Woman, and her father is

the Sun.

First Woman is also called Painted Woman. Her

face and body are painted entirely in blue, but this

has no symbolism. It is put on just to look pretty and

she is called The Woman Who Is Beautiful. She is a

good woman

—

-pura buena.

The food of the gods is always vegetable, never

animal, and only the fruit of the giant cacti is used as

offerings—never seed or atole. The women put out

100
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small shells in which they have gathered dew, which
is a very sweet water. It does not come from the
heavens like rain, but it comes out of the sky, about

Ahnt Kai'—Goddess of women and children whose house
is on the highest peak of Tiburon, floating in the air. Her
little daughter, Ahnt ahs pok', is the goddess of Seri girls, who
offer her sacrifices of dew, in white shells.

Ahnt Kai' is the daughter of First Woman by the Sun and
corresponds with the Pallas Athene of the Greeks, Kwan Yin
of the Buddhists, and the Turquoise Woman of the Navajos.
She is represented with wings, with which she flies around at
night. The four crosses show that she is holy and at the top are
the Sun and the Moon.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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halfway up, where there are no clouds. This dew is

also good medicine. The women and girls do not offer

fruit to their goddesses—only dew.

The little boys pray to Ahnt Kai'. The baby boys

put out the fruit of the pitahaya. The larger ones put

out dew-water the same as the girls, only the boys

put little flowers in it.

To those who make sacrifices to the gods the god

comes down and tells them that they will not die for

four years. This is on account of the sacrifices. The

gods told the Seris they should not eat their food raw

it should be well cooked. Those who eat raw food

will die before those who eat cooked food.

None of the ordinary Seris pray or ask anything di-

rectly of the gods. They do not know how to speak to

God. The old white-haired medicine man on Tiburon

knows, and he taught me. I can speak to the gods. I

speak aloud, with my mouth. The gods understand the

Seri language. When we talk to the gods we put our

hands together before us (like white people) and

spread them to the sides as we talk. We do not kneel

—we stand upright. When Seris talk to each other

they sit down. But when they talk to God they stand

up.

There are no bad gods, but the good gods know

when men do bad things and punish them.

The Seris have both men and women who can work

charms against people. They take the roots of a little

plant which grows on the sand dunes and cook it. The

red juice which they get from cooking this root, they

throw into the eyes of the person they wish to harm,

and it makes him sick. Kwee home-mee -pay—"Your

eyes need medicine," is the bad word they use when

they throw this red water. It is put in their eyes at
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night, when they are asleep. Gambling medicine is

made of the same roots—to make men lose.
Ah kay hat say kway-ee-pay are the words they

speak. They mean: "This is the medicine of God!"
Any god of the old Seris. They take this same root,
boil it in water for four days and hang it up to drip
through a cloth. It comes out red. Then they put it in
the sun for four days and it turns black. Then they let
it settle for four days and pour off the water, which is
then yellow.

Five different roots are used to make women love
men. One is this little seed-plant used in the witch
medicine. The others are the roots of the cholla cactus,
ironwood, mesquite, and the thick stick-cactus. They
cook all five roots separately, in much water—then
put them in a cloth and let it drip. Mesquite root is
yellow, ironwood black, the seed-plant and stick-cactus
are red, cholla cactus is bluish.

When these are cooked and dripped the juice is
caught in four little pots, each of which is tended by
a man. When it stops dripping, each man covers the
pot with his hand and they carry them all four to-
gether and mix them, putting two red ones in first.

This medicine is put in the woman's eyes when she
is asleep and it makes her mouth water. After that
she consenting—she wraps her head in a cloth, only
her nose and eyes uncovered. Then he asks her if she
can see him. If the medicine works she says : "Yes but
I also see the monte and the mountains and the sea and
all other things." If it does not work she says : "I can
see nothing."

"The Seris make a smoke of swamp-willow inside
the house at night, for medicine, and there is another
smoke-medicine which only I know. I make a smoke
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in a cave with palo verde wood and burn a whole tree

at night, until nothing is left. When the smoke blows

out, the old men, young men, women and children all

see it and it makes them go to sleep. This is when I

want them all to be asleep.

"The next day all the women of every house come

to the cave and get a little bag of ashes, which they

guard very carefully. When they get back to their

houses, a very little of it is sprinkled over the roof, so

no sickness may come. They pay me either with a

blanket or two whole white buckskins ; or if not that,

with a bow and arrows, or a quiver.

"With all this medicine I am not afraid of my ene-

mies. It costs a great deal for medicine, and when the

people are poor I do not make any. No, I would not

give it to them unless they paid me!"

For some time it had been apparent that Santo

Blanco was ill at ease—and he had switched from his

stories of the gods to boastful references to his ability

as a medicine man. He spoke of witchcraft and charms,

of love philters and smoke-medicine. Now he halted

in the middle of a sentence and, outside the tent, we

discovered Juan Tomas'. The jealous old war chief had

crept up and was listening through the canvas. There

was a look in his eye like that of a ferret as he peered

in through the entrance
5
and, by the same token,

Santo Blanco looked like a rabbit. He was badly scared

and, when I handed him his peso, he slipped out the

door and was gone.

Americano could do nothing, and very soon he too

was gone. It was two days before he returned to camp,

except to get a clean shirt ; and when we took a walk

up the beach we spied him in the Seri village, showing
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some strange Americans around. The yacht of Kermit
Roosevelt had appeared while we were absent and had
anchored out of sight behind Pelican Island; and these
were some of his guests, who had come ashore and
were taking pictures of the Indians. Late that evening,
we received a hurried note from Hampton saying that
he had gone aboard for the night. The following
morning he returned in great haste and rushed off
again, to assist in distributing some presents which the
party had sent ashore for the Seris.

This is a more or less accepted custom among the
pleasure-seekers who visit Tiburon, and it rouses the
Indians' savagery to the utmost, having more than
once resulted in killings. The Seris' mode of procedure
is always the same—first a bold and brazen beggary,
a scramble among themselves for the gifts that are
handed out; and then, in a flash, they are aboard the
boat and snatching at everything in sight. At the first
sign of resistance a fight may spring up and—on the
Island—the visitors may be killed.

But this was on the mainland, with several sturdy
fishermen near to protect the Americans—and Hamp-
ton stopped the rush of Indians in time. First he
handed out gifts to Chico Romero and the two old war
chiefs, who were right up in front with their hands
out; and it was not until he opened a carton of ciga-
rettes that the real scramble began. He was passing out
the packs, one apiece all around, when Santo Blanco—
who had received his share already-^came back with
his whole family to get more.

Being refused, he reached into the launch—and the
trouble began! Hampton struck his hand away; and
while they were quarreling, the rest of the tribe
swarmed in, nearly upsetting the boat. Americano
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leaped out, gave the launch a quick shove, and barely-

avoided being swamped. It was a dangerous experi-

ence for the yachtsmen, who had had a narrow escape

from serious injury 5 and so grateful were they to

Hampton, that they kept him aboard a second night.

Meanwhile our researches had been brought to a

complete standstill and, when Hampton finally did re-

turn, he was so enraged at Santo Blanco that he nearly

drove him out of camp. It was very unfortunate that,

out of the whole village of Seris, he had happened to

have his quarrel with the one particular man we

needed most. Santo Blanco must have been in the

wrong, from the meek way he took his first cursing
5

but when, back in the big tent, Hampton began all

over again, I intervened. One reproof was enough

—

we had lost two days already—and Santo Blanco's eyes

were beginning to blaze.

The way the sea bass were running, he could earn

three times as much with his boat as he was getting

for telling stories; and, at any moment now, he might

quit. So I suggested to Americano that Santo Blanco

was in the position of a guest with us and I thought he

had been scolded enough. He was also the chief medi-

cine man of the tribe, without whose help our mission

would fail. It took some time to make Hampton see

reason and by then Santo Blanco would not talk. But

there is one story that it is the delight of every medi-

cine man to tell and I asked him for the story of the

Creation. It takes a Navajo four nights to recite the

Lasting-From-Long-Ago Chant and when I inquired

of Santo Blanco if the Seri people had come up from

the underworld through a cane-stalk, he forgot his

grievance. But, being miffed, he began with the emer-

gence, and made it brief.



CHAPTER XI

The Creation—and the Seri Gods

IN THE beginning, [said Santa Blanco,] there was a
big carrizo, or bamboo, standing out of the earth

and at every joint there were different kinds of people.
At the top were the Seris. Next were the Gringos
(Americans), the Chinese, the Apaches and the
Yaquis. Lowest of all were the Mexicans. Away off by
itself was another joint of cane and in that were the
Papagos, the hereditary enemies of the Seris.

They looked out through knotholes in the cane and
saw a big smoke from God. The Gringo went out first

to meet him, then the Mexican. All the others went
out except the Seris. The Seri wouldn't go out to see
God. When these people went they took presents with
them, all except the Seri, who was too proud. Then
God made them all rich, except the Seri. The Mexicans
he made richest—money, guns, houses, clothes, and
much food. But to the Seri he gave nothing. The
Papago went out but he got nothing for his present

—

nothing but his sandals and breechclout. That is the
way they have been ever since. The Seris were poorest
of all—they got nothing. Nothing but seaweed to
cover themselves with, which they had to pull out of
the sea themselves.

The Papagos made their breechclout out of grass.
They took the fiber out of the grass and wove it to-
gether with sticks. They had no needles to sew with,
so they used a sharp stick. They took the hide of a wild
pig (javelina) and made sandals from it. The sandal
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strings they made from the skin of a jack rabbit. This

was cut in wide strips, because narrow strips would

break, and they left the hair on.

The first Seri was a woman called First Woman, or

Painted Woman. Her face and body were painted blue,

to make her look pretty, and she was spoken of as

"The Woman Who Is Beautiful."

She went out of the cane and walked across Tiburon

Island to a place where she found a man. They were

married and at the end of a year they had a boy. A
year later a girl was born. When they grew up they

were married and had children. Even though they

were brother and sister, they married.

First Man and First Woman had one child, a boy.

Then First Woman gave birth to another child—

a

girl, whose father was the Sun. The woman made a

place to lie down by digging a trench in the sand, and

the Sun came to her in his own person—not as a man

—and she was made with child. That is how the Sun

came to this woman—she was lying in a trench in the

Sun's rays. The name of the Seri tribe, Kong Ka'-ahk

ay mos'-aht, means Children Born of a High Rank

Woman. There were six generations where a brother

married a sister, and only two children were born of

each marriage.

In the seventh generation a woman was born first

and her daughter did not marry her brother. She had

no brother, so she married the son of one of the earlier

generations. The families had all scattered and did not

live together. By her husband she had twelve children,

all girls, and from these twelve girls came all the Seri

families.

The families of these twelve sisters stayed together,

and that was the beginning of the Seri Tribe. Kong
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Ka'-ahk ay mos'-aht is the name they gave themselves
when they all came together.

Ahnt Kai' is the name of the woman whose father
was the Sun and she corresponds to Kwan Yin, the
Buddhist Goddess of Mercy, and to Est-san ad'-lehi,
the Turquoise Goddess of the Navajos. She lives in
heaven with the other gods, but she comes down to
Red Mountain northwest of here. She taught the wom-
en to dance and sing. They dance eight days for the
Fiesta of Ahnt Kai'. It is in the hot months, when the
cactus-pears are ripe. At that time they gather twenty
or thirty baskets of pitahayas, and with half of them
they make wine. They also gather many baskets of
mesquite beans and grind up the pod for mush. Young
men and young women and children drink this atole.
The older men and women drink pitahaya wine.
They sing to the venado deer and the buro deer and

also to the Fish God. In the Fish Dance—in which an
old man leads the dancing and singing and a circle of
young girls dances with him, singing the same song
after him—no married woman can take part. They
always hold their skirts out in front of them when
they dance the Fish Dance.

There is a Big Chief—Capitan of the Fish—but
even he cannot order when a Fish Dance shall be
given. Sometimes a whole year passes by without the
dance. Only Ahnt Kai' of all the gods can tell when
to dance it.

Ahnt Kai' is the special goddess of the women and
children. She has no husband but she has a child, a
girl, who lives under the ground, by herself. The
house where she lives is all shiny and white outside,
and painted blue inside. Ahnt Kai"s house is on the
highest peak of Tiburon Mountain, but it does not rest
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on the mountain. Four roots hold it down, and through

these roots water flows down into the mountain, and

underground until it comes to Arroyo Carrizal. There

it flows out in a little stream, where the buro deer

comes down to drink. In the night the buro comes to

this stream and eats much green grass and drinks.

When daylight is coming he goes up into the high

mountains.

Ahnt Kai' has a bell, like the big church bells in

Hermosillo. It is hidden in the middle of the Island

fifteen leagues from the fresh water at the north end

of the Island. It rings at sunrise, midday and sunset.

She goes to sleep after the third bell, but wakes up at

midnight and rings it again. All the Seris sing about

it, but only Santo Blanco can hear it.

The men do not sing to Ahnt Kai'—only the women.

She has no husband and no relations with men. Her

daughter is just like her but very small—two feet

high. The children sing the pitahaya song—no other

—to her. She made the pitahaya and gave it to the

children : Ahnt ahs pok' is her name. She is the god-

dess to whom the children make their offering of dew.

Dew is called fragrant water. In the days long ago,

Ahnt Kai' brought pitahayas to her little daughter in

the white house. The little girl found they were so

good that she gave some to the Seri children, and the

Seri children found they were so good that they gave

them to the men to eat. And the men found they were

so good that they gave them to the gods, as sacrifices.

I Am Very Wise is the god to whom the men make

their offerings, in the great shells on the shore. He

lives in the cave on Tiburon. The young boys also

make their offerings to him.

Ahnt Kai' is the goddess who cures snake bites. She
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lives in a cave on Red Mountain and in the winter all
the snakes live there, too. They crawl in through a
small hole. When the earth turned over, the Red
Mountain west of here did not, because that is where
she lives. When the hot summer comes the snakes
crawl out of the cave and spread all over the country.
When the cold weather comes they all return.

The rattlesnake originally was not poisonous. But
he got the thorns from an ironwood tree and put them
in his mouth. Now when he bites a Seri the man will
die, unless Ahnt Kai' intervenes by looking at him. In
the middle of the night, when the man who has been
bitten by a rattlesnake is asleep, she comes with a tiny
rattlesnake in her hand and rubs it over the sick man's
chest. If she comes and does that, he is cured. That is
the only cure the Ancients had. Now the Seris go to
Hermosillo and get an injection of black stuff [anti-
venom] .

The rattlesnakes have a chief named Big Snake. He
lives on Tiburon Island. He is an enormous rattle-
snake and inhabits a cave near the top of the big moun-
tain. There used to be a big water-hole in this cave, but
the Chief Snake swallowed a buro deer and then drank
up all the water in the pool. He is longer than from
here to the Big House [one hundred and fifty yards]
and he is fatter than this tent [twelve feet] . [Prob-
ably a black water-boa.]

When he is hungry he goes out into the brush,
dragging in to him with his tail all the animals in that
circle. Sometimes he eats eight to twelve buros at one
time.

He makes a terrible roar when he is hunting and
you can hear him six leagues away. Hrrrrrr—a high
tremulous note. When he makes that noise it is because



The Great Snake of Tiburon Island.

He ate two men, which made him sick. After darting

through a ridge into the sea, he died.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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he has eaten a lot of buros and is happy. When he gets
hungry he comes out of his cave and goes to the west
side of the big mountain. When he comes to the valley
he crushes down all the trees in his way, he is so big.
No matter how big the ironwoods are, he turns them
over with their roots in the air. Last year I saw this
big snake himself. All the Seris are very much afraid
of him. He has no fangs—the little ones have, but he
has not.

The Seris never offer sacrifices to the Big Snake.
They are so afraid they never go near him. He is so
big that if you were standing on the shore here you
could see him crawling over the top of Tiburon Moun-
tain [twenty miles away] . A Seri man and woman
were walking along, the woman ahead, when they
saw a huge thing, red and black, beside the trail. It
was the Big Snake and he ate them. But he was not
used to eating people, only buro deer and other ani-
mals, so it made him sick. He threshed around knock-
ing down big ironwoods and sahuaros. With his tail

he pulled up a big sahuaro and threw it far off, be-
cause he was full of pain. He went so fast that when
his head struck the mountain he went right through it

and into the ocean down into deep water where he lay
for a year, sick. At the end he died, from eating peo-
ple instead of his regular food. The gods made him
die. Then the waves floated him ashore, about the
middle of the Island, and they found the bones of the
two Seris in his belly. The gods told them to pick up
his bones and put them in a fire-hole until they were
cooked. When this was cold, if they ate of it, no snake
could hurt them.

At this time the people spoke all kinds of different
languages, and they couldn't understand each other.
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One man went without food and water for eight days

and, when all these strange people came to see the

bones of the snake that had been washed ashore, he

came out in the middle of the night and he could

speak to any of them. They could understand him

and he them. Then all the Seris learned to talk like

him, and now they all speak the same language.

The colors of the world came from this pit when

they cooked the Big Snake. When they took the bones

out there was nothing but soup left. This divided itself

into four colors : red, black, blue and white. The man
who had fasted eight days spoke to the olla and the

olla told him the language through which he talked to

everybody else.

There is a Big Pot, as big around as this tent, that

was in this hole. The gods pulled it out and moved it

up on the mountain. The Seris are afraid to go there,

because some of them had heard this olla speaking in

a strange language. The outside of the Pot is decorated

with a row of figures like white dolls. It is about the

span of a man's hand thick, and the mouth is very

wide—not like a Seri olla. When you are far from

this cave at night you can see it, because it shines like

a lantern. In the daytime many people have seen

smoke, very black, coming out of this olla. At sunset

the smoke, even if it reaches up to the clouds, dies

down; and when it gets dark you can see this light,

like a lantern.

Ahnt Kai' told the Seris years ago that when they

killed a rattlesnake they were to burn him. The Big

Snake does not care if they kill the ordinary rattle-

snakes, so they kill them. Sometimes they catch a

rattlesnake and sew up his mouth and turn him loose

on the desert. It makes no difference if he cannot eat.
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He will not die. They just sew up his mouth so he
can't bite them. Sometimes after two years they find
one of these snakes with its mouth sewed up and he
has grown much larger. They try him with their foot
to see if he can bite. If he can't, they cover his head
with green leaves and let him go, because Ahnt Kai'
told them to do that.

On top of the big mountain on Tiburon there are
two nests of enormous size. One is of the Eagle, who
is so big that he can carry off a full-grown deer. The
mother bird lays eggs as big around as the circle of a
man's arms, and the nest has been there since the first
Sens came to the mountain. They still live there. Their
eggs are pink, with brown spots scattered far apart
There are four skulls of Seris, without hair or other
bones, at one end of the nest. The other nest is not so
big, but around it are scattered great piles of fish
bones. It belongs to the mother of the Pelican which
lived there for many years.

If a Seri breaks one of the eagle's eggs she will come
down and seize him by the head and carry him off
But if he just hits the egg and does not break it the
eagle will not hurt him. The male eagle kills only
male buro deer and the female eagle kills only female.

The Seris are not afraid of the Pelican. Because it
has no teeth it cannot tear their skins. The children
are afraid of the big raven. If a child breaks a raven's
egg, the raven who is up in the sky, will come down
and pluck out one eye. There is also a bird like a duck,
but with a beak like sharp knives. If a Seri tries to
take away eggs from him the sharp knives will cut
his hands very badly. This is the Frigate Bird. His
nest is on the Island, and on a little island near here



CHAPTER XII

Man Who Built Fires

FROM the way Santo Blanco had taken his reproof

that morning and then gone right ahead with

his stories it was evident he was of a long-suffering

and forgiving disposition—either that, or he needed

the money. John Hampton, after speaking his mind,

retired into a frigid silence which had become almost

a habit of late. After associating with a son of Theo-

dore Roosevelt and the guests on his yacht, it was

quite a change to interpret for a boat-robbing Seri.

But he treated him so considerately that the next

morning our White Saint returned.

Santo Blanco was hardly a saint, as his name im-

plies, but he set us an example in forbearance by tell-

ing one of his very best stories. It was about Ahnt ah

koh'-mah—He Who Built Fires—who taught his

people how to live. He is the Hiawatha of the Seris

—

the Wise Man who came among them so long ago that

they did not know how to make a fire.

Many years ago, Santo Blanco said, a white man,

tall with a white beard, came over the water from the

west, in a boat that moved by itself, without paddles.

All the Seris on the Island saw him coming. He was

dressed in the skins of pelicans, deerskins and rabbit

skins, all white. He came to Patos Island, the little

island to the north, and from there the Seris invited

him to Tiburon. He landed at Tecomate and went all

around the Island, and at each point he taught them

different things to eat.

At each camp, on each point of land, he would
116



Ahnt ah Koh'-mah—He Who Builds Fires. A tall, bearded
man with long hair, who taught the Seris how to live. He
carries a cross, which bores into the earth. The dots are the
27 houses of the ancient Seris.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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show them how to kill some animal that lived there,

and they would build a fire and eat it—a different

Santo Blanco's map of Tiburon Island.

At the first point is the turtle, then the buro deer, third the

jack rabbit, fourth the wild pig, fifth the fish, sixth the crab,

seventh the shark, eighth the sea lion, ninth the porpoise, last

the maguey plants.

Ahnt ah Koh'-mah named each point for the food they ate

there and he made trails from the beach to the water-holes.
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animal at each point. At the first point the turtle, then
the buro deer, the jack rabbit—fourth the wild pig,
fifth the fish, sixth the crab, seventh the shark, eighth
the sea lion, ninth the porpoise. And, at Estevan Island,
the maguey plants.

All around the Island, at each point, he would show
them something else to cook and eat. Before then the
Sens had eaten their food raw, because they had no
fire. He showed them how to use smoke for signals.
When the people saw his big smoke they would go to
him. Also he taught them that, when they saw the
smoke going into the sky, they could go there and get
fire and bring it.

He named each point after the food they ate there.
Before then they had eaten the seeds of the mangrove
trees, green or dried

5 of the grass, and of a little weed
like pigweed. Before he came, the Seris ate only vege-
table food. They did not know how to eat cooked meat.
Ahnt ah koh'-mah did not teach them to wear clothes.
That they knew already. One of the old men had
learned how to make buckskin and to soften hides.
Now almost everyone knows.
He taught them to live in houses and showed them

how to build one on each point. He also taught them
to live together, as man and wife, in these houses. On
the three points at the south end of the Island they
did not build any houses, but he taught them to go
there—and on the first point they would catch sharks,
on the next porpoise, and on the last sea lions. He
took them to San Estevan Island where the agave
grew, and taught them to roast the mezcal head, but
he did not teach them to make mezcal liquor.
Ahnt ah koh'-mah opened trails into valleys in the

mountains where there was water. Each three points
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had trails going to the same water. There were six

places where they could get water after rain. But, ex-

cept when it rained, there was no water on the west

side of the Island. Then there were tanks.

He taught them to make little-mouthed ollas and to

hide them underground. They were buried and cov-

ered up, so the coyotes and dogs could not drink from

them. Each olla was big enough to hold water for a

whole family for three or four days. He taught the

women to make these ollas thin, and the men to make

bows and arrows.

He taught the people on the Island not to quarrel

and have barullos among themselves. There was al-

ways trouble on the mainland, at Tepopa and Tastiota,

but on the Island there was peace. Everybody on the

Island was very happy—until a man came from the

mainland and stole a girl and took her away. This was

five hundred years ago. Ahnt ah koh'-mah went with

the people of the Island to fight the family of this

man. The three brothers of this girl fought the men

of that family and killed the man who had stolen her,

and his father, and took her back to the Island.

Ahnt ah koh'-mah taught them to spear sharks off

the rocks. They speared them in the back of the head

with a lance-point made of the hard tap-root of the

ironwood, which grows straight down, very long.

They ate the flesh of the shark, but not the liver, guts,

fins or head. At that time they did not know how to

make oil from shark's liver, but they try it out now.

Porpoises were speared with a double-pointed spear,

to hold them better. They got them where a rock

jutted out over the sea using a rope made of mesquite

root. They hold the line in one hand and the spear in
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the other. Then they drag them ashore and kill them
with a rock.

A long time ago the pelicans used to sleep on the

Man on a rock, spearing a shark with two sea turtles in its
stomach.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.

rocks and the Seris would sneak up on them with a
long pole and give them a wallop, to break their necks.
This was in the dark, and they could only get two or
three—and only approach them once. Now they go
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out with a light on a long pole—a dry pitahaya-ca.ctu.s

rib. They tie firewood to the end with green swamp-

willow strings, and used to kill a lot at one time, but

now they are too lazy to hunt them.

They had no balsas then from which to kill sea

lions, so they waited till the lobo came ashore and went

Seri spearing a sea lion from the rocks.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.

to sleep. Then, from the rocks, they would spear him

in the soft place at the back of the head, with a very

heavy ironwood spear. Even that would only stun

him, so they dragged him up on the shore and killed

him with stones.
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They ate only the fins of the sea lion, using the
raw hide to make a skirt for the women and the
tanned hide to make a skirt for the men. For the wom-
en's skirts, they pounded the hide to make it a little

soft. The skirts made of buro-hide were very soft and
they were used as mantles, to cover themselves in cold
weather.

The first skirts worn were of pelican skins. They
began by using these, then deer skins

5 and then all

kinds, like sea lion, mountain lion, wild pig, and tiger
skins. Then one of the Seri captains got from some
people in the east a skirt made of manta-cloth. They
called this cloth es ko tolin and made shirts of it which
had no sleeves and no neck, but just slipped over their
heads and reached just below the armpits or nipples.
(This camisa is found clear down the Coast, to Tehu-
antepec and Central America.)

The first one was ready-made and was given them
by white people, and the Seris learned to make others
from it. The blouses which the women now wear
came from the Yaquis. They were made of cotton cloth
and were the same shape as the men's shirt. The Seri
women learned to make their skirts from the Yaquis.
That is why they are so long. All the Yaqui women
who came to Tiburon used to wear them that way.
The women wear long skirts in winter because they
are warm. In summer they wear them anyway, even
if they are hot.

The Seri men now wear red handkerchiefs and
flour sacks around their waists, just as a custom
handed down from old times when they wore nothing
else. They had no pantalones then. The first breech-
clouts were of pelican skin. In the old days they wore
no sandals, but used the green leaves of the mesquite
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to cover their feet. When the shoots first grow out

they have no thorns on them. The thongs of the san-

dals were made from mesquite roots twisted together

in loops. A cord passes underneath the ball of the foot

and comes out over the instep, where it meets another

thong coming up from between the big toe and the

second toe.

In the night time, Ahnt ah Koh'-mah opens up

—

like a paper doll—and becomes double. In the daytime

he folds together again and is one man. At night he

rides around on the ancient rattlesnake and watches

to see if the Seris obey his orders. He lives in the mid-

dle of the Island—in the earth, not in a cave—and he

is not buried. He can look out and see anybody, on the

mainland as well as on the Island. He is a god and he

is a man, too. He has lived in the middle of the Island

many years, but he never drinks water nor eats food.

He ordered the women not to feed their babies solid

food too soon, or they would die. Their food should be

cooked. He also told them that, when they are roasting

mesquite beanpods, they should put a little earth into

the pot. When they can get them they eat the acorns

of white oaks. Ahnt ah koh'-mah taught the Seris how
to cook them, and all the other food that they eat.

The Papagos knew how to cook preserved cactus-

pears, but the Seris did not. Because the Papagos had

to go so far to get fruit, they stored it a long distance

from their villages, and sometimes the Seris would

find it and eat it. In the old times the Seris stored seeds

of the pitahaya, sahueso, eelgrass and ironwood in a

cave, because the cave was dry, but they do not do so

now. They do not have to any more, because they have

guns to shoot game and iron spears to get sea turtles

with.
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Now they keep food for only one day. Before, they
had four or five pots full of seeds stored in caves. They
did not eat them in hot weather but kept them for
winter. The women still know how to make the big,
thin, storage ollasj but they do not make them now be-
cause both men and women are working for the fisher-
men, and in the oysters, and they can buy food at the
store. A woman could make a big olla in three days,
if she had the material. If the pot is dry at noon they
can fire it and have it done by dark.

The Seris at Tastiota and Tepopa were accustomed
to store seeds, but those on the Island never stored any-
thing. But sometimes now, if there are lots of iron-
wood seeds, they gather a little and keep it till it is
eaten up.

It doesn't matter much if they have no food for a
day or two, if they have a little water. And pretty soon
they can kill a rabbit or a deer or get a turtle or fish
or crab

j
and if they are hungry they can eat clams. In

the lagoon there is a small clam that they can eat, but
they never ate oysters in the old days. They didn't
know they were good to eat until the white men came,
about ten years ago, and began buying them. Now the
Seris like them very much.



CHAPTER XIII

Seri Clans

AFTER First Man and First Woman married and

L had children, [he went on] , for six generations a

brother married a sister. Then there was no brother

and the girl married the son of another pair who

had moved away. Her name was Kee-mee'-kay ahn

ko'-ahn, Woman with Many Children—and from her

twelve daughters sprang all the Seri Clans.

Kee-mee'-kay is the mother's family name. Each of

the daughters carried that name—the rest is just for

her. The first daughter was

:

Kee-mee'-kay ah pay-ket-ee—First Girl.

" " " ee-quop—Second Girl.

" " " ee-kee quop hah—Third Girl.

" ee-kee-sd—Fourth Girl.

"That is all I can remember. If I talk with God tonight

I can remember the rest."

Tahm was the father of the twelve girls—and the

same word is now used for Man. From these four

daughters are descended the four Seri Clans, and until

lately they lived separate from each other

:

The Coyote People lived at Poso Pina in the mountains

on the mainland.

The Pitahaya People lived on the flats of the main-

land.
126
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The Turtle People lived on the southwest point of the
Island.

The Pelican People lived on the southeast point of the
Island.

Years ago brothers and sisters could marry each
other, but not now. Cousins could marry, but not now.
The women on the Island cannot marry Island men
but mainland men. The Coyote, Pitahaya, Turtle and
Pelican People now can marry within their clan—it is
just that the people of the mainland must marry people
from the Island.

r

Santo Blanco's wife came from the Island and he
came from Tepoca, on the mainland. His father was
Antonio Noriega and, when Hermosillo was only two
houses, he was the chief of the Tepoca branch.

There are many fishermen at Puerto Libertad
Yaquis, Yoris, Mexicans. They have tents and brush
houses, but there is always a barullo going on and the
Seris never go up there. Manuel Encinas has three
sons and a daughter up there, but he never sees them
any more. The Germans and the Yaquis are fighting
all the time, but the Americans and the Mexicans get
along well together. It is the Germans and the Yaquis
who make trouble for the Seris. Manuel doesn't know
whether his children are dead or alive. The Germans
and the Yaquis kill the Seris. About a month ago, onNew Year's night, a man came down on foot alone
and said there was a big barullo going on and he didn't
know whether they were all killed or not.
At Pueblo de Seris, near Hermosillo, there was

formerly a Seri named Kolusio, who had been cap-
tured as a boy. The Mexicans made him a school-
teacher and he tried to teach the Seris. He was a good
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man and used to come out and visit the Seris, but they

didn't learn any Spanish from him. He is dead now.

In his time the smallpox came and many, many Seris

died. The rest escaped from Hermosillo and ran away

out here.

They make medicines out of herbs and some are

very good, but they have no way of curing smallpox.

All die—the big and the little. The Government sent

a man out here eight years ago who vaccinated all the

Seris. A little while afterward a man who did not like

them gave them some clothes which were infected with

smallpox, but none of their people died. The Govern-

ment saved them with its medicine. Santo Blanco said

he knew nothing of sickness or medicine—when God
calls people they go.

The Seris have two little wooden gods which they

hang up in the sacred caves, tied together with a string,

and when people are sick they put them on their

breasts. It is the same as the Yoris' medicine. The two-

legged god stays eight days in the cave, the one-legged

god stays twelve days.

They go to the caves of the gods, but they are not

gods. They can be painted in any color—red, blue or

black. The hats on their heads show they are men. If

they were gods they would have a cross on them.

"Anybody can make these figures, but I can carve

them best. When someone is sick we put the two-

legged figure in some cave in the mountains, the

higher up the better, and he is left without food and

water for eight days. He gets tired of that and the man
will get well, because the god will come out to get food

and water.

"The two-legged god can only stand it eight days in
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the cave—the one-legged one can go twelve days.
They hang up the two-legged god first, in the hope
that the sick people will get well quick. If they do not,
they put the other one in the cave. As they approach
the cave they sing to the figure, and if the person is
going to get well the spirit of the little figure will
come out.

"Anybody can take the sick person to the cave, and
when the sick one gets well they know that the spirit
of the figure has come to them. They leave the figure
in the cave then. There are several caves, but the high
ones are best. For four days they sing songs to these
figures, called :—I Am Singing That You May Cure.

"The figurine is held out to the four directions,
while the eyes are fixed upon it. Then, at the end of
the song, the image is held at arm's length. If it trem-
bles, the medicine is no good. When they sing to the
one-legged god and the patient is getting well, the
wind begins to blow. If it does not blow he will not
get well.

"There is a cave in which the wind blows, called:
Cave of The Wind. It is on top of the Big Mountain
on the Island. Sometimes we go there to cure people,
but the patient is left at home. The only time we sing
to the wind is when somebody is sick. If it blows
strong, we sing to it. Sometimes, when there is no
wind outside, it blows inside—sometimes for four
days. The songs are not addressed to the wind, but to
the figurine that makes it blow."

The medicine man's pay in the old days was a com-
plete balsa, with ropes and everything. That is a value
of fifty pesos. Now they pay Santo Blanco a good
canoe, worth as much as two hundred pesos—or so he
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says. The sick man will never die if he sings over him.

He sings over him at midday—and for four nights.

Then he can see the insides of the patient and find out

what is wrong. He gives them no medicine in the

mouth—it is just the singing that cures them.

If a person is going to die, his blood is very black.

If he is going to get well, his blood is red. When they

are sick, if their head is sick Santo Blanco looks in

the head. If their belly is sick he looks in the belly. If

their back, he looks there. If they are going to die, the

flesh inside is all black and their bowels are yellow.

He sings when he looks into the patient. He sings to

the sickness. It is a spirit, or a figure, which appears

there. This is how a sick man looks when he looks into

him. It is as if he had glasses on. He can see what

could not otherwise be seen.

The body of a patient as it appears to Santo Blanco, the

medicine man, when he looks into it after singing his twelve

songs.
Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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Santo Blanco charges five pesos for the one-legged
god. If you hang one of the figurines with two legs
up in your house no sickness will come. They are the
House Gods. The one-legged one has two legs at night.
If you hang them up, the span of your arms away
from each other, all around the house, no sickness will
come to you, and they can be used over and over
again.

When Santo Blanco sees the sickness, it comes out
where he sees it. He sings to the sickness—twelve
songs. In all sickness, including smallpox, when he
sings twelve times, it will come out. He does not rub
the patient or suck the spot. He just looks into them
and at the twelfth song the sickness comes out, but if

they are going to die he can't make the sickness come
out.



CHAPTER XIV

The Quarrel Between the Men and the Women

FOR. two days Santo Blanco had talked about the

gods and, without the least fear, described the re-

ligion of his people. But I noticed that he did not sing.

He gave in the greatest detail the history of the Serisj

and his account of the coming of Ahnt ah koh'-mah

revealed him a true culture hero, like the Star Child

of the Northern Indians. While he had been singing

his brief medicine songs Buro Alazan had appeared

and looked in at him, but even then Santo Blanco paid

no attention.

On the third morning, however, it was evident they

had had trouble 5 for Santo Blanco warned me to wrap

up the figurines I had bought, or there would be more

bad winds and storms. But, after I had done that, he

still sat in gloomy silence, and I saw I would get no

more songs that day. Still, whatever he told was val-

uable and, in order to get him started, I inquired if

the Seris, like the Navajos, had ever had a quarrel be-

tween the men and the women. He admitted, though

reluctantly, that such had been the case 5 and finally

blurted out that, except for one thing, a similar

quarrel might start, any time. The women had not

got angry enough to drive the men away—that was

all.

Since he would not proceed I told him the Navajo

story, which is as follows

:

A long time ago the Navajos lived by a wide stream

which flowed both ways at once 3 and the wife of the
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chief, by being unfaithful to her husband, started a
quarrel which separated the people. All the men took
the part of the chief, and all the women that of the

wife. They began arguing about which could get

along best without the other, the men or the women

;

and it ended in the men crossing the stream that ran
both ways, leaving everything they had for the women.

The first year the women had lots of corn and food;

whereas the men, having nothing, had to exist by
hunting. But the second year the women, becoming
despondent, neglected to plant the fields; and at the end
of four years, they were ragged and hungry. The
men, however, cleared fields at their new home and
planted them, killed deer and made buckskin clothes,

and built new houses to live in. But they were not

happy and, at the end of the fourth year of their trial,

they returned to the swift-flowing river and the chief

went across, just at dusk, alone. He appeared by his

wife's house and she ran to meet him. Then all the

other men came home—and they have been boss ever

since.

While Hampton was interpreting this story to

Santo Blanco, our old enemy, Juan Tomas', appeared
in the doorway and refused to go away. Buro Alazan
came also, and both listened intently. Then Buro Ala-
zan tried to tell the Seri version of the story but Santo
Blanco shut him up. He had become very angry, and
I made them go away and give him a chance to talk.

It had suddenly come over me that this river which
ran both ways at once might be El Infiernillo, the chan-
nel between Tiburon and the mainland. As the tides

and great bores sweep up the Gulf, part of the
water flows directly through the channel, while the
rest, rounding the upper end of the Island, turns
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south till the two streams meet, passing each other in

great tumult. Here, indeed, is a river which flows

both ways at once, though the present-day Navajos

have no knowledge of its existence. They think that

this peculiar stream lies far to the north, and that one

river flows across the other. In fact, they have no idea

how this could take place, it has been so many years

ago.

But here the Navajo story closely paralleled their

own and, by questioning Santo Blanco on every point,

I finally extracted the Seri version from him. Yes,

they had had a quarrel. Yes, it was about a woman.

The men had gone away. Yes, they had come back

—

yes, the chief had crossed the river first—yes, it was

just before dark. But, instead of becoming boss, the

men had been bested in the quarrel—which had been

going on ever since.

It was only part of the long story of a matriarchy

which had tried for centuries to rule Seriland, and

Santo Blanco finally went back to the beginning and

told it as it happened.

"About six generations ago—it may be more be-

cause it has been told from one mother to another-—

a

man wanted to have two wives. He was already

married, but he wanted this other woman, who was al-

ready with child by him, though unmarried. The

women of the tribe objected, not because she was a

senorita and with child, but because he did not have

the clothes, or meat, or bows and arrows, to support

two families.

"He took this woman, anyway, and all the women

joined together and caused a barullo and drove all the

men off Tiburon. This took place at the north end of
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the Island at a place called Agua Dulce. The women
would not even allow them to take water when they
left, and the men crossed to the mainland and went to
Poso Pina.

"This man, when married, lived with his new wife
only four days. Then the mother of the second wife
organized all the women against him, because he had
taken her daughter. The mother pulled the girl one
way and the man pulled the other, and that started her
to crying. Then the first wife's mother fought with
the second wife's mother, and that made the first wife
cry.

"The man went into the mountains to hunt rabbits
and, while he was gone, the mother of the second wife
took her off to a cave. When the man came back and
found his woman gone, all the men sided with him to
get the second wife back.

"This was the first time a man had ever tried to
have two wives. The women drove all the men away
with clubs. They had nothing when they left the Island
—nothing but their hands. The women had taken
their weapons away from them. When they landed at
Poso Pina, the men made knives out of bones and went
far to the north. The reason why they had been dis-
armed was that the women were very angry and made
a big barullo} but the men were not angry—so they
were driven away. For the four years they were away
the women lived alone on the Island and were very
happy, because without the men there was no barullo.

"During the four years the men followed up the
Coast a long way, then turned and went a long way
east. Wherever they went they found no towns or peo-
ple. They went east so far they could see the big
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mountains [Sierra Madres] then turned south and at

last came home again.

"When the men came back, the women were very

glad to see them and welcomed them to the Island.

Each man went back to his own wife. The man who

had wanted to marry the second wife had not gone

away with the other men. He had been driven out by

the women, but came back to his first wife and did not

live with his second wife any more. She stayed by

herself there in the village. The men built houses and

everybody was very happy.

"When the men came back, one went over first in

the only old balsa that was left. It took the men five

days to cross. The chief went to see his wife first, and

at dusk. She told all the others, and the next day all

the women were very happy. The women said if the

men would come back there would be no more barullo.

Then the chief went back and told his men and they

returned home.

"This old quarrel was like the one going on now.

Nacho Romero, brother of the chief, Chico Romero,

wanted to take a second wife, a woman by whom he

has had a child. He did not have the goods to warrant

it and it had caused a row between him and the girl's

father. Nacho had taken this girl out into the brush

for eight days, and she had a child by him. But there

was this difference—the girl's father and Nacho had

not quarreled, and the women had not got angry

enough to drive the men away. The woman has been

taken away from Nacho, and she and her baby are

living by themselves. This woman can never marry

anyone else, and she cannot marry Nacho. That is

what they are fighting about.

"No, the Seris have never told the story of their
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quarrel to the Navajos. They have never heard of
them, although they know about the Apaches. They
told it to the Yaquis—in the early days when they
were friendly—but now they are enemies.

"During the trouble, when the Government tried
to deport all the Yaquis, many of them had come to
live on the Island to escape the soldiers. But the sol-
diers and Papagos came across and killed a great many
men, women and children. The soldiers also killed
many Seris. [This was probably only about thirty-five
years ago, when the Mexican Government rounded
up all the Yaquis and shipped them to Yucatan from
Guaymas. Four ships came up to the Island and took
the Yaquis far away, and the Seris never saw them
again.]

"The Seris could understand the Yaqui language in
the old days, but not now. None of the Seris can un-
derstand Yaqui. The ancient language that Juan
Tomas' speaks is the same as the Yaquis spoke then.
Some of the Yaqui women married Seri men on the
Island. In the time when they could speak each other's
language they intermarried, but not now. The Yaquis
are an old people, but the Seris are older. They used
to allow the Yaquis to come here and fish, but one
time the Yaquis came to the Island and they had a
battle. Four Yaquis were killed and four Seris. Since
then they have been enemies, and nobody has been
able to talk with the Yaquis.

"When Hermosillo was started the first the Seris
knew about it, there was one house built against a hill

and the people who lived there were Yoris, who
planted watermelons, beans and corn. All around them
was nothing but the monte—wild land. The Seris
would go there and gather squashes, corn and beans,
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and take them out and eat them. They also caught a

hen and rooster out in the brush and ate them. The

Yoris had cattle and horses, too. More people came

there to live. There were lots of cattle 5
but none of

them, old or young, had brands. The Seris did not kill

horses or cattle at first; but when they found a dead

one, the owner would give it to them to eat."

At this point Buro Alazan came back, ostensibly to

bring some grass for Angelito's horse, but really to

shut Santo Blanco up. He fell silent and when I

pressed him with questions, his answers became very

brief.

The only battle that Santo Blanco knows about be-

tween the Papagos and the Seris was at Tepoca. The

Papagos had stored a big olla full of preserved pita-

hara fruit in the brush and had kept it there for two

years The Seris found it and stole it and took it to

Tepoca. The Papagos got ready for battle, very angry,

and a great many of them came down and attacked

the Seris. The battle was fought with bows and arrows

on both sides and the Seris used their huffts, or fight-

ing stones.
m

The battle lasted six days and the Sens drove the

Papagos back to their own country. Many were killed

on both sides. It was the use of the stone huffts that

decided the battle. The Papagos had never seen the

stones used before, and only six of them got away.

There were more than fifty Seris killed, and more

than one hundred and twenty Papagos. Only the

Tepoca Seris fought in the battle. None of the others

knew of the fight till it was over. They fought both

in the night and the day—as did the Papagos also.

This was all that Santo Blanco could remember

about the wars of his people while Buro Alazan, the
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old war chief, was around. So, still trying to compare
them with the Navajos, I asked him if the Seris had a
story about the Great Gambler of Kintyel, who won
so many people that their relatives, to reclaim them
from slavery, built the great Pueblo Bonito for him.
This hero, He Who Wins People, was a son of the
Sun, having blue eyes and yellow hair

5
and, when the

gods got together and broke him, he ascended into
the sky and is supposed to have gone south into Mexico,
where later he became king of the Mexicans.

It was a far call, but Santo Blanco knew all about
him

5
showing that at some time there had been some

connection.

"Tee-el'-lah—Earth, was the Great Gambler. Every
grain of sand on earth knows how much he gambled.
His father was En-tih' hah-kah—Had Lots of Cows.'
He lived long ago but after the Mexicans came. He
gathered wild cattle in the brush and kept them. His
mother was En-een tihk'—Milks the Cows. He had no
shirt at first. Then he won a buckskin to put over his
shoulders, and a skirt to go around his waist. Then he
won the children of the people he gambled with. Then
he won two pots full of water and a yoke-stick to
carry them. Then he won a house, and the wood to
build a fire. He won a hundred houses, until there
were no more to win. He was like the Government
he owned everything. Only one man would not gam-
ble with him."

The shadow of Buro Alazan was cast against the
white of the tent, and Santo Blanco lost his memory
entirely. He did not know why the gods had told the
Seris not to eat the desert chipmunks—the little

ground-squirrels that undermined the sand dunes and
made them impassable for the Mexican cavalry—and



The Great Gambler won two pots full of water and a yoke

stick to carry them home. Then he won even the children o

the people he played with until there was nothing left to win

He was like the Government—he owned everything.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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so on. Then he mentioned once more that the padres
at Guaymas had paid him a great price for telling
them the four songs that I wanted. The first time he
had told me this story the price given had been eighty
pesos, but now it was one hundred and fifty. I could
see that I was about to lose my valued little medicine
man so I reached into my pocket and handed him over
his peso. Then I told him that, since the padres al-
ready had the four songs, I no longer wanted them
and he took the hint to depart.



CHAPTER XV

The Big Barullo

WITH Santo Blanco gone and old Buro Alazan

hanging around to drive any other aspirants

away, it looked as if he had a cinch on the job
5
but I

did not like the way the old war chief had been acting

and told him I was tired of writing. What I was really

tired of was having him and Juan Tomas' deliberately

intimidating my medicine man, and I told Angelito

to get another man to bring in grass for his horse.

This cut Buro Alazan off from the breakfast he had

been receiving and got him out of the way. But by

this time, alas, Santo Blanco had gone on a big drunk,

along with the rest of the tribe.

It ended in the worst barullo ever known at Kino

Bay, a brawl so violent and all-inclusive that it left

the village a wreck. Santo Blanco, our mild-eyed little

mentor, had tried to whip Chico Romero, the young

cnief

—

and at last the whole story came out. The mys-

terious woman that Chico's brother had stolen was

Santo Blanco's own daughter, Ramona; and my in-

nocent inquiry concerning a quarrel between the men

and the women had thrown him into a villainous

mood. After a couple of drinks of fire-water, the

memory of his wrongs had overcome him—he had

picked out the biggest man in the tribe and tried to

work him down to his own size.

This was just a starter for the general fight which

had followed and which continued most of the night;

and in the morning Juan Tomas was found almost
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dead, with two of his ribs kicked in. He had fallen
across the entrance of his daughter's house 5 and the
drink-mad carousers, stumbling over his body, had
nearly caved in his whole chest. Besides this injury, he
had caught a bad cold from lying out in the wind 5 and
at Hampton's request, I contributed some medicine to
keep it from turning into pneumonia.

The morning after was a sad affair, with everybody
either crawling around in a daze or looking for some-
one to continue the fight. We kept out of it entirely,
but Americano was everywhere, ministering to the
sick and interceding in the quarrels, trying to find out
what it was all about. It really went back to this love
affair between the Chief's brother and Santo Blanco's
daughter, whom Nacho wanted to take as his wife.
But he was already married and did not have the goods
to support a second wife, even if the elder women
would consent to polygamy, against which they had
been fighting for years.

For six generations, as Santo Blanco had related,
this problem had always been with them

5 especially
as the men, from so many being killed in war, were
greatly outnumbered by the women. For the good of
the tribe—which time and again had been reduced al-
most to extinction—it was necessary that the survivors
should take more than one wife. Either that, or let
the women find husbands outside the tribe.

But the women had something to say about that,
and on both counts they voted an emphatic No. Ac-
cording to their system of marrying off their daugh-
ters, the prospective sons-in-law had to serve them,
virtually as slaves, for from one to two or three years.
And, if they failed to prove they were good providers
they were denied the girl of their choice and could
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then marry only widows. Against this matriarchal

tyranny the men were constantly fighting, but even

the threat of tribal extinction would not bring the

clan mothers to yield.

Santo Blanco's valiant attempt to whip Chico Ro-

mero had started the quarrel all over again ;
and when,

on the following day, we visited the Seri village, it

was still going on at white heat. In front of the brush

shade which sheltered the chiefs and their supporters,

four hard-faced women sat in a half-circle, all talking

at once. When their chatter died down, some man

would make a facetious remark and it would rise to

new heights of fury—and all the time, at the door of

her well-built house near by, Ramona sat alone. Even

her baby had been taken away from her, and was be-

ing cared for in Chico's camp. When no one was look-

ing she would slip over and hug and kiss it.

According to their old law, both the mother and the

child should die. She was a pretty girl, this Ramona,

the only member of the tribe who could read and

write. To obtain this education she had lived with a

Mexican family for several years 5
but, while getting

it, she had apparently picked up some free-and-easy

ideas about morality. She was quite a problem in more

ways than one, and enough passion was being ex-

pended over her fate to start a small-sized revolution.

Her brush house was built square, in Mexican

style 5 and as she sat, dressed in red cotton, in its door-

way, she was nonchalantly smoking cigarettes. She

was the first girl in the tribe to step out and adopt the

Mexican ways, and the results had not been auspicious.

But she was a high-spirited woman and, when drink-

ing, was reputed to have a violent temper—quite a





The wild Seri— just over from Tiburon— drunk and demanding

more. (Photograph by Dane Coolidge)

Seri face painting in blue and white, symbolizing a pelican's wing.

It is the art of women whose only canvas has been their own faces.

(Photograph by Dane Coolidge)
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modern problem child for poor Santo Blanco to worry-

over.

He sat off by himself, very melancholy and chap-

fallen, and did not look up when we passed 5 so the next
day, when he did not appear for duty, we engaged the

insistent Buro Alazan. He seemed to think he had
something to impart without which our researches

would be as nothing, and we let him have his way.
Perhaps, if he could get it off his chest, he might go
away and leave us alone. He was a war chief, second
only to Juan Tomas', and the first thing he did was to

correct Santo Blanco's story about the battle with the

Papagos at Tepoca.

The Papagos, said he, were preparing for a Fiesta

and had a big olla filled with miel—syrup made from
cactus-pears which they had gathered in Seriland—
at Tepoca. The Seris knew of this and, when the Papa-
gos hid it and went away, they dug it up and held the

feast instead.

When the Papagos found out about it a great num-
ber of them came down and drove the Seris off, killing

several. The Seris went south and got others, then
they went north and had a big battle of one day. They
killed many of the Papagos, because they could run
faster. They also had better bows and arrows, and at

last they charged on what Papagos were left and
killed them with stones.

The Seris placed a man and his family at a water-
hole, Poso Coyote, and he watched. Every time the

Papagos came down into the Seri country he would
send his sons to the Island for help, and they would al-

ways kill the Papagos. At that time the Seris did not
fight at night. They never have fought at night. Their
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manner of attack was to spy on their enemies until

they went to sleep. Then they would creep up on them

and, when the people got up at daylight, they would

let fly their arrows and kill many of them. They

would fight in the day and eat and rest at night.

The Seris never fought with ahsts, or rocks, except

when there was a battle and they came to close quar-

ters. In an ordinary fight their bows and arrows were

so much better than those of the enemy that they did

not have to use stones. They always used surprise at-

tacks when they could.

The Seris had had trouble with the Mexican ranch-

ers, and the ranchers killed many of them. So the

Seris prepared to fight them. They carried all their

women and children across from the Island to the

mainland in balsas and were camped at Poso Pina pre-

paring for battle, when the Mexican soldiers arrived.

The Seris were getting ready for a War Dance and

were in a circle. They had started circling around,

each fully armed, all yelling.

One would sing a War Chant, and then all would

yell. Then another would sing and all would yell, but

there was no music except that of the boca or mouth.

The warriors did not paint their own faces, but when

they were getting ready for battle the women would

do it for them—in white. They always did this, then

painted their own faces white. These paintings are

used only when the men are going to war.

The Giant, an ancestor of theirs, who was very

large, told them to do this. He was later buried out

here in the monte and his descendants say his bones

were as big as a whale's. When Buro Alazan was a boy

they took him to where the man was buried and

showed him the remains of a skeleton lying on its
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back. The ribs were as big around as the spread of
Buro's arms and bigger, and he had a wife and family
who were just as large. The grave is on the point of
the Playa near Ses ko see-et, the well where we get
water.

This huge man was a great warrior, but he never
fought with the Seris. He always fought alone. When
he would pull his bow and let the string strike his
wrist-guard just a little, it would sound like dynamite
going off. He was as tall as a sahuesa giant cactus. If
they met him in the monte he could pick up a man
and carry him under his arm. If the man was bad he
would break his arms and legs and leave him there,
but he would never kill him.

One of the ordinary Seris challenged him to fight
on the beach. They fought with bows and arrows

$
but,

when the Seri shot, his arrow would not go into the
giant. He was enormous and very ugly, and he tied his
great knot of hair behind his head into a ball. A wasp
built a nest in his hair. When he would get mad the
wasps would come out and sting everybody. When the
Seris saw that the Seri's arrow would not go into him,
they all ran up the beach. The giant caught the Seri
who had shot at him, stuck him under his arm and
went off with him.

The Seris used to eat only sea food, but this giant
ate only meat that he had killed in the monte. When
he killed anybody he cut off the man's head and took
it to his house in the brush. After the Seris had killed
their enemies they would take their heads to their
houses in the same way. They would build one big
house and plant a tall pole in front of it and hang all

the heads, one after the other, on the pole.

The giant never ate the flesh of his enemies. He
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would drive live animals down to the shore here and

kill them. He had so many in front of him he was like

a rich man, with cattle and horses. They were like a

herd of sea lions on the shore. One time he drove a lot

to the shore and half of them went into the sea and

swam across to the Island. They toned into fish, tur-

tles and sea lions. To this day you can see the fur on

the sea lion's back, such as they used to have when

they were land animals. Of all the animals that swam

to the Island there are left only the buro deer, the

coyote and the jack rabbit—no cottontails, no wild

hogs, no badgers.

The Seris went out to kill the giants only two or

three times. They were very brave warriors, but they

never killed any giants. Nobody knows how the giants

died. Buro Alazan can show us their bones. There are

two skeletons. It is thought they killed each other, al-

though one is on one side of the sand-flat and the

other on the other side, a mile or two away. But their

arrows would reach across.

The giant carried in his hair over his temples a

scorpion on each side, and when he wanted to fight he

would make these alacranes bite him, to make him

fierce. He would get so bravo that he didn't mind if

they bit him all over the face—it would just make him

braver.

He wore a long gown. Nobody knew what it was

made of, but neither wind nor water could go through

it. His hat was so big that six or seven men could not

lift it. After he had fought a battle and was dancing,

the women would gather to watch him. He was so

enormous that one time he picked up a handful of

women and put them in his sombrero. The only weap-

ons he had or needed were his bow and arrows. He was
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a kind giant and would not kill the Seris. He would
just break their arms and legs. He would never shoot

them where it would kill them, but usually in the

shoulder. Any one of the Seri warriors could have
killed him, because many times they found him asleep

in the monte, but they never did.

When the Mexicans began to come into this coun-

try with their animals and horses, the deer and game
became scarce and the Seris got hungry. They found
where, over the mountains, the horses went up to feed,

and killed two of them. Then they ate all the meat
they could and took the rest over to the Island.

The Government sent soldiers, and all the ranchers

came out against them. They fought and the Seris

killed two without losing any; and from then on there

was always war, because the ranchers said the cattle

and horses belonged to them. Another Government
came in and a good Governor told them they could kill

cattle and horses when they were hungry, or their

women and children were hungry, but they must tell

the nearest rancher so he could report to the Governor.

Then there would be no fight. But some of the ranch-

ers were very bad people. They told the Government
that the Seris had killed horses when they had not, and
then the fights began again.

The Seri warriors painted their faces for war. When
they were so painted they could not feel pain or cold.

It is a long time since the Seris have painted for war.

In the cold weather the women paint their faces all

over, so they will not feel the cold. The red and white
colors are earths that they can get on the Island ; also

the blue, which comes from a plant as tall as a man,
and has a very pretty flower. They grind the flower

fine and mix it with stone and it makes blue.
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If a woman has but one daughter, the girl paints

her face like her mother. If she has more, they paint

their faces with another pattern. After a battle the

painting on their faces is different—one pattern if

they lose and another if they win, but in any case the

color is white.

If the warriors lose in battle and any Seris are

killed, the women snatch the men's arrows out of their

quivers and throw them away. They sit in a circle and

cry and wail for four to six days. The Seris killed in

battle are left where they fall, for the birds and buz-

zards to eat. Their bodies are of no value now. It is a

long time since they have had any battles. The last

man they killed was a white man who landed on

Tiburon from a gasoline launch. He was killed by

Buro's brother.

Since the Governor who told them they could kill

cattle went away there has not been another Govern-

ment like that. Even when they asked permission to

kill a burro or a horse the ranchers got angry and

drove them away. So the Seris tore up the paper they

made with the good Government, because these Gov-

ernments are all bad.

The old women generally paint their faces red like

blood, but this is just to keep out the cold. The younger

girls paint any pictures they like on their faces

—

different ones, just to make themselves pretty. The

lines across the nose indicate their mother's family or

clan. On the cheeks they can make something different.

When Buro Alazan was a little boy, his mother

painted his face the same as hers—because he was her

son. His father did not have the same marks on his

face when he was painted—he painted his face only

with the blood of an animal he had killed. When the
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women saw him coming back to camp they would see
the paint and be happy. They would say

:

"Look, he has killed!"

Then he would take a smear of blood from his face
and put it on his bow. This meant: "I have killed a
buro deer!" Or whatever animal it was. It was just a
sign that he had killed.

Each family has a different painting. If a woman
has children her family paints one kind of picture
only. She can paint all her children, including the lit-

tle boys, like herself ; but afterwards all the daughters,
except the oldest, can use any picture they want. If a
girl is going to get married she paints her face differ-

ent from her mother. She paints it very beautifully.
After she is married she is not supposed to paint, but
they do paint.



CHAPTER XVI

Buro Alazan Makes His Talk

THE information which Buro Alazan had been so

anxious to impart turned out to be of real value,

but I did not tell him so. I just let him go on, telling

his stories in his own way, and when he stopped I gave

him a peso. That was what he was really waiting for,

and he grabbed it and left on the run for the bootleg-

ger's house.

Ever since the Roosevelt yacht had steamed away,

the fishermen had been doing a big business. The sea

bass were running strong and, with the help of a few

sticks of dynamite, they were bringing them in by the

boatload. But as long as the trim yacht was in sight

not a Mexican would put to sea, for it was currently

believed it was a Government Patrol boat, come to ar-

rest them for fishing without a license.

Now everything was wide open again, and a succes-

sion of mezcal peddlers kept the Indians on a con-

tinuous drunk. That was why Buro Alazan was so

anxious to collect, he being still possessed of a man-

size thirst but too old to earn money by fishing. It was

to gratify this craving for the white man's fire-water

that he and Juan Tomas' had rousted Santo Blanco out

of his job—and already Juan Tomas' was down and

out.

That afternoon Hampton went up to visit him, and

we were just getting into our car to follow when he

came hurrying back. He was followed by the wildest-

looking Seri we had ever seen—just over from Tiburon
&
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Island—and did not stop to explain anything. Snatch-
ing up his collecting kit he started off down the trail,
leaving us to deal with this drunken savage, who was
holding out his hand significantly.

"Da me viente centavos!" he said, and I could see
he expected to get it. He had tagged along after
Hampton for the better part of a mile—and twenty
centavos was the price of a drink.

"Very well," I responded, picking up my camera.
"Let me take your picture and I will pay you."
Twenty centavos was my established price when-

ever I photographed a Seri, although I could just as
well have taken them for nothing. I have never seen
Indians less camera-shy $ but it is always best to pay.
Then there can be no exorbitant demands later. A bar-
gain has been made, the money has changed hands

:

and, if the Indian gets sick or is killed, there can be no
charges of witchcraft or evil eye.

The wild man from Tiburon posed obediently and
I gave him twenty centavos. Then, to show what a
good sport I was—and to get him out of camp—I in-
vited him to ride on my running-board and dropped
him at the house of the amiable Mrs. Ugarte, where
he could get quick action for his money. From there
on it was sandy and we had to walk, but as we were
strolling through the village the wild man caught up
with us and passed his brawny left arm around my
neck.

He had had one drink, but he wanted another one.
"Da me cigarros!" he wheedled; and I could feel

his arm contract. One quick squeeze, and a jerk from
the other hand, and my neck would be broken. It was
the particular way the Seris killed their enemies when
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they leapt on them while they slept, though I did not

know it then.

"No," I said, "you have had enough cigarros, al-

ready!" Cigarros was their euphemism for a drink of

mezcal, and I chose to take it as a joke. But he was

very much in earnest.

"Da me cigarros!" he repeated and as he glared

into my eyes I could see the other Seris looking

scared. It was no joke to them, nor would it have been

for me if the tribal matriarchs had not intervened.

Their menfolks might be drunk, but they were not

—

and they could handle them, any time. Two of them

rushed in and snatched his arm away, quickly bring-

ing him to his senses with loud scolding. Then they

dragged him off and I went on with my photography.

But, after a reasonable interval, I left there and did

not go back for several days. When an Indian gets

drunk he reverts to the primitive savage, whose dom-

inant urge is to kill.

One of the few sober men in camp was our little

friend Santo Blanco, and he greeted us with a wan

smile 5 but Buro Alazan had got his job away from him

and was determined to keep it. At daylight the next

morning Buro showed up for his breakfast, and what-

ever he said we took down. He chose, on this occasion,

to correct Santo Blanco's version of the Creation; but

so abysmal was his ignorance of tribal myth that he

ran out of ideas in three sentences.

"The first Seri came from the point of Tiburon.

First there was a man, and then a woman came to

him. They had one child."

He paused then, to think the matter over and clear

his muddled wits, and decided to talk about clothes.
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All he could think of was material things—the dreamer
had been left out of him entirely.

This first man came without clothes, said Buro, and
he put on a sapeta—a gee-string. It was just to cover
himself—he had no pantalones. Now even the little
boys wear a sapeta. They made their clothing from the
skins of animals. They softened the skins of the sea
Hon and pelican, but their gee-string they made of
deerskin or rabbit-skin, which can be worked very
soft. Later—when the Seris wore clothes—they threw
them all away except their gee-string when they
wanted to run fast.

They could rim down a buro deer when they
stripped for that purpose, and kill him without weap-
ons by midday. Sometimes they would take a bow and
arrows—no more—and, under their arm, their turtle-
skin water has.

At first the buro will run very fast. The Seris
would pick out a very hot day, when the buro was full
of mesquite beans

; then they would go softlv towards
him and he would run. They would go to him again
and he would run again. After a while he would only
walk. Then they would run after him very fast and
he would fall down with his tongue on the ground,
and they could kill him with a stone or an arrow. Just
when the sim rises the Seris creep up on a deer and
scare him. Then follow him and, in the heat of the
day, the buro will be so weak he will lie down. Then
they grab him by the nose and horns and break his
neck.

Buro's son, from the Island—the wild man who
had followed Hampton to our camp and put his arm
so lovingly around my neck—can still run them down.
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This boy's name is Koi-air—I Hold Him In My Arms.

That is the name his mother gave him when he was a

baby. Now they call him Luis Torres. The Yaquis

gave him that name, when they were putting in the

boilers at Costa Rica Ranch, for Blevins.

When Buro was a child on the Island the Federal

soldiers from Mexico City came and captured him and

all his family and took them with many others to a

little place this side of Pueblo de Seris, near Her-

mosillo, where they kept them a long time. The sol-

diers started a school and put Kolusio, a captured Sen,

in charge of it. Kolusio had not been captured on the

Island. He and Juan Antonio were Seris that used to

go to Hermosillo to sell things, and they stayed with

a Mexican family there.

Kolusio never came back to the Island, but Juan

used to visit them in the cactus-pear season, to eat

pitaharas) and in the turtle season, to eat cahuamas

Juan drank liquor all the time in Hermosdlo; but

Kolusio did not, because he feared the Government.

He was the representative of the Seris at Hermosdlo,

and acted as schoolteacher and interpreter.

When they took all the Seris to Hermosillo and

made them stay there, smallpox came and many of

them died—grown ones and little ones and babies. So

the rest of them ran away in the night and came back

to the Island.

Four or five hundred Mexican soldiers went to light

the Yaquis who lived along the Yaqui River, and the

Yaquis killed almost all of them. More soldiers came,

in a long line. They had some cannon and the Yaquis

could do nothing, because they would be dead before

they got to the soldiers. Then the soldiers took many

Yaquis prisoners and marched them to Hermosillo.

t
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About fifteen Yaquis fled into this country, and
they were killing cattle and horses while they were
hiding. The Seris took a few over on the Island—six
men and three women, with their children. A big ship
came up from Guaymas and brought many Papago
soldiers. Many more Federal soldiers came on horse-
back, from the mainland, to help them. The Papago
soldiers searched the Island, killing men, women and
children, and the Federal soldiers prevented the In-
dians from escaping. Almost everybody was killed

—

but a few hid and escaped. The few families that they
captured they took back to Hermosillo. Rafael Ysabel
was the Governor at that time and General of the sol-
diers. He was a very bad man and killed all the women
and children. They stabbed the babies with their
swords.

When the ranchers first came into the country the
Seris were friendly with them and made an agree-
ment not to kill their cattle and horses without telling
them. After Ysabel had killed nearly all their women
and children, he sent word to the Seris to come in and
make another treaty. But the old men said: "No!"
and tore up the paper and threw it to the wind. Yes-
terday some cattle came close to the Seris' camp and
the young men wanted to kill a cow, but they remem-
bered their agreement and did not. It is the paper that
Juan Tomas', the former chief, carries around his
neck. It was made in 1911 and since then the Seris
have never killed any cattle or horses without per-
mission.

Chico Romero, the present chief, has a paper signed
by Rodolfo Calles, the Governor, when he was head
of the Council for the State of Sonora, and the paper
is all stamped and sealed. It says that Chico Romero is
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known as the chief of the Seris and is to maintain

order and cleanliness in his camp and is to give advice

to the Government when any vessel touches at the

Island. But Chico never goes to see the Government.

Roberto Thompson, the half-American Mexican who

is Jefe de Vigilancia, just comes down and visits the

Seris, but gives them nothing.

When Juan Tomas' went up to Hermosillo and

made a paper with the Government, this Government

and two others gave the men sacks of flour and beans

and cloth, knives, buckets and harmonicas. Big blan-

kets, too—but since Chico Romero has been chief, the

Seris have received nothing. They are very poor, and

when the men and women go to Hermosillo they get

nothing there. Chico stays drunk in town and never

goes in the Government House. He does not speak for

them—he just stays drunk. When Americans come

down to visit them', Thompson sometimes comes with

them, but just comes—he has no authority over the

Seris.

Chico Romero's father was Juan Chavez. The Gov-

ernment took Juan away, with his wife and five other

men and women, and they never came back. This was

to punish them for killing some Americans. Three

Americans landed on the Island and gave the Sens all

kinds of presents. They were good men, but the Sens

Governor was a bad man; and, after all this, he se-

cretly told his men to kill them. The boat was very

beautiful—white with a flag of red, blue and white on

a very tall mast.

The Seri women cried out:
"Pobrecitos!" and said

it was a shame to kill the Americans. But their chief

ordered the men to, so they killed them. This was

about sixty years ago, when Buro was a small boy.
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One American escaped, two were killed. Then the
Government came and took six men and four women
away and they have never come back. Before Buro
was born, an American was killed near Tepoca, but he
is the only other one the Seris have killed.

^

The Seris used to have a medicine for rattlesnake
bite, but now they have not. It was made of hediondia

creosote bush. They still know how to make this
medicine, but it does not work. Many women get bit-
ten while out hunting cactus-pears and they find them
dead three or four days later, eaten up by coyotes.
When the people see bitten folks' legs begin to swell
up they all begin to cry.

A long time ago the Seris had two wives. Porfirio
Diaz, the old man who lives in the last house in the
village, used to have two wives, but now he has none.
He is old. He has a great many daughters. There is a
family up the Coast where a man has two wives.

If a man is married, all the women object if he
wants to take another woman. They never let him
have two women together, but sometimes a man has
a woman here and another one who lives away up the
Coast. For a long time the men have not had two
wives

j
but when they did, if the wives ever came to-

gether, there was a fight right then.
Nacho Romero tried to have two wives, but the

women took one of them away from him. Now she is
alone—Ramona. The women all got angry, so the
girl's father, Santo Blanco, took her away from Nacho.
Santo Blanco is smaller than Chico and not rich. He is
just a fisherman. The woman now has a baby. She
lives with her mother in one part of the village and
Nacho lives farther up.

If a girl wants to get married and the rest of the
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women agree, she can get married. If they object, she

cannot. If a girl and a man want to be married, he will

have to have quite a lot of goods.

There are unmarried women among the Seris now

who do not want to get married. Santo Blanco has

three daughters who are old enough to marry, but

they will not. Chico has one the same. Candelaria is

now getting to be an old woman, and many men have

wanted to marry her. But she drinks a great deal, and

now none of the men want her. Because in the night

she drinks and goes back and forth drunk. None of

these women, no matter how drunk, ever have inter-

course with men. No man wants to marry Ramona

now, because she gets drunk and has a bad temper.

Greek Pete, who works in the store, tries to get the

Seri women but they will have nothing to do with

him.



CHAPTER XVII

Seri War Stories

SPEAKING of Greek Pete—who kept the store for
Corona and was a villainous-looking rascal-

—

made Buro Alazan think of money and what it would
buy, and he paused and looked up expectantly. So I
gave him his peso and he left in a hurry, well-satisfied
he had got the best of me. But from this gossip of the
village I had got a new insight into the loves and
hates of his people and I was satisfied to have him
continue.

He was a typical old Seri and a war chief of re-
nown, and his version of Ramona's sad romance gave
another aspect to the affair. It was colored, of course,
by his hatred of Santo Blanco. But I was getting the
real low-down on the morals of these younger women
who had set up to be modern "flappers." But the three
daughters of Santo Blanco were very quiet and mod-
est, and I knew Buro was lying about them.

Like most old soldiers fighting their battles over,
Buro made much of the Seri victories, and the injus-
tices which they suffered, saying nothing of their de-
feats. One of the greatest of these, according to an
American who had been a leader in the pursuit, was
when the Seris escaped in the night and fled from
their camp near Hermosillo. This was after the Mex-
ican Government had rounded them up and moved
them to a ranch west of town, where they were sup-
posed to learn civilized ways. But one morning the

161
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encampment was found empty and an armed party

followed after them.

As the Seris came to the playa west of Kino Bay,

Buro Alazan and his followers kept on up the beach

;

but Juan Tomas', the senior war chief, laid an ambush

on the edge of the wide flat and, when the posse was

out in the open, they opened fire with what guns they

had. But their aim was poor, none of the pursuers was

hurt; and, when they charged in, the Seris fled to the

edge of the water. When this American and the others

closed in, to take them prisoners, the Indians plunged

into the Gulf and began to swim towards the Island,

which was many miles away.

In order to turn them back from their suicidal at-

tempt this American began to shoot in front of them 5

but the Seris, thinking he was trying to kill them,

kept on till some few reached Tiburon. Among these

was old Juan Tomas', but both his wives perished in

the attempt, along with most of the women and chil-

dren. The people who had followed Buro Alazan es-

caped up the beach and took shelter on the Island.

Another story, told by Corona, is of three Papago

brothers who were killed in a Seri attack 5
and of then-

sister's plot for revenge. Going to Hermosillo she

complained to the Government of their death and

offered, if they would send soldiers, to lead them

across the channel on dry ground. Then, after con-

sulting the tide tables, the expedition set out and, on

the night of a very low tide, the cavalry rode across

the strait.

All the Seris were living along the beach and the

soldiers, riding both ways, attacked their camps, driv-

ing the survivors in terror into the interior. Then, tak-

ing advantage of the low tide the next day, they
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crossed back to the mainland again. Many Indians
were killed in this surprise attack, and for a long time
the Seris were afraid, especially at very low tides.
Buro had plenty of other stories to tell, and the next
morning he continued his tales.

When Buro Alazan was small he went with his
father up to the water at the big Red Mountain. At
that time his father wore only a gee-string and so did
he. They carried food with them for eight days. When
they came to where some Seris were fishing, far to the
north, they found some Papagos who acted very
friendly. But Buro's father overheard the Papagos
talking bad, so he took him back to the Island.

The next night one hundred and sixty Seris—all
warriors, no women or young men—talked all night.
The next day everybody, including the young men,
began making arrows, until many quivers were filled.
In the night all the men went across to the mainland

;

but they kept away from the waterside and the next
night they saw many fires at Puerto Posado. Then the
scouts came back and said :

"There are more Papagos than Seris."
When the sun rose the Seris attacked the Papagos,

who were not prepared, and they killed so many of
their enemies that few escaped back to their homes.
Many Seris were killed. Manuel Molino, the brother
of Porfirio Diaz, had an arrow pass entirely through
him, but he did not die. He killed many Papagos and
lived a long time afterwards, until he was finally
killed by some vaqueros.

After the battle, in which many Seris were killed
the rest retreated to the Island. The Mexicans cap-
tured all the women, but they let them go again. One
said that, since so many men have been killed, they
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might as well let the women go back to the Island.

Buro's brother was shot through the arm, and Buro

got one bullet through his left arm and could not hold

his bow to shoot. Some of the Seris deserted the ones

who were fighting. The man who led them away had

been shot through the neck. When he drank water it

would run down outside, but he did not die.

Before Buro was born his father used to go to the

mainland of Lower California to hunt sea lions and

turtles, and to gather a different kind of maguey.

Since then the Seris have never been across the Gulf,

although they have boats now. His father met people

over there whose language was no good. They could

make noises, but they could not talk. Their noise was

like a coyote. When they saw the Seris coming in

their balsas they all ran away. There were no canoes

in those days.

When these strange people saw them going out on

the water in their balsas they were afraid. They had

no boats for hunting, but used to spear seals off the

rocks, and catch young ones which they traded to the

Seris, who tanned their hides. These little seals were

spotted, like a scorpion. All the people used to go to

the southeast point of the Island to see them put off

and come back. One time, when they were coming

back, the Seris found a large barque off the point. The

people on it gave them presents. When the people on

shore saw these presents a great many of them went

aboard the ship, and it took them all down to Guaymas

—men, women and children.

When those that were left saw them sail away they

sent men down the Coast, to watch where the ship

went. One of the men followed them clear to Guay-

mas. Other Indians who lived there told him they had
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been shut up in a big house. The Seris watched it, and
one night the prisoners escaped and they all went
home through the brush. No one was killed. The Gov-
ernment caught all the Seris they could and took them
to Guaymas. The boys were put in one place, the
girls in another.

Another time the soldiers came by land and got
them. They did not put them in a house, but they kept
them guarded—this side of Pueblo de Seris, near Her-
mosillo. They had no house there, but lived beside big
trees, and a man with a book talked to them. After a
while a few Seris escaped and joined those who were
watching outside—and then more escaped, until the
soldiers had none left.

Buro's brother was taken to Mexico City by Presi-
dent Porfirio Diaz. He never came back, but a big,
black ship returned and passed through the straits be-
tween San Estevan and the Island, very slowly. It had
a white flag and a very tall mast, but the Seris would
not go aboard.

Juan Tomas , the old war chief.

All men, when they are children, are given a baby
name by their mother—Juan's was Ich ah payt'. They
receive another name when they grow up. Before
Juan Tomas' became chief, Buro's father and Juan's
mother were joint governors. Buro's grandfather was
Manuel Miranda. Juan Tomas

7

lived at Tepoca; but
when he was a young man, Miranda took him to the
Island and made him Chief. Juan Tomas' is not an
ancient chief, but of late times. He is the oldest man
among the Seris—said to be over a hundred years old.

Miranda never had any battles, either with the
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Government or with the other Indians. He was very-

peaceful and the people who died, died because they

were sick. He was a good Governor. Many times he

went to the Government and they gave him presents
5

and always, when he came back, everything he

brought was divided evenly among all the tribe, and

he kept nothing.

Juan Tomas' used to do the same thing when he was

chief. When Chico goes to town he just gets drunk,

and anything he gets at any time he keeps for himself.

When they come back, there are always fights be-

tween Chico and his three brothers, and his brothers

always whip him. They don't stop beating him until

the people pull them off. Santo Blanco and Chico are

always starting a fight, too, but the people stop them.

The people did not want Chico for Governor—they

wanted Juan Tomas' to keep on. But the two Thomp-

son brothers made Chico Governor. They took Chico

to the Mexican Governor at Hermosillo and had him

made chief, without taking Juan Tomas" paper away

from him.

The Government has told the Seris not to allow

people to go on the Island, either Mexicans or Ameri-

cans 3 but Thompson told Chico to take his friends

over free—then he could charge all the others five

pesos and keep the money for himself. Chico is a bad

hombre. He has three brothers—Jose, Nacho and

Roberto. Manuel Enemas' son is a policeman—a good

man. He never gets into trouble when he goes to Her-

mosillo.

When Juan Tomas' was young, Buro was a warrior

under him. At that time they had been left without a

government, because the old chief had been killed by

some ranchers, when he was asleep. So Juan Tomas
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led them. Buro and Juan Tomas' were down at Tas-
tiota when the Chief was killed, and Juan led them to
fight the Yoris who had killed their Chief.

The father of Santo Blanco wanted to be Chief, but
when he went to Libertad, Andreas Noriega, the Mex-
ican rancher there, killed him. The Seris had been to
Hermosillo to buy mezcal and had brought back many
bottles, which they sold to the Mexicans for clothes
and serapes. The Mexicans at Libertad Ranch, where
they were building a house for Andreas, all got drunk

;

and he got drunk, too. At night the Seris lay down
beside the fire and Andreas came out and said

:

"Give me a cigarette!"

When a man got up to give him one Andreas shot
him and he fell into the fire, dead. It was Santo
Blanco's father.

The soldiers came and took Andreas to prison in
Hermosillo

;
and, before they let him out, the Govern-

ment took away everything he had—his land, his cat-
tle, his gold. His gold was in a big box. Buro was at
Libertad working for Andreas when they sent word
to dig up the box, which was buried in the big room.
They took it to Hermosillo, and one man could not
carry it. After four months they let Andreas out.
When he got out he did not have a centavo left.

After this Juan Tomas' went to Hermosillo and got
a good paper for Governor or Capitan. This side of
Puerto Libertad the Seris were fishing when some
Mexicans came, and Juan Tomas' went over to beg for
a cigarette. When he was a few feet away the Mex-
icans shot at him and Juan Tomas' fell forward and
broke his thumb. The bullet did not hit him—it was
just that he had been shot before, and the bullet had
injured his hand.
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When Juan Tomas' was small there was a feud be-

tween his brothers and some other Seris. The three

brothers went to kill one of the men, but he killed all

three of them. Juan Tomas' was then fighting with

his bow and arrow and got a bullet from a muzzle-

loading gun through his left hand, which was bad for

a long time so he could not draw a bow. When he

grew older he took a cap-and-ball gun and shot the

man who had killed his brothers. Buro knew Juana

Maria, the famous Elder-woman of the Turtle Clan

—and her mother, Jacinta, who was head woman be-

fore her. Juana Maria's mother was painted the same

as she was—with white lines, like a man—but her

daughter, Candelaria, was painted pretty. There are

no women now who paint as pretty as she did, and

there is no woman in the tribe now who bosses the

other women like Juana Maria. Candelaria would

never marry and is big and fat now.

When the Seris visit a place like Costa Rica Ranch,

only the women and children would go—together

with the young men who were serving their families,

to bring water and carry wood, and who were going

to marry their daughters. These boys would build

the houses, which were the property of the women of

the family. No man could work at this building except

the young men who had to bring wood and water. The

houses were not very good, because they would only

stay a short time.
. .

The man has nothing to say about the house—it is

the property of the woman only. When the house is

finished she builds a fire by the door. Then the man

can come in and sit on her left side, while the chil-

dren sit on her right-hand side.

She feeds her man first, then the children. Some-
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times she gives the little children a very little food,
when they have gone for water or for wood and come
back tired. The woman eats last. Now, in Buro's
house, it is different, because he has no children. He
has had two wives—the first died. His second wife is
the widow of El Mashem, the Seri interpreter, but
she is not the mother of Buro's sons. His first wife was
Rosa. By her he had seven sons, but they all died ex-
cept one—and he has one daughter. All his present
wife has are her grandchildren. So in feeding them it
is not the same. When the grandchildren are hungry
she feeds them first.

Angelita is the wisest bruja, or witch woman, in the
tribe. She is the daughter of Francisco Molino. She
can chew one piece of meat and take it out of her
mouth and it is yellow. The next mouthful will be
red. It is very pretty to watch her make the food come
out of her mouth in different colors.

Buro's grandson, Jesus Feliz, knows more about the
gods than anybody. He can do magic, and goes up to
the caves. He can take a broken plate, such as they
have in Hermosillo, put it on the fire in the cave, and
lead to make bullets will come out of it. When he
wants powder he picks up a handful of sand and lets it
run between his fingers. That which falls on the
broken plate is powder—strong, black powder.

The mouth of the cave is very narrow and a man
cannot go in. It looks just like the wall of a house.
There is no hole—it is hard rock. He takes his knife
and sticks it into the rock. Then he can walk in, where
it is white, like the Church in Hermosillo. No man's
knife can go into Feliz's body—it just bends.

Jesus Feliz is not old, but he is getting blind al-
ready. He goes around with his eyes half-closed.
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When he is going to the cave he does not eat food or

drink water for four days. During these four days he

never leaves his little house. He stays only one day in

the cave. When he is leaving the cave he swings a

bull-roarer around, so the spirits will not come out.

Manuel Encinas knows the witches very well, too.

When he goes to the cave he takes that thing that

makes a loud noise, the bull-roarer—and when he gets

near he swings it and the spirits come.



CHAPTER XVIII

Last Talk of Euro Alazan

WE CUT short our stories of warriors and
witches to take some medicine to Juan Tomas

,

who was reported very low. The old man was lying,
coiled up in the sand like a dog, by the door of his
daughter's house

5 but when Americano rubbed the
ointment on his chest he roused up and asked for
something to eat. His daughter brought him out a can
of flour gruel, made exactly like the paste that a paper
hanger uses, only containing more and larger lumps.
It is the favorite civilized food of the Seris, especially
when sweetened with panoche—simply flour stirred
into hot water and made into a sort of mush.

One dose of this terrible compound would just about
finish off a white man, but the Seris have a digestion
which balks at nothing, as they had demonstrated only
a few months before. The retiring manager of the
hunting Lodge, who did not love them too much, had
paid them for their last job with a collection of badly
spoiled canned goods. These cans had gone through
the tremendous heat of summer and were swelled up
almost to bursting, but the Indians emptied them all

in one grand fiesta and came back to ask for more.
So, to Juan Tomas', this flour paste was quite a

delicacy, although it did not bring him out of his
weakness. His broken ribs had not knit together, and
made it difficult for him to breathe. To us he seemed
in the last stages of pneumonia, and the Indians were
very grave. They had stopped, at last, their mad round

171
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of drinking as they realized what it had done to their

old Chief—and, sometime in the night, he died. When

Americano called the next morning the body had been

spirited away and buried, and every house in that end

of the village was being torn down.
f)

A line had been drawn just east of Juan Tomas

house and all the west end of the camp was deserted,

the Indians moving across the line. On every brush

hut a white flag had been raised, and from time to

time the women would burst out wailing. Yet there

were those in the village who were reconciled to his

passing and Santo Blanco seemed quite serene. The

body of his old enemy had been hidden m the sand-

hills and, after four days, his spirit would either as-

cend to heaven or remain, an unlovely ghost, to ter-

rify the people with its outcries. In any case he would

not return corporeally, to drive Santo Blanco away

from our tent, and the next morning he was back for

brea.kfa.st.

Buro Alazan had arrived before him and, while

they were filling up on white man's food, they bandied

words defiantly. But Buro was now in a more subdued

frame of mind and, after a particularly snappy come-

back from Santo Blanco, he relapsed into a sullen si-

lence. But that did not keep him from reporting for

duty; and Santo Blanco, after giving me a small pres-

ent, smiled knowingly and went away.

As long as vindictive old Juan Tomas had been be-

hind him, Buro Alazan had felt sure of his job; but

now, after four days of war stories and the chit-chat

of the village, he was beginning to run out of material.

Either that or Santo Blanco had buffaloed him for he

started off rather weakly with the story of the Big

Coyote.
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A long time ago, he said, there used to be an animal
called a coyote. He was very big and very brave. He
would come close to where the Seris lived, and was not
afraid

5 but the Seris were afraid of him, even the
warriors. When he would throw up his head his hair
was bushy, like that of Juan Tomas', and he made a
noise like many coyotes. All the warriors would shoot
arrows at him, but he stood still—and the arrows
would drop to the ground. He would not go near the
water. Every night the women were afraid of him
because he had killed a woman and her child. Though
the women told the men to kill him, they could not.

After he had killed many people, one Seri said he
would kill Coyote. He stood at the edge of the rocks,
where the channel past the Island is wide. When the
Coyote came, the man threw down his quiver and bow
and leapt into the sea. Coyote sprang after him. The
man swam on top and under, like a sea lion, and
the coyote followed him—until he was away out from
land and drowned. The man swam back.

After telling this story, Buro paused and sat brood-
ing a while. Then he roused up and continued with
his tales.

The Big Black Turtle is called mos-neh ih pohl He
understands the Seri language. When they spear him
they say: "You take me home." He turns toward the
shore and they say: "My family is waiting for you."
If he does not head straight for the shore they tell him
and he goes straight. When they get close to the shore
they point out which is their home and he goes there.
Buro does not eat him, because he is a Seri. His meat
is dark, like horse meat.
When they get to land the man tells him to turn

over on his back. He puts his flapper in the sand and
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turns himself over and lays his head on the ground.

Then they kill him and eat him. He lives on the west

side of the Island. He does not lay his eggs on the

beach, but in the sand dunes. He lays a great many

eggs and covers them up. He is longer than a man,

and wider than a man can reach. He is the only ani-

mal that can understand Seri. When they steer him

and he is heading out to sea they tell him he is going

the wrong way. He must turn around and take them

back to their families. So he turns around and takes

them home.

There is a Big Snake in the high mountains on

Tiburon—more than one. They are as big around as

this tent—ten feet in diameter. When he crawls along,

squirming, he moves rocks which roll down the moun-

tain, and he crushes trees with the weight of his body.

He eats buro and venado deer, but not their horns.

WT
hen he gets close to where there is a buro he does

not catch him with his mouth but with his tail—he

hooks him in. The buro cannot run, because the snake

is stronger than a whale with its breath. It just opens

its mouth and sucks him in.

When the Seris see a big snake they run like the

devil. No one ever tried to kill one. They live up on

the high mountain and the Seris are afraid to go there.

Sometimes when they are hunting buros they see one,

but they always run. The snakes have never eaten any

Seris.

The Whale is big, but he has no teeth and never

hurts the Seris. They never hurt him, but if a whale

dies they eat him. He is very good and the fat is like

that of beef.

Buro's grandson can take sand in his hand, hold it

a minute, and when he throws it in the fire it will
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blow up like powder. He has a broken plate from Her-
mosillo from which he can get lead to make bullets.
He learns these things when he goes to the Holy Cave.
He leaves his house at sunset

?
after four days without

food or drink, and walks all night till he gets to the
cave. When the sun comes up he goes into the cave,
which he has opened with his knife. He lies down for
four days and neither eats nor drinks, and he learns
these things from a spirit that is in the cave. For two
days after he gets back he does not speak but drinks a
little water, and on the third day he eats a little food.
On the fourth day all the people come around and
bring him much food. They have a fiesta. He sings to
them new songs about what happened in the cave,
and they are all very happy.

There is a girl, Angelita, who does the same thing.
When she comes back they have a big dance and sing
all night. She is the daughter of Petra, the old blind
woman.

A long time ago a white man came to the Island in
a boat and all the men met him—there was no woman
present. At that time they had two chiefs, Francisco
Molino and Juan Tomas', and Molino was in charge
on the Island. This man landed and gave them shirts
and some smokes. They all crowded around him. Then
one of the men said: "Let's kill him!"
They opened fire on him with guns and he fell, but

he held onto the side of the boat. Then he fired back
and killed one Seri. The Seris all ran to where their
women were, up on the mountain. They came back
the next morning and found the white man dead. He
had been shot through the stomach, twice through the
head and once through the arm. They dragged him
out on the sand. Antonio Aguilar, who was the big-
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gest man in size in the tribe, was very angry because

they had killed the white man 5
and, though the others

of the tribe wanted to kill some more Yoris, Molino

stopped them. Buro's son got this man's Mauser rifle

and has it yet. Buro's rifle was full of cartridges when

he commenced shooting. When he stopped there was

only one left.

Long afterwards the Government at Guaymas sent

a boat up. The trouble had started because some Mex-

ican fishermen came to the Island and killed some

Seris. That is why they killed the white man.

Buro Alazan seemed to realize that he had gone a

little too far in admitting he had helped to kill this

white man; and, after thinking a while, he spoke

briefly on less dangerous matters.

This is Buro Alazan's arrow mark. It proves his

right to any game he kills and is the same sign the

Navajos use for rain—two half moons. His father

taught him to shoot. He made him a little bow with

small arrows, and taught him to shoot at running

lizards and little birds on bushes. They call this arrow

mark their fierro, or iron—it is like a cow-brand. He

can shoot an arrow a hundred meters on the level, and

further if he points it up. When he was younger he

could shoot about one hundred and fifty meters, and

he is a good bowman yet.

But arrows were no good to kill Mexicans with, be-

cause the vaqueros would fall over on the further side

of their horses and the arrow would just hit the ani-
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mal. If they shoot a buro standing the arrow goes
clear through him ; if running, it just sticks out on
the other side.

One time there were two families camped at Te-
comate Spring, in the northeast corner of Tiburon.
They walked around like other people all day, and
were not sick. When night came they went to 'sleep
close to a water-hole and the next morning one family
found all five of the others dead, just as they had gone
to sleep. Now the Seris never sleep near a water-hole,
but as far away as the sand hills, about half a mile.'

The devil that lives in Tecomate Spring is like an
animal. He is in all springs. He lives also in mesquite
and ironwood trees. The Seris never sleep under a big
tree, because they are afraid of these animals. The
devil lies invisible at the bottom of the spring all day,
and comes out at night. He also lives under the roots'
of giant cacti, and any big tree.

The spirits in caves are good and do not do harm.
They live in wells, too. Manuel Encinas has seen them
—he can talk with the spirits and animals. He can
take a section of cane, hold it up in the air, and talk to
the spirits; and, when you take the cane, white powder
will pour out—or blue—whatever color he says. It is
good medicine. When a person is very sick they send
for Manuel, and he brings some of this good medicine.
He looks into their bodies and, wherever he finds the
sickness, he puts a cross with this white powder. Then
he puts little crosses, one on each side of the nose. If he
does that, people won't die. It is long since Manuel
went to the cave. When he was a boy he went often.
Now he is deaf.

They are all called Seris now; but there are some,
like this Juan up at Tepoca, who have lived among the
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Tepocas and the Tastiotefias. The Tepocas and Tastio-

tenas were different tribes once, but the Sens finished

them all off. The Tepocas used to speak Papago. The

Seris used to intermarry with the Tepocas. One tune

a young girl of Tiburon married a young man who

came from Tepoca. And one time a young man from

the Island married a widow of the Tepocas, who had

a big house. They never married with the Tastiotenas.

These people cannot speak Seri or Yori—just their

own language. They are very far off—down the

Coast. „

"Five years and this one ago," said Buro, a big

sickness came and killed more Seris than are now living.

When it came I went out of my house and the sickness

came after me, and I went to the Island—to the tar-

off western shore. I stayed outside—did not go into a

house—and in the daytime walked far. The sickness

did not follow me."

The sickness was only among the Seris on the main-

land. When it got them, they choked and died. Buro s

wife was sick when he left, but he took her with hnn

and she got well. His nieces and cousins died—there

were thirty-three died on the mainland shore. The

Seri fishermen who came here from the Island died^

It is said—Buro does not know if it is true—that

the families of Seris who lived at Tastiota many years

ago had saltworks and used to sell salt. They would

get in exchange calves, cows, colts and young mares

tnd they built themselves a big house. They all lived

together. They had flour, and they had corn and meat

and chili and blankets, because they sold this salt.

The people there were Seris, but they did not go to

the Island. They learned to work, but the Island Sens

did not. In those days the Seris used to visit Hermosillo,
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as they did later under Juan Tomas'. When the tribe
was in need, Juan Tomas' would lead all the men,
women and children into town, and the Government
would give them presents.

Now, with Chico, it is just the same as not having
any Government. He never punishes anybody when
they fight with knives and clubs and kill each other.
Nor does he go to the Government at Hermosillo, to
get provisions. He is one of the worst of all of them,
because he is drunk more than any. When Tomas' was
Governor he never got drunk, although he drank a
little. But they would always obey him, and what he
told them to do was always good. Francisco Molino,
when he was co-Governor, was the same as Juan
Tomas' and the people obeyed him. Chico is drunk all
the time, and when he gives orders no one obeys him.
Now all the young men are learning to speak Span-

ish. They are no good. In the old days they did not
know how to read and write and speak to the Yoris,
but they were well and strong and had plenty to eat'
and the people in Hermosillo gave them clothes to
wear. The young men now may be healthy, but they
are not good men.

Santo Blanco is another bad one. He is always mak-
ing trouble, like Chico Romero. He is very jealous and
causes fights. He is Buro's first cousin on his mother's
side. It was Santo Blanco's father, Pancho Noriega,
who led most of the attacks where Yoris were killed.
He used to be Governor, and under him three Seri
men and one old woman were killed by the Mexicans,
but he did nothing. He fought with the Yoris, but he'
was not much good.

Now that Juan Tomas' is gone, Santo Blanco wants
to be Governor, but none of the Seris want him. He is
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loco, and when he gets drunk he is very ugly. There

are only three good men left, Porfirio Diaz, Urbano

Sanchez, and Ramon Montano, Buro's son-in-law.

Buro's son, Luis Torres, is also a good worker. He be-

haves himself and, though he does get a little drunk,

he never gets angry. But he would be no good for

Governor, because he works for his own family all the

time.

One of the Seris at Tastiota had cattle and horses

and became a great chief, because during the trouble

among the Seris he stole the ranchers' cattle and ran

off the colts and horses. His name was Francisquillo.

He had two grown sons with families, and they helped

him steal. The Government sent soldiers and caused

him a great deal of trouble, on account of the killing

of cattle. His own sons at last captured their father

and tied his little fingers together with wire. Then

they gave him to the soldiers, who took him to Her-

mosillo and executed him.

Juana, the wife of Porfirio Diaz, has horses on the

Island now. She bought a mare from the Santa Maria

Ranch the other day, but before they could take it to

the Island the dogs scared it and it ran away. The

Seris could not catch it alive, so they killed it and

ate n i • £ 4-

To get the horses to the Island they tie all their ieet

together and put them on their backs in a boat. Juana

has one stallion on the Island and two mares, which

will have colts in the spring. The other Sens do not

kill her horses. They have been hungry, but they do

not eat them. Five of the Seris are now preparing to

buy horses and take them to the Island.

Porfirio Diaz' wife, Juana, got the money to buy

her horses by working for Jim Blevins; husking corn
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and gathering beans for one peso a day. Four other
Seris were working for him and they all earned a dol-
lar a day. That's why she has so much money.

The woman paid twenty-five pesos for her first
horse, but Jim Blevins sold her the second mare for
ten pesos. Mexican fishermen have tried to shoot the
mares, but if they do the Seris will kill them. Five
years ago some Mexicans went to the Island, and one
of the Seri boys was in the mountains, hunting for
honey. Later the Seris found where a Mexican had
shot him. The man who killed him is here in Kino
Bay.

Roberto Estroga is the name of the big young man
they call El Vaquero. He can ride a bronk like a Mex-
ican. He is the son of Buro's brother, Manuel Molino.
Pedro Mendez is Buro's son-in-law. He is here for the
fishing, but as soon as it is over he will go back to the
Island and not come back for a long time. He will
spear turtles and dry the meat.

All the morning it became increasingly evident that
Buro Alazan was running out of material. I had en-
gaged him to talk for a week, but in five days he had
told all he knew. Having maligned the character of
Santo Blanco all he could, and given all his friends a
boost, he stopped short and held out his hand. But,
when I gave him a peso, the grouch he had been nurs-
ing came out.

"You give Santo Blanco a peso and a half!" he com-
plained. And then I knew what Santo Blanco had told
him, when he had shut him up at breakfast. He had
informed the arrogant warrior that he was working
for less money than he himself had received. This was
the slow poison that had been eating at his heart, and
I could see he was ready to quit. But Santo Blanco, by
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bringing me a present, had indicated that all was for-

given and he was ready to come back to work. So I

admitted that I had paid Santo Blanco more. "Because

he is a medicine man," I said. And the old chief

stalked off in a huff.



CHAPTER XIX

a The Happy Song 9 '

THIS conflict between the warrior class and the
priesthood has been going on for centuries

5
but,

intellectually, Buro was no match for the little man
he had maneuvered out of his job. Santo Blanco had
come back at him and so touched his pride that the
slow-witted old war chief had quit.

If I had thought that Buro Alazan had anything
more to contribute I might have raised his pay, but he
was through and he knew it. He had dramatized his
exit by a strike for higher wages, and I let him get
away with it. But, if I now tried to hire back Santo
Blanco immediately, he would realize how much I
needed him

;
so, with Red Hat, I took a walk along the

beach as a sign to all the world that we had quit.
For several days the weather had been stormy and

threatening
5
and, if it ever did rain, we would be

storm-bound at Kino Bay with no chance of getting
away. The desert silt would turn into mud that would
bog a pelican

5 and it was the part of wisdom, if we
were going at all, to go now. We were seriously dis-
cussing such a move as we strolled along the windy
shore when who should come in with a boatload of
fish but Santo Blanco himself!

His wife and family, running down to meet him,
stopped to greet us as we passed

5
and, busy as he was,

Santo Blanco must have read our minds. He must have
sensed that we were planning to go, for as we returned
towards camp he came running after us with a model

is*
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of a balsa he had made. It was four or five feet long,

slenderly built of carrizo canes, and with the mini-

ature figure of a hunter at the paddle, with his fishing

spear and rope, complete. It even had a tiny olla to

hold water and a mast to support the sail—all made to

scale"
Knowing Santo Blanco as I did, I could hardly be-

lieve that this was intended for a gift; but he placed

it in my hands with such a friendly smile that I almost

thought it was. But, whether he was bringmg it as a

farewell present or building up on a sales campaign,

we could not help but admire the graceful little boat,

especially as it had been built by a savage. To con-

struct a model, complete in every part, calls for a very

nice sense of proportion; but for an Indian, whose peo-

ple still lived in the Stone Age, it was a truly remark-

able performance. So I took a chance and praised it

first, before I asked if it was for me.

"Yes'" he answered. "Six pesos!"

Well, that was more like it! But how to get it home

—through the threshing brush of the ironwoods and

the bumps and chucks of the road!

"Five pesos!" he suggested, hopefully; and I weak-

ened and gave him the five. It was only Mexican

money, three pesos for a dollar; and, after he had

worked so hard to make it, we could hardly refuse to

He thanked us and, while the Seris gathered around

to admire the tiny craft, a man offered to sell us his

knife. It was a murderous-looking weapon, the blade

made of an old ax-head, beaten out cold by many

hours of pounding on the smooth rocks of Tiburon

Beach. This Seri was a huge fellow, just over from the

Island, and we gave him the peso he asked. Then, as
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we bore our plunder to camp, a group of Indians fol-
lowed us, each holding out something to sell.

Whatever it was, we took it and paid their price for
it, and the word must have spread that we were leav-
ing, for just at dusk the wild man came. The same
rude barbarian who had slipped his arm around my
neck and murmured

: "Da me viente centavos!"
But this time he was sober and, from a match-case

made of two cartridges, he poured out two black pearls.
Already he had offered them to Americano at the
Lodge, but had been unable to make a sale. Well,
Hampton knew pearls j but these, while small, were
perfectly formed, so we ventured to ask the price. The
wild one thought a minute, his glazed eyes fixed upon
me, just a suggestion of mezcal on his breath.

"Peso y medio!" he said at last.

A peso and a half was certainly not much for two
such beautiful black pearls, but with a man like him
it was necessary to drive a hard bargain or he would
be back with something more. Like a Shylock I de-
manded the match-case to boot, and he handed it over
with a sigh. To him those two empty cartridges that
fitted into each other were worth more than the pearls,
but he was perishing for a drink.

Since the death of Juan Tomas', the Kino Bay Seris
had suddenly sobered up. It was only these wild ones
from the Island who were selling their treasures to
buy mezcal. But the next morning, early, Santo Blanco
appeared with something else to sell. It was a dainty
little jug—a miniature olla—and in a long conversa-
tion after breakfast, he informed me it was used in
their weddings. Yes, indeed, it had great value ; but
for me it would be only one peso.
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"But/' I objected, "this is no good to me unless I

know the ceremony that goes with it."

" 'Sta bueno"—and he smiled
—"I will tell you."

Thus it was that Santo Blanco edged back into

his old job, and he stayed with it to the end. Every day

until we left he told of greater signs and wonders, to

induce me to remain
;
and, since it was money he was

after, I dug up my bag of silver and filled all my

pockets with pesos. What to me were a few dollars

more or less, compared to the stories he could tell? But

first of all—to make good on my bluff—I demanded

the Marriage Ceremony.

"When a man and woman get married, a new basket,

or a pot like this, is made. Then atole, or porridge, is

made of eelgrass seeds and put into it. This basket or

pot must be very pretty. The seeds of the cholla cactus

are also put into the porridge. The mother and her

daughter sit in the doorway of the young couple's new

house and the mother gives the daughter food. She

takes a clamshell and puts it beside her own, for the

man. Then he comes. She gives him the shell of food.

When he is through eating he takes water from a very

small olla and rinses out his mouth. Then he drinks,

a very little. Now they are married."

The small olla I had bought was one of these drink-

ing cups, and I remarked on the fact that this mar-

riage was very similar to that of the Navajos. They

too, eat atole from the same basket and drink from a

common cup. They also have a custom that, after the

wedding, the man can never look his mother-in-law

in the face again. Santo Blanco's eyes brightened and

he said that that was their custom, too. Or it had been

in the earlier days. Now, when they get old, they can
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look at each other. After they have had four children
they can look at their mothers-in-law. In olden times
the mother could never see her daughter after she was
married. Now she cannot look at her daughter until

a month after she is married—and the girl cannot
look at her mother for two days and nights after she
is married. "When these have passed, the man brings
food to his mother-in-law and they can look at each
other. This is a very interesting parallel, though sim-
ilar taboos are found among many primitive people in
other parts of the world.

I asked if the Seris had coyote stories, like the In-
dians further north, and Santo Blanco identified three
which they have in common with the Navajos:

1—Coyote wanted to marry his own daughter, so

he courted her in the night when he would not be rec-

ognized, and gave her a jack rabbit not to tell.

2—Coyote saw the chickadees playing ball on a tree

by throwing their eyes back and forth. He begged for

the privilege of playing with them, and his eyes be-
came caught on a twig. So the chickadees took some
pitch and made him another pair—that is why his

eyes are so yellow.

3—Coyote saw the beavers gambling and insisted

upon joining their game. They made him put up his

beautiful skin, as they did; and, when he lost it, they
gave him the rough coat he now has.

Santo Blanco mentioned these last two without
prompting of any kind, and said all the old Seris used
to sing these songs. They had forgotten them now, but
there are others which have taken their places. Here
is one of the old ones

:
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Old Coyote Song

The coyote is happy in the moonlight.

He sings a song to the moon

—

While he dances.

And he jumps far away

—

While he dances.

But even a little bird

Can jump farther than coyote

When he dances in the moonlight.

If he jumps like the bird

He goes only half as far.

This song probably refers to the chickadees and to

the loss of his eyes. Another one is about the loss of his

fur:

Coyote Song

One coyote found another one dancing

Very prettily in a circle of carrizos

And, while he danced,

He had his paws over his eyes.

So the other coyote

Set fire to the carrizos

But coyote kept on dancing,

Because his paws were over his eyes

And he could not see the fire.

So all his fur got scorched brown.

As in all coyote stories the coyote is represented as

being crazy to get married, and in the Coyote Dance

of the Sahuaro Ceremony he sings this song all the

time

:
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I want to get married
I want to get married

—

So he married a pitahaya woman.

With the Seris, as with most Western Indians, the
coyote is made the butt of many clownish jokes. This
song describes his misfortunes. It is sung for the
Coyote Dance

:

Coyote Dance Song

When the coyote is verv hungry
He sino;s his sono-

—

With his nose on the ground
Running round and round.

When he has sung hi< «ono-

He is no longer him errv.

When coyote has eaten he is verv happy
And he dances

Because he is happv.

When coyote is hungry
He himts the meat of the jack rabbit.
He will not eat any other kind of meat.
Now he dances

—

Because he has eaten the rabbit.

When coyote is hungry
He wanders along the beach
Looking for a dead sea turtle.

He wanders far but he finds no cahuama.

The coyote digs the crab

Out of his hole in the sand.
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Crab seizes coyote by the nose.

The coyote tries to shake him off

But the crab holds on tight

And coyote cannot shake him off.

The coyote finds a sea spider

On the edge of the water, and bites him.

The octopus winds his arms around coyote's head

And coyote cannot get away.

So he leaves the beach

And runs through the monte

Where the sunshine is hot.

The sun kills Ubari

And he falls to the ground

Where the coyote eats him.

The coyote sings to the gopher-snake

But culebra does not stop.

He runs away rapidly

And coyote cannot catch him.

So he just sings to him.

Santo Blanco was going strong and we let him

alone, until he gave us his Happy Song. First he

leaned forward, smiling, as he remembered its be-

ginning; then he tapped out the time, as gay and

spritely as a jig, while in his soft melodious voice he

sang it through to the end. It was hard to believe he

was a boat-robbing barbarian, he seemed so much

like a scholar and a gentleman. He seemed so much

like ourselves—and we let him have his own way.
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Happy Song

I sing to all living things with roots.

While I sing, the flowers of all the trees
Are falling, beautifully.

All the petals have fallen

But there is no fruit yet.

Now the mesquite trees are covered with beans
But the pods do not fall yet.

The pitahayas are covered with cactus-pears.
The birds with their beaks peck open the fruit.
They are happy.

The fruit of the pitahaya is ripe.

The doves say: "I want to eat it."

With his beak he pulls out the fruit.

The sahueso has no fruit. It falls to the ground.
Its roots stand up. It is no good.

The time comes when the grass is green
The Lagoon dries up—all the grasses die.

One half of the ironwood is dry,
One half of the ironwood is green,
But it does not fall to the ground.

The torote tree is green
And I will make four baskets from its sticks.

From the swamp-willow I will make
A big basket, like an olla.

I have finished my basket.

Eight days it took me to make one half.
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Six days more it took to finish it,

With a small mouth.

Now I have finished my basket I am happy.

Santo Blanco smiled again when I told him this

was good 5 that it was like the songs our poets sang—

only often not as well. It was a poem to Nature, to the

Great God we all sing to. The God who lives every-

where, in everything. Yes, he said, the Sens sang to

everything—he would give me their song to the rat-

tlesnake.

Song to the Vivora

I sing this song to the rattlesnake.

I sing it to the Big Mountain.

I have fought with the Papagos

And killed many.

I shout because I am happy.

When I come to my house

All along the trail

I dance.

The Papago sings loud

He shoots many shots from his gun.

He dances sideways,

Like a side-winder rattlesnake.

The clouds sing

Because they have rained much water.

The Bow sings his song. He says

:

'T am muy hombre—a very brave man.

I am strong like a giant."
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I will sing this to the Seri

—

He is dead.

I sing to the white-tail deer

—

He leaps along as he runs.

I hunt the sea turtle at night
Because then he cannot see me.
He sees only a little

When I catch him.

The Lagoon Sings

I paint all pictures

And all colors on my face.

Everybody that passes by
I reflect on my face.

The Rain comes.

The River runs high
It overflows its banks.

With it go the snakes.

The rats and the toads.

They are lost in the sea

And the toad cries out: "Caaa-caa!"
When he is out at sea.

The sea runs like a river to the north.
All land is overflowed to the dunes
And fishes die in the sun
As the water goes down.

The whales come to the shore,

Some pinto and some black.
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So many they are

Like sardines.

The sea turtle cannot dive

In the muddy water
j

He can only swim down a little way.

He swims with his head still out.







CHAPTER XX

Face Paintings

WHEN I gave Santo Blanco his peso and a half
for the many songs he had sung, I knew it was

not enough. But poets are used to being underpaid
and seem to thrive on very little—just enough to keep
them alive and happy. Still Santo Blanco could take
care of himself—even while he sang he was thinking
out a plan to tap my pocket again.

Buro Alazan, on the last day he had talked, had
made some pictures of face paintings, explaining themm his ignorant way, and Santo Blanco had seen the
crude drawings. They were done in ink with my
fountain pen, but with the names of the colors written
in and Santo Blanco had decided to do them better.
So he begged a sheaf of smooth, white paper and took
it home.

I had been surprised at the bold strength displayed
in Buro's last picture—a shark with its high fin stick-
ing up as it cleft its way through the sea. For a savage
—which he undoubtedly was—and for a man using
pen and paper for the first time it was certainly a work
of art. There were no waste lines, the proportions were
good, and for that reason I had kept the sketches. But
bmto Blanco, when he returned the next morning,
had his face paintings done in color—and he knew
what every one of them meant.

Here was a new demonstration by this versatile lit-
tle man that he had an artist's soul, but his hands had
been so dirty he had spoiled the effect by numerous

195
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thumb-marks and smooches. Nevertheless, I gave him

twenty centavos apiece for them and he went into an

exposition of Face Paintings which made Buro Alazan

look like a fool. Buro's explanations had been as

follows

:

Our first Seri drawing. Buro Alazan pictures the Face

Painting which the women put on the faces of their men

when they were going out to war. An ancestor of theirs a

great warrior, had told them to do this and they would feel

neither pain nor cold. cwv
As an afterthought he made a picture of a Big bharfc.

Drawing by Buro Alazan.

"This painting is put on so their faces will be cool.

When a girl wants to attract a sweetheart she paints

her face pretty. When the man sees these paintings he

knows she wants a man. This painting is for girls—

just something pretty. It does not represent anything.

They leave it on a day or two, then put on another

with different colors."
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But Santo Blanco was a medicine man, full of exact

information, trained to remember the lore of his peo-
ple—and to him every face painting had a meaning.
Hie plctures he brought me had been made by hisown folks—his wife, Loreta Lupe; his slender daugh-
ter, Lupe; Candelaria and little Lolita and Lupita.
There were also designs by Margarita, Maria Luisa
and Ramona, all done with great precision and taste.

Each girl had her own little toilette case, contain-
ing lumps of blue, red, yellow and black paint, with a
clamshell for mixing colors. Her brush was the chewed
end of a mesquite twig and they used up all the paper
their father had. Old Manuel Encinas had begged a
single sheet and covered it with pictures of the *ods—
the Devil of Sickness and the Good Angel with a
Cross, who drove the Evil One away. Such an out-
pouring of primitive design was more than I had ex-
pected, but I bought them, every one.

Then I spread them out and made Santo Blanco
name them, with an explanation of every spot and
hne. But when I demanded the ages of his seven
daughters I discovered my medicine man's weak spot.He could not count. Not only that—he seemed to haveno sense of numbers. He could not even guess their
ages. When he told me that the beautiful Lupe, whohad a young Seri waiting to marry her, was onlv four
years old, I knew that something was wrong. But even
the youngest, who might have been four, displayed a

S, r tTg
,

draWing
-
FaCe

? aiiltillg was "heir
highest, their only means of aesthetic expression; andnow, for the first time, they had sheets of white paper
instead of their faces to paint on.
At twenty centavos a picture it came to five or six

pesos; and, when I went to the village to photograph
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them, the Seri maidens collected more pay. They were

all smiles now, though they shrank from the great

eye of the camera, and at last we knew that the women

Designs for Face Painting, by Lupe Blanco.

Down the middle, octopus legs.

Down left side, flowers and beans.

Down right side, sea snakes.

At the bottom, moon and sun, with crosses.
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had become our friends. From the first they had de-
cked to sit by the interpreter and dictate what theyknew; but with white men all Indian women are shy

It made Santo Blanco feel very important to be the
dispenser of so much largess; and back in our tent hespent most of the day explaining the meaning of their
paintings. b

_

The Turtle, Coyote, Cactus Pear and Pelican paint-
ings are the most important, as they represent the
four great families of the past. In the old days, all who
belonged to these four divisions or clans painted theHisigma on their faces. The Cactus Pear and Coyote
clans are closely related, and their members live on the
mainland. The Turtle and Pelican clans are relatedand their members live on the Island. In those days'
only the Cactus Pears could marry the Turtles. Onlythe Pelicans could marry the Coyotes. Now there are
so few Sens left that the four great divisions are ig-

Zr h ^ and
,
WOmel1 can m*-y anybody except

their brothers and sisters and close relatives. Years ago

Coyote and Pmhaya. Now they do-all except the
Coyote. They do not like the Coyote-he is no^ con-
sidered as food.

It was the Coyote who taught the Seris to eat cactus-
pears. A woman was watching him, where a pitahayahung close to the ground, and she saw him pick the
fruit, brush the needles off in the sand, and eat it. So
the woman did the same and found it was very good

In the Birthday Fiesta the insignia of the Buro
Deer, Sea Turtle, Jack Rabbit and Pelican each was
painted on the face of some man who wore it during
the feast. A fifth man had the picture of a Balsa Canoe
pamted across his face. He was called the Older One
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and ruled the feast. They danced and sang to these

four animals, and to all the animals and fishes.

When the month of the birth of a first-born child

comes around the following year, this ceremony is

carried out—but only once. The months are not

r \ _

I \ \y
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• * * • • . • • • * •
•

Balsa face painting. Put right across the face.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.

counted in the Yori way. The Seri year begins when

the Cactus Pears get ripe—from the middle to the

end of May. The composition of the paints is as

follows

:

The yellow is an iron ocher.

The red is an iron oxide, from the Island of San

Estevan. It comes in round, hard balls—very heavy.

The white is gypsum.

Common blue is made by grinding unburned white

gypsum in a very little water. Then boil the root of

the ah-mahk' bush in water and down to a paste. Mix

in a shell with ground gypsum and allow to evaporate

until it becomes like a rock. When the artist wants

some color he rubs a little down in water, the same as

India ink. They also make blue by grinding up a blue

stone, found on Tiburon Island.

The pictures used only for ornamentation are called

Pretty Face, and each girl designs her own, some con-



The weave of a basket.

• • * •

»

Ironwood roots.

The crosses indicate how long the painting will stayAt the right a four-day painting.
y on.

+ +4

sidt

eft

R^t
bra Snake

/
ain^g-^ong the top and down both

blue
lronwood seeds in white on top, with crosses in

Left ironwood seeds in black. Pods below in white Belowthem throwing sticks. Right, another basket pattern

PRETTY FACE PAINTINGS BY MARGARITA BLANCO.
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ventionalized and others copied from Nature. They

are mostly in blue and white 5
though yellow, red and

black are also used. Some of the prettiest are named

after flowers, such as mesquite flowers and ironwood

flowers, a wind-blown maguey flower, and other pretty

fancies. There are basket patterns and ironwood roots,

seeds and pods ; sardines in blue and red, curly octopus-

legs in blue, culebra snakes in black with yellow spots
5

a galaxy of birds—pelicans, hawks, frigate-birds, and

the little red flycatcher of the monte.

In these drawings they have given their fancy full

flight and, to indicate how long the paintings will be

left on, small crosses are put into the design. There are

two-day paintings and four-day paintings, pictures of

the Sun and Moon, with a cross in the middle and a

whirl of rays all around. I Paint My House On My
Face is one of the most striking, but the houses are

not the modern huts—they are half-circles of woven

strands sheltering the figure of a woman, who stands

with outstretched hands by her fire.

It is the art of women whose only canvas is their

own faces, whose only mirror is a shell of clear water,

reflecting the desert light. But art it is, and the Sen

women were very happy to have their pictures ap-

preciated. They came running to our tent to demand

more and more paper as they remembered long-for-

gotten designs, and we dispensed it with a prodigal

hand; but Santo Blanco, in making the distribution,

took care that his family got the most of it.

This was going to be a gold mine for his eight

daughters, all but one of whom were big enough to

paint; and, since their pictures were better than those

of the other women, we were glad to let them have

all they wanted. Santo Blanco himself went in for
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2Tgo&
S m°re ambiti0US~no less P^tures of

But at first, to try me out, he leaned over and with
his finger traced a picture in the sand. It could have
meant much or little, but I recognized it at once as
Father Sky and Mother Earth, who have been pictured
with a wealth of symbolism in the famous Painting of
the Navajos. And, rather than see it destroyed, I held
everything until I had photographed it.

At this sign that I appreciated its value, Santo
Blanco begged a sheaf of white paper and, when he
returned in the morning, he brought with him many
pictures of the gods. They were copied, or remem-
bered, from the walls of the Holy Cave on Tiburon
and several have been used to illustrate this book-
but he never did his first one again.
The Mother Earth and Father Sky is of Asiatic

origin, bemg found in the art and literature of India
China and Japan. But how it came among the Seris
and the Navajos is a question difficult to answer. These
two tribes have no knowledge of each other, and there
is no apparent similarity in their languages, so far aswe could ascertain by a comparison of very limited
vocabularies. But the picture indicates that at some
tune in the past, the Seris have come in contact with
Asiatic influences.

The fact that they use the Greek Cross, instead of
the Latm or crucifixion Cross, would seem to indicate
that their religious pictures have not been greatly in-
fluenced by the Catholic priests who visited them—
although two of these visitors, Ahnt ah zu'-mah andAhnt ah koh -mah, had yellow hair and blue eyes and
were clad in priestly robes, and one of them has been
deified. The rules for living laid down by these two



Flying Around In The Night.

This is a copy of the pietnre on the wall of the Holy Cave

on Tiburon. He rnles the earth in the hot weather
-

and the

Seri men make offerings of cactus fruit to him. The god is

in the middle of the picture marked with four crosses m circles

to show that he is holy. The circle without a cross is a sign of

sickness. The seven spots around his head are a holy flower,

which is black in the daytime and red at night like a star

The branches are his wings-he is flying-and the halo above

his head is feathers.
m

. ,

On four sides of him are little figures, which fly about with

him, and a fifth is in his tail. In the lower corners are the

S the Moon; right, the Sun. The six heads on the outsid

represent the guardians of the cave and on the top of the

picture is his son Ahn tee up-Wants A Flower.
v Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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men were such as a priest might suggest, and the
records of other Mexican tribes teU of similar golden-
haired Yens who taught the people how to live. They

Ahn tee up. Wants A Flower.

Son of Flying Around In The Night. A very good god, buta man-god as shown by his ears and the holes in his palms Hehves m the middle of Tiburon Island and comes oufaTnight
to make the flowers grow. S

Drawing by Santo Blanco.

were possibly European missionaries, although all ofthem are reported as coming from the west. The Gulf
ol California forms a huge pocket on the West Coast
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of North America—a pocket which has caught and

brought to Tiburon the sea-wanderers of the centuries.

But the deities of the Seri religion are more like

those of the Greeks—or the ancient world from which

the Greeks derived their gods. They have the same

Mother Earth and Father Sky. In place of Zeus they

have Ahnt ahs' po-mee -kay—He Who Rules Earth

And Sky. Ahnt Kai' , like Juno, is the guardian of

women and children
;
and, like the Asiatic Kwan Yin,

she is the Goddess of Mercy, to whom the women

pray. But it is her little daughter, Ahnt ahs pok', to

whom the children pray 5 and the Greeks had no

equivalent for I Am Very Wise. Zeus married his

sister, Juno, just as the son and daughter of First

Man and First Woman married, and there are other

evidences that the religion of the Seris is not that of

ignorant savages but is related to other primitives of

Europe, Asia and the great outside world.







CHAPTER XXI

Music—and War

T^HE suitor of the beautiful Lupe was Francisco

v °l
mZ Wh° had accomPanied Santo Blanco at

the Fish Dance on his one-string violin. He was a
handsome young savage and was serving a term of
slavery to win her for his wife-a sure sign he loved
her dearly, for Santo Blanco's wife was a shrew. With
three other old women, who looked enough like her to
be sisters she led a mass-scolding before the house of
the Chiefs every time their actions did not please her.
As the mother of Ramona, she was the center of the

light oyer whether a man could have two wives; and
no doubt poor Santo Blanco was leading a dog's life
as she scolded about the matter to him. But FranciscoMolmo was suffering more than he; for, as Lupe's
suitor he had not only to work for her mother but
literally to sleep with the dogs.

All the rest of the Blanco family slept inside the
brush house, with their feet in a circle to the fire
Francisco coiled up outside the door, with only mon-
grel dogs for company. But that did not keep him from
singing Sen love songs to the charming but shy Guada-
jupe—hence the box-shaped fiddle with one string
Imagine my surprise when he came the foUowinjr
morning and offered to seU it for one peso

!

That seemed to be the standard price for anything;
worth more than twenty centavos, but I protested thathe ought not to seU it. Upon what would he play when
he wanted to sing to Guadalupe? He simply stood

9,07 x J
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dumb until I tired of kidding him and handed him

over his peso. It was a shame to deprive him of his

fiddle, which was apparently his sole possession, but

while I was admiring it Santo Blanco got another

idea. A big idea for getting more of my money before

I went away and took it with me. That same afternoon

he returned with four more instruments—and stripped

to the waist to show me how they were played.

First the Musical Bow—which he placed, string

up over the bottoms of two baskets, while he tapped

the string with a stick. By pressing the bow down

with the other hand he made the string tight or slack

and could play a regular tune. So I bought it—and

paid him a peso extra for letting me take his picture.

The greedy Chico, in order to trim the tourists, had

fixed an arbitrary price of eight pesos for anyone

photographing a naked Seri. And, since all wanted

them stripped to the waist, he made a very good thing

of it. But not with me—I refused to pay—so Santo

Blanco reduced his price. He knew, if the Chief did

not, what a tourist would or would not pay, and one

peso was my limit.

Then he brought out his musical stick, putting one

end on the bottom of an upturned basket while he

raked its notched side with a stick. It made a noise like

nothing so much as a chorus of frogs croaking—which

is what the Hopi Indians use it for in their Return of

the Katchina Dance, put on to make it rain. Very

good' I gave him a peso for that, and he let me take

the picture for nothing. With his pelican-skin skirt

and the crown of Ahnt ah zu'-mah, which he had

made especially for this purpose!

I gave him another peso for that, when the orgy oi

photographing was over, and he let me take his pic-
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ture for nothing while he shook his tin-can rattles.
These were called Ek-kez—rattle—and were used in
place of the gourds which had formerly served that
purpose. They were simply two condensed-milk cans
thrust through with sticks for handles, and with corn
grams to rattle inside. They made a musical note, as
clear and chinging as sleigh bells, and were much bet-
ter than the old-fashioned guapes, or gourds, so com-
mon in the Southwest.

Though they made very good music and had been
used when he sang the Fish Dance, I beat him down
to fifty centavos, so that he would not think I was too
easy. Then he brought out his sublimated Jew's Harp

a hollow reed, with one string stretched the length
of it on a peg and with holes along the side like a flute.
He strummed the string while he blew into the tube,
and a cheery note came forth. It was called Hurry
Play, and was used purely as an instrument of joy.
When a child was born—or at a wedding—and when
they were happy from mezcal "or any other kind of
liquor."

This exhausted his store of musical instruments,
and I bought it to round out my collection. A very
good showing for a bunch of savages, who might have
to pick up and move any time. Already I had the
fiddle

!
Enzl it was called—A Crying—and I asked if

they had any more stringed instruments. Yes, they had
a one-string viol, descended from their old Seri Harp
—which had been made of hollow maguey stalks and
eleven gut-strings. It stood tall as a man and was played
with the thumb, a change of tone being made by press-
ing down with the foot on the board at the bottom,
thus tightening or loosening the string. Quite an in-
genious stunt for an itinerant artist—to reduce his
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strings from eleven to one. This viol was called One

String.

But this was not all. The observant Seris had dis-

covered that, if you drive a spear into a sea turtle and

kill him quickly, you can turn, turn on the spear

handle and make a pleasant note. This is merely a dead

cahuama and it is not used in any ceremony but just

as a musical instrument. It is called Quickly Killed

Sea Turtle.

Yet another instrument is made out of the land

tortoise, called Hollow Shell of a Tortoise. The tor-

toise is killed by turning him on his back m the sun.

Then the insides are taken out, the shell is dried, and

small stones are put into it. It is held in the two hands,

one covering each of the openings, and shaken like a

rattle.

We must include in the list the half-section of a

sea-turtle shell, which is placed over a shallow hole

for a sounding board when a dancer is beating time

for the songs. It gives the effect of a drum and can be

heard for a mile or more.

The tenth and last instrument is the Conch Shell

Shell Found by the Sea. The tip of the small end is

cut off and the conch is blown to summon home the

children, when they are out hunting cactus-pears in

the hot season. It is also used as a signal to announce

people coming to a feast; and in war, when they have

been scattered in a retreat, to call the people together

again.
.

Here are ten musical instruments, all made without

the use of metal by a tribe still living in the Stone

Age. It seems to indicate that, at some time in the

past, they were possessed of a higher culture—and to

account for the beauty of their songs and the intricate
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rhythms of their dance steps. Santo Blanco was greatly
pleased when complimented on his performance and
settled down to earn a peso and half more by telling a
few more stories of implements and methods use<Tin
war.

A blue fire is used as a war signal, to summon the
men when they are going to war. It is made by burn-
ing dry wood which has been soaked in salt water
along the beach, and they make a very large fire.

Many men encircle it, dancing slowly ; while on the
outside, with their backs to the flame, four big men
keep watch. The fire blinds then enemies, while it re-
veals their approach to the watchers. If there are a
hundred men there is one fire—four hundred men.
four fires. But Santo Blanco has never seen over two
hundred men in battle.

The use of guns

—

pitardos—was originally learned
from the Mexican soldiers, who fought against the
Seris for many years with c ap-and-baU muskets.
Later, the Seris learned to imitate these guns by mak-
ing them from a section of water-pipe with one end
plugged for the breach and a small hole left in the
side of it. Into this they inserted the head of an old-
fashioned snap-match, which was struck with a stone
to ignite the powder in the barrel. A stick, like the
tail of a rocket, was bound to the breach for a stock.

VHienever the Seris killed a Yori they would take,
besides his gun, his powder pouch and bullets and use
them to load their pitardos, which they call I Have A
Gun. In the old days the Sens used to kill Mexicans
with these guns.

Before the ranchers and soldiers came with their
gnns, the Seris would fight with the bow and arrow,
and with a fighting stone—ahst. Points were left on
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the rock to puncture the skull. The rock was not

thrown but used like the fist, to strike with, and it

would break a skull, an arm or a leg. They wore armor

down to the knees, made from sea-lion skin. On top

of this armor they had flat stones, tied over their

chest, and sometimes one on each side of the head.

The only place an arrow could strike them was in the

upper face. The helmet was separate, with long plumes

made of crow feathers—two long ones underneath

and then two, shorter and shorter. The plumes did not

stand up, but went over behind.

In the early days they fought with the ahst alone

—

no other arms. Then with knives made of bone. Then

they began to learn to use the bow and arrow—not

from other Indians but from their old people.

When the Seris went to war every man carried two

ollasj one full of meal ground from the eelgrass seed,

and one full of water. They also carried a large clam-

shell to mix it in, like atole. Whenever they went out

to fight they left the women behind on the Island. In

the early days they had bows and arrows for hunting

but did not take them with them to war. Under each

arm the warriors carried a sea-lion skin full of round

stones off the beach, as big as a man's fist. When they

met the Papagos, the Papagos let fly all their arrows.

Then the Seris charged and, on the silty desert, the

Papagos were helpless, having no rocks. They could

only strike with their bows. When the Seri got close

to an enemy, he threw a stone at his chest or head.

If it hit him it would either kill him or knock him

down; and, if not dead, they would kill him with a

blow. In one battle, two hundred Papagos were killed

and not a single Seri. When the warriors came back
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they had an eight-day fiesta, in which all the children
joined.

When they went to war with other tribes they
would have a dance first 5 and after the fight, if vic-
torious, they would have a big fiesta, in which all the
men and women joined, dancing in a big circle. The
children were all put off to one side, where they could
look on. After the battle, the old men who had not
gone out would sit inside the circle, even if they were
so old they were blind. They would sit in the circle
and sing.

When they came back from a battle which they
had lost, there would be no fiesta. They were very
sad then, and the women would cry, not loud, for one
day. Then they would paint their faces black for four
days.

When they killed enemies they tried to get them
where they could take a piece of their scalp. The scalps
were taken up the middle of the head from the back
of the neck to the forehead. The scalp was hung up on
a long pole in the brush, and it had to be tied firmly
to this stick so it could not fall down. As long as it

stayed tied on the stick it was good luck to them but
if it fell down it was bad luck and they would not go
to war for a long time afterward, because they knew
many Seris would be killed. If they wanted to go to
war, they went first to see that all the scalps were
hanging on their poles—they had a separate pole for
each one. The scalp that was farthest from the houses
was the one that counted, and if it was down they
would not fight until some other occasion. If the scalps
were still there it was a good sign and the preparations
went on.
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They had an old medicine man who would sing

before they went to war. They did not sing over the

scalp_they sang to the old Seris, the spirits of the

old warriors. The old man sang so the Seris would

win. When they came back all the warriors would

sing with him, but on starting out only the old medi-

cine man would sing. He did not go to war.

They had two war captains. One went ahead, and

the men would follow. The other stayed behind and

he would follow the men. The man that stayed behind

was the Big Chief, who told them what to do, the same

as the soldiers in Hermosillo.

The Seris sometimes fought at night, the same as in

the day. Whether killed in the daytime or at night

they went to heaven; but, if a Seri was stabbed with

a knife and the blood ran out of him, he could not go

to heaven. He would be buried with a little dirt over

him and his spirit would wander around at night just

like the wind, without any direction. Because when a

man's blood came out of him he could not talk to God.



CHAPTER XXII

The Three Hundred and Fifty Songs

IN THE four ceremonies where a man dances on a
plank the medicine man sings three hundred and

fifty songs—different songs every night. The dancer
knows the songs also, and when he starts a shuffle it
helps the singer remember the words, because the
words and the beating of his feet have the same
rhythm. Every song has a dance step of its own. These
three hundred and fifty songs are sung at the Fish
Dance, the Pitahaya Feast, the Pelican Feast, and at
any Marriage Feast in the pitahaya season.
As a preliminary to any song sequence where they

are going to dance on a plank, the following song is
sung :

b

Come on and dance!

Come on and dance!

Hurry up!

Each of the night chants is ended with the Old
Wise Woman's song to Tiburon, much as we sing
America.' '

&

The Island Sings:

Watch me dance

!

I am heavy, but I can dance!
See the edge of my skirt

Wave back and forth.

It is the waves of the sea

On my beach.
215
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In this song the Island is compared to a woman

dancer, wearing long skirts 3 and the conception of the

white waves being the fringe of her dress is certainly

far from a primitive one. Incidentally, it dates back

to a time when women wore skirts which swept the

ground—whereas the modern Seri women wore

nothing but pelican skins until they procured manta

from the Mexicans.

Santo Blanco was pleased to have this song praised

and said it had been composed by the Old Wise

Woman who had landed on their Island long ago.

When she came the Seris knew nothing, and she

taught them many chants and ceremonies, including

the Women's Fiesta. First she taught her husband,

who knew nothing till she told him. Then she taught

the others everything they knew in those days.

She never died, although the Seris do not see her

now. She lives in the middle of the Island and flies

around at night, watching over them. For this reason

she is called Flying Around In The Sky. Her songs

were passed on among the Seris, and Santo Blanco

learned them from an old white-haired medicine man

who lived on the north end of the Island. He con-

tinued with fourteen of them, ending with the Song

of the Whale, which is given on page .

Song of the Mullet:

With my spear in my hand

I sing to the fish.

Many come leaping from the water.

With my spear I kill them.

Many children are hungry at home,

I know they are waiting for me
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Even if I have only one fish.

When I spear one, all the rest

Disappear into the deep water.
With my one fish I go home.

When the fisherman gets home, the entrails and the
head of the fish are roasted on the coals. They cook
quickly, and the children eat them while the rest of
the fish is being cooked.

The Mullet That Was Speared :

The sea is calm
But, close to my boat,

A little breeze stirs the water.
It is one mullet

That stirs the water.

I spear him but he does not die.

When the man speared this mullet the fish turned
red, like blood. All his children were red like blood.
All other mullets are silvery and dark.

After the female turtle has laid her eggs, the male
comes and seeks out her nest on the beach. The baby
loggerhead has a very small body, with a large head
and long flippers. The mother guards the nest until
her little ones hatch out, sometimes as many as two
hundred.

The Giant Turtle Sings:

I come from the deep water,
To find the eggs

Which the female has laid.

On the sand dunes I find her nest
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And uncover many eggs.

They will hatch next month

So I cover them up again.

The Paddle Sings:

The wind is strong and I work hard

But I cannot bring the balsa to shore.

I am tired and go to sleep

Because I cannot bring the boat to my house.

When I awaken I am close to the shore.

When I awaken I am strong

I am no longer tired.

With four turtles in my balsa

I paddle to the shore.

When the paddle gets tired, he takes a little piece of

meat from the neck of a turtle and eats it raw. Then

he goes to sleep and when he wakes up he is strong.

The Song of the Pango Canoe :

My pango is fast.

It has traveled the small seas

And the big ones.

It has traveled by the shore

And over the deep water

Where there is no land.

With me it goes so fast

It leaves the sailboats behind,

So I only have to use the paddle.

This song was composed by an old man who is now

dead. When he was alive he had a modern canoe, or
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pango, not a balsa. Among the Ancients the canoe was
not known—not until the Second Seris came. That
was about two thousand years ago—then they had
boats. The First Seris were "five thousand" years ago.

A Balsa Song:

The air was cold.

A man sat on his balsa.

He had paddled long
And was very tired.

The tide ran swiftly

Away from his home.
He was tired and cold

And could paddle no more.

He fell asleep

With his paddle across his knee.
When he awoke
His balsa had brought him home.

His wife came out

With all her neighbors.

They took his hand
And led him to his house.

Each one said

:

"You will not die,

Though you are so cold and tired
You will not die."

And the balsa sang to him :

"You will not die.

You were cold and tired

But I brought you home."
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The Sea Lion Song:

The little lobo was born pure white,

Although his mother was black.

For two days he lay on the beach

—

For twenty days he ate no fish.

When his mother brought little fish

And laid them around him

He would not eat them.

But when she brought him a sea snake

He ate it.

The Seris never kill a sea lion, out of pity. They call

it "-pobrecito"—poor little one—and pull its little

flippers, shaped like hands ; but it never bites them.

The sea snakes which it eats are eels.

The Sea Otter is called Perro del Mar—Dog of the

Sea—and they are very fierce. They come ashore and

kill the Seris' dogs.

The Sea Otter Song:

The Sea Otter is very brave.

He has long hair

And the Seri arrows

Will not go through him.

The seal-hunter is afraid

To go into the water,

Because the otter is near

And will kill him.

The Sea Otter has long, soft hair

That parts down the middle of his back.
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And over the back of his neck
His hair is longest.

The Seris are afraid

And will not look at him.
His whiskers are very long

—

White, black and red.

They fear his whiskers most
Because they make him look so ugly,
And stick out like arrows
When he is mad.

A song sung by an old man when the Seris first saw
cattle. This bull was snow-white all over, except his
eyes, which were very red.

A Song of the Bull:

The bull is very fierce.

He paws the ground,
Throwing dirt on his back.

He makes a loud noise,

So the earth trembles.

The warrior stands before him.
He cannot escape.

When the bull runs after him
The warrior cannot flee,

Because he is afraid.

The bull's horn goes through him
And sticks out his back.

This was no living creature

—

He was a spirit that feared nothing.
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He walked out at night

The same as he walked by day.

Fast Horse:

I am playing with my companions.

We run.

I run so fast I leave him behind,

And he runs staggering.

The blood flows from his mouth.

Song of a Young Man:

I run a race

With a man who is very fleet.

With us runs an old man
Who is fleet-footed,

And an old woman
Who is very fast.

My young companion

Runs evenly with me
And we reach the line together.

The old man is close behind.

He is winning when the woman shouts

And he staggers and falls dead.

The old woman crosses the line.

The Ancient Seris told of an enormous deer that

lived on Tiburon Island. He was bigger than any

horse. His horns were broad, like your hands, and

spread out. (Perhaps reminiscent of a moose seen in

the north.) He lived up in the mountains and never

came down into the valleys.
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Song of the Giant Deer:
Four men go out to kill the big deer.
When he comes they are so frightened they die
And the deer eats them, making a loud noise.
He is more fierce than the dog-eating sea otter.We will not hunt him any more.

The Giant Deer Sings for Rain:

"I have no water and am very thirsty.
The hills are dry—I will call for rain.'

7

A small cloud came and answered him
5

Then many clouds, and much rain fell.

For four days it fell

And no Seri could eat,

Nor any of the animals
Because it rained so much.
The Big Deer himself could not eat.

All the animals were hungry
And the Seris were hungry,
And they sang for four days
Begging the clouds to go away.

Then the clouds went far off
And thunder feU only on the mountain.
For four months there was no rain or clouds
So they asked the deer to sing again.

When he sang—far off the thunder blasted.
Then a breeze came towards them that was cool.A little shower drifted across the sky.
It just dripped. Then a black cloud came
And for four days it gave them water.



CHAPTER XXIII

Mourning Ceremony and the Man's Song

THE Seris are forgetting their many songs and

ceremonies. Only the old men and women remem-

ber them now, and they are passing away. Besides the

four great Four-night Chants, which they still sing,

there is the Man's Ceremony and the Women's Fiesta,

but it is a long time since these dances have been held.

Santo Blanco has never seen the Man's Dance 5
and,

since the Seris began living around the white men's

places and getting their food from them, the Woman's

Dance has never been given.

There is also a Mourning Ceremony, where they

mourn four nights over any calamity. This ceremony

is not sung every year but, when they feel sad over the

thoughts of their dead, they have a Mourning. The

Chief orders it. When women and children were killed

by the soldiers on the beach, and when they had other

deaths, they had a dance in which—one man at a

time, holding an emblem of what killed the person

above their heads—they sang to the spirits of the

dead.

When Juan Tomas"s first wife was killed by^the

soldiers he danced with a machete held aloft.
^

widowers of other women followed, each singing

his wife.

Mourning Ceremony Song:

(Sung by the spirit of the woman)

I am happy.

I have left here.
224
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It was a sword that killed me.
But I am happy
Because I am dead.

If the person was killed by lightning, a crooked
stick was held up

5 if by an animal, a figure like an
animal; and m place of the word "sword" the name of
another cause is given. Where a warrior had been
killed m battle, they held above their heads a bow and
quiver full of arrows while they sang.

Warrior's Death Song:

I am happy.

This is the arrow that killed me.
The arrow is happy
Because it took me away from here.

Twenty years ago all the men danced in the Mourn-
ing Ceremony. On one side, some distance away, sat
eight old women, their faces painted black. The other
women sat in a big circle, but not near the eight
mourners. The men danced in a circle, holding the
emblem of what had killed the person above their
heads, each man representing the spirit of one who
had died or been killed.

As the mourners cry, the tears run down their
cheeks. The women are careful not to touch these tear
marks. Not for two months do they wash them off,
which makes their faces look like the cracked bottom
of a dry lake. At the end of the two months they wash
their faces in fresh water and paint them white. Then
they say: "Now I am happy."

During this ceremony, and after it, they must not
look back nor step backward; they must not look to
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the side nor step aside. They must look ahead and

move ahead. If they look or step backward or to either

side, blindness will come upon them.

There is a four-day mourning period, when all the

men are sad when a man dies. When a woman dies

all the women are sad and wail for eight days. If a

woman's husband dies, she mourns and cries at inter-

vals for thirty days and paints her face black. She

paints it white then, until all sadness is gone. While

she is mourning she wears no necklaces or ornaments.

When she is ready to marry again—eight, fifteen or

many months later—she paints her face very beauti-

fully in all the colors she can get and every day she

paints it afresh, so it looks nice. She hangs many neck-

laces around her neck until the longer ones reach to

her waist. When the marriageable men see this they

say:

"Now she is happy." And someone marries her.

The Man's Ceremony is held in May, the Seris'

New Year. Four lines of men dance forward and back,

surrounded by a square of men who do not dance.

Down the middle dances a very old woman, making

little jumps back and forth. She sings as she dances.

No other women are allowed near.

Each man ties on his head, one on each side, an

arrow sticking straight up. Around his waist he wears

a pelican skin. The old woman has one arrow sticking

up straight. The men carry nothing in their hands

—

no clothes or personal belongings 5 all their stuff is put

away off in the houses where they live. They dance

four nights. It is a man's ceremony, but boys of all

ages come and dance.

At the corners of the square four live animals are

staked out—the buro deer, the jack rabbit, the moun-
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tain sheep and the sea turtle. The sea turtle is caught
when he is left stranded on the beach after a hth
tide. Then men dig a pit where it will fill up with
salt water, and keep the cahuama there till fiesta time.
Ihe other animals are caught while they are young
and kept staked out at the houses, where they are fed
In the oldest Man Dance, before Santo Blanco's time'
they had a crab present, because the crab was the first
thing they learned to kill and eat.

Songs of the Man's Ceremony:
(The Old Woman in the center of the square sings

for the men.) to

1 The New Year is beginning
And so I dance.

2 All over the mountains
I hunt the sheep.

All through the monte
I hunt the buro
And the jack rabbit.

In the sea

I hunt the turtle.

3 The sea comes up
And covers the beach.
The cahuama is left stranded.
I catch him.

4 I dig a pit

To hold the turtle.

It is full of sea water
And no stick holds him.
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5 The deer and the jack rabbit

And the mountain sheep

Are tied by the hands.

They cry.

When a hunter returns from a kill he puts blood on

his face. The first person who recognizes the blood

and knows what animal it comes from is entitled to

the first portion of the meat. The blood of the turtle

is dark red, that of the mountain sheep bright red,

that of the jack rabbit whitish-red, that of the deer

yellowish-red. The four animals at the corners are all

alive. They are put there so they can see the dance

and know that these are the men who have killed these

animals in the past.

The first ones who dance are the men who have

killed these different animals. Each one paints his

face with the blood of the animal he has killed at some

time. The young men see all this, which is to teach

them how to kill the animal.

The Old Woman holds an arrow aloft. No blood

drips from the arrow point. She points it to the square

of outside men, who have never killed any of these

animals.

Blood of the Turtle drips from the arrow point, and

she points to the men who have killed turtles.

Blood of the Deer drips from the arrow point, and

she points to the men who have killed deer.

Blood of the jack rabbit drips from the arrow point,

and she points to the men who have killed jack rabbits.

Blood of the mountain sheep drips from the arrow

point and she points to the men who have killed

mountain sheep.

The animals are all dead now.
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The Old Woman sine-s •

6 All you who have killed these animals
Come and dance with me.

7 Come dance with me.
From the big mountain
Comes the Holy One.

She dances with a little figure of this god in her
hand, inviting him to come. His spirit comes and sits
outside the square. He raises his hands and says :

"Now they have sung to me."
Then he turns away from them with arms out-

stretched and says,

"I have been here."
He goes back to the Holy Cave.
This Spirit is pure white, and light shines from the

ends of his fingers. The woman who lives in the Cave
is ail black except her face, which is white. When *he
is alone m the Cave it is black on the inside, like night;
but when the Spirit enters it is as bright as dav

&

There is no mouth to this Cave except when they
open it. It is opened by the Spirit making a cross on
the face of the rock. When he wants to come out he
breathes on the inside and the door opens. Behind theMan s Cave, and deep down in the earth, is theWoman s Cave, all painted in beautiful colors

After the Spirit has departed the Old Woman sings
this song, but she does not dance.

8 The Cave Sings :

With his hand the Spirit opens the Cave
He stands far from the door
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And the woman comes to him.

She touches his hands.

He follows her as she turns back

Into the Cave.

9 The Old Woman Sings for the Spirit

:

I am in the dark, but I know darkness.

It does not trouble me.

The dark is the same as the light.

1 The Old Woman Sings

:

From a ripe mother rattlesnake

I take a handful of little ones.

I hold them in the palm of my hand

And the snake bites cannot hurt me.

She rubs these little rattlesnakes on her breast and

the Father of Rattlesnakes cannot hurt her.

This ends the Man's Ceremony.



CHAPTER XXIV

The Women's Fiesta

TN THE month of May, when all the flowers are in
JL bloom, the women give their Circle Dance. None

stay tar off. During the four days of the dance eachwoman takes the part of a certain flower, which t
dancing she wears flowers in her hair, interwovenwith a wreath of green leaves

whkh
S\b9SketS

°f flowers-all the kinds of

St A
15 HOt eaten-are laid in a circle out-side the dance-ground. In its center is the singer anold man-the only man allowed to look on. Aroundhim is a small circle of little girls, then a larger circleof older girls. The third circle is composed 5 voul

2wlren
' and in the outslde - ss

At the end of the four days the baskets in the out-

« iftft"T1^ ""^ the flow-s, which

bathe nT* F*^ Then the~bathe in the sea and wash off all the paint from their

The Old Man who sings wears four kinds of cactus-flowers--,^/^, sahuaro, sahuesa and cina, calledold-man cactus on account of its white top. ManuelEnemas is the Old Man now and standing in the

ETchwt fCkS
'
hC *e M1--/stanzasliach time he has sung ten a woman tells him Thevare given m the exact order of the sequence

'
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1 The plants are growing.

They are green now
But they are all coming into flower.

Soon will be the New Year

So let us dance!

2 Now all the grasses are green.

They have grown each day.

All the plants have blossoms.

3 With wreaths on our heads

We will gather pitahayas.

When they are ripe

The baskets on our heads

Will be full.

4 Sung by the quail—in imitation of its call.

The pitahayas are ripe

The pitahayas are ripe

The pitahayas are ripe.

People will eat them.

But I will eat

Only the flowers

Of the palo verde.

The Juanico bears flowers when all the others are

barren ; it dies down when all the others are green.

5 The San Juanico is dead.

No blossoms fall from it.

All other plants

Drop flowers on the ground.
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6 When the year returns
It will grow again.

Very small—from the roots.

7 The ironwood is green and growing.
Only one branch is dead.
It falls to the ground.

8 Young girls who are lazy

Do not go out to gather pitahayas.

9 The good women go out many days
Gathering pitahayas

Sahuaros and sahuesas.

Five women have brought in
Many basketfuls of fruit.

10 The old women say
The weather is too hot,

But they are not lazy

At midday they cannot work.

1 1 The fruit is not ready to be picked

—

The flower has fallen

But the fruit is not ripe.

. ^hile the dance is going on each girl leaves the
circle and dances to her particular plant. When she
returns she brings its fruit or flower in her hand.

In this verse the women dance back and forth
shuffling their feet straight ahead or backward while
they smg with the Old Man.

12 AH the trees and flowers of the plains
Sing as they dance toward us.
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1 3 The mesquite bean is ripening.

It is covered with white beans.

Only a little pink

Can be seen on the pods.

1 4 The palo bianco sheds its seeds.

They fall to the ground.

When the time comes next year

The little palo blancos

Will spring up from the ground.

15 The Paloma Dove Sings:

I eat my fill of pitahayas.

To my little ones on the nest

I open my bill and feed them.

When the men go hunting they hang their meat in

a tree for the women to carry home 5 and drink from

the barrel-cactus.

1 6 The men go forth to hunt.

The heat makes them suffer.

Thirst overpowers them.

1 7 The woman goes into the brush

With an olla of water for her man,

But she misses him as he returns.

She knows thirst and drinks the water

As she follows him home.

In the heat of summer the desert tortoise burrows

out caves.
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The Little Mountain Sings:

I am only very small

But under my body
Many turtles dig their homes
And sleep while it is hot.

The Mountain Sheep Sings:

I live on the high peaks.

The feed is scarce.

I do not go to the plain.

The Giant Ray Sings:

I have eaten no men.
They say I have.

But only the wood
Of their balsas

Have I eaten.

In ancient times the women knew as much about
animals as the men. They knew the names of every-
thing, and taught them to the men. So they sing these
songs.

21 The Cottontail Rabbit Sings:

The rabbit runs fast,

Behind him is coming the coyote.

He catches him in his mouth.
All his body—skin, meat and guts

—

He eats. Then Coyote sings:

"Ai-ai-ai!" (Imitating the coyote.)

22 The sea turtle hears the rush of the canoe.
He knows a spear is coming
And dives deep into the water.

18

19

20
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A young girl and a young boy

Meet in the monte.

He hears her singing.

He takes her hand,

And they dance together.

Four days they dance

But they are not married.

The babies dance around the house

Like the old ones.

The older people watch them.

The Little Sting Ray Sings:

All along the edge

Of the water I swim.

While the sun is hot, I swim.

When it is cold I go away.

Here the tone of the songs changes abruptly. Those

which follow were probably added by some clownish

singer.

26 I circle myself.

(he goes around in a small circle)

Now I seat myself

And all of you must sing

:

"I circle myself,"

And dance around in a circle.

(they sing and dance)

27 The Old Man Sings:

I will teach you a new dance.

Sing with me what I sing.

25

24

25
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28 Dance like me!
Dance like me!
I am the road-runner

?

Who does not fly.

(he lifts his knees high and prances)

29 The Mocking-bird Sings:

Dance like me!
Dance like me!

(the Old Man dances mincingly up and
down in one place like a mocking-bird sing-
ing)

30 The Hen Sings This Song.

I do not dance

I do not sing.

Though you dance

I will not dance.

Because I am full of eggs

I will not sing.

In Seriland there are big caterpillars that eat bugs.

31 The Caterpillar Sings:

I am hungry.

I come from my hole.

All the bugs

Sit around their houses

And I eat them.

32 Cameleori, the Lizard, Sings:

I sing to the fly

:

"Keep still. Do not dance
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And I will eat you

Until I am full,

Then go to sleep on a branch."

When the Seris build a new house the little children

have a party. They eat things and dance, singing this

song with their mother. That is how she teaches them

to sing.

54 The Euro Deer Sings:

All night while I feed in the valley

I hear the people singing.

When I am full and go to the hillside

They still are singing.

55 Euro Sings:

The wind blows strong.

I cannot hear the man coming

But his body comes to my nose.

I stamp and snort: "Pwew—pwew—pwew!"

I run away.

56 The Baby Euro Sings:

I wait for my mother

Underneath a bush

While she goes off to feed.

She does not come

So I cry to her

:

Whee-hee-hee-heel

The mother answers

:

Moooo-woooo-oo-oo!
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37 The Buck Euro Sings:

I am wounded
On the mountain.
I cannot go away
Nor climb the hills.

38 Behind me comes a coyote.

Following my blood.

Then five coyotes come.
They walk around me.
I cannot get up

—

I know I shall be eaten.

39 An Old Buck Euro Sings:

I walk along slowly

Because I am old.

I look for food

My teeth are gone.

When I find the ironwood sprout
I cannot eat it.

40 The Pelican Sings:

The ancient pelican

Did not eat sardines.

Now he has learned to dance
He eats them.

41 The ancient pelican could not fly.

He caught the sardines

Only with his beak
As he sat on the water.

When he learned to dance
He taught all the others

To dance and to fly.
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42 The Pitahaya Dove Sings:

High on the tip of the pitahaya

I find the ripe fruit.

43 The widow dances

Among the young girls.

She is jealous of them.

44 The Island Sings:

Watch me dance!

I am heavy, but I can dance

!

See the edge of my skirt

Wave back and forth.

It is the waves of the sea

On my beach.

This last one, to the Island, is danced every one of

the four nights and ends the songs for that night. The

Old Man who is singing for the women dances heavily

as he impersonates the Island, and gradually sinks

down until he is crouched on the ground.

There is another Fiesta—To the Island. The first

night they sing one song, all night 5 the second night,

a second song; and so on until there are four.

45 Song of the Island. First Night.

Watch me dance!

See where my feet go

!

They do not step here

They do not step there

They only step in this place

On my beach.
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If the Island steps out of that place it will turn the
world over.

46 Song of the Second Night. The Mirage.

Watch me dance!

I raise myself above the water!
The wind which blew around me
Blows under me now.
So I do not come down
On my beach.

When there is a mirage, the Island seems to rise and
float above the water, as if the wind were blowing
under it. Here Santo Blanco paused and fell into deep
thought. Then he said

:

"There is one verse I do not know. All the trees and
plants and bushes know this song, but I have forgotten
it."



CHAPTER XXV

The White Whalers

THERE was something strange about this sudden

lapse on the part of Santo Blanco. In nearly a

month of singing his memory had never failed 5 but

now, with the most beautiful sequence of all, he could

not remember the last verse ! Perhaps the spirit of Old

Wise Woman, flying around in the sky, had whispered

a word of warning in his ear. Perhaps this was not a

song to be given in its entirety to one of alien blood.

But we were getting closer to the hearts of these

people—as close as we would ever get—and if he did

not choose to finish this song, no doubt he had good

reasons. He drooped his sad eyes and sat thinking a

long time. Then he tapped his finger to the rhythm of

the dance and began—another song.

4 7 The Horse Sings

:

Watch me dance

!

I am the horse that dances!

With long bounds I dance

Back and forth.

It was very good but something was lacking—the

grace and dignity of "The Island Sings," its beauty

and its imagery.

"Did the Old Wise Woman make this song?" I

asked 5 and Santo Blanco shook his head.

"No," he said. "But she sang other songs."

He smiled hopefully and we let him go on.

242
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48 The Old Wise Woman Sings:

I look far away
To where eight houses are.

The men only dance
Though there is no feast.

49 Phosphorescence :

The night is calm,
No wind blows.

The sea is lightened like day
With the little lights that come
When the sea is calm
And fishes move in the water.

50 In one month
The boy will marry.
He has a sweetheart

So he will marry.

5 1 When the cahuama
Comes to my house
And has not been killed

He makes sleep come to me.

52 Song of the Baby Shark:

Only one day
Have I been born.

Only one night

Have I been born.

Now I can swim

—

Now I can eat seaweed.
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53 A Mero Fish Sings:

I come to the Lagoon t

But find no fish to eat.

With my head I bore a hole

And eat black mud.

Eelgrass was the first food of the Seris. A feast was

held every year when the seeds were ripe. This song

was sung while the women threshed them out with an

ocotillo pole. They wore a crown made of eelgrass.

The stalks stood up straight on their heads.

54 Eelgrass Sings:

I am not the waves of the sea,

Though my branches

Bend and straighten

In the wind.

The Seris did not know how to cook the beans of the

ironwood before the Wise Woman came. She told

them to gather the beans when the pod was sweet,

grind it and make cakes, with a little fat. The women

sing this song when they are making these cakes.

55 Old Wise Woman Sings:

You do not know

How to cook ironwood beans.

Eat them this way
And you will like it.

I grind the seeds

And bake them with fat.
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This is a very old war song that is not sung now.
When it was sung, the men still wore the crowns of
Ahnt ah zu'-mah.

56 Song Before a Battle :

Let's go and fight!

We are so brave.

Let's go and fight!

Let's go and fight!

Santo Blanco was getting tired—the fount of his
inspiration was running dry. He had passed from the
dignity of The Island Sings to Fish songs and How To
Cook Beans. But he had given of his best—and it was
time for us to leave Kino Bay. For two days the wind
had been swooping in from the southwest—and. by
another sign, we knew it would rain.
Two days before, while others were parting with

their treasures, old Manuel Encinas had brought
down his rain-maker to sell. It was just a joint of bam-
boo provided with a plug, and contained nothing but
blue sand. When, to beat him down a little on his
price, I had professed to doubt its efficacy, he had
shaken a little of the sand towards the south—and
sung a magic song. Then he had warned me not to
shake out any more, and reduced his price to one peso.

I had plugged the holder tight and put it away in
my war-bag, but that night the wind began to blow.
Perhaps he had spilled too much! Black clouds came
scudding across the desert, to gather above Tiburon,
and we began to pack our things—a long task. The
Indians knew then that we really intended to go, and
they came hurrying with more treasures to sell. Santo
Blanco parted with the Ahnt ah zu-mah crown which
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he had made to wear for his picture, and his wife and

daughters went to work on another basket carrier

when the old coil they offered was refused. Buro

Alazan disposed of his "boy's bow" which would shoot

an arrow out of sight, instead of making us a "man's

bow" which would shoot through the body of a deer,

The money was flowing like water and Santo Blanco

was getting his full share 5 but the next morning he

appeared early, to earn his last peso y medio. It was

very little in exchange for what he gave, but I had not

been satisfied about that last verse, which he had for-

gotten while singing the Island Song. I knew he could

give it, if he would. We were very busy, there was a

great deal of packing to be done, and the big tent was

slatting in the wind. So I asked him if he had remem-

bered the words. And, if all the trees and plants and

bushes knew the words of that beautiful song, why had

he not asked them? He thought a while, digging his

bare feet into the sand, and looked up with a slow

smile.

"I have thought of another song," he said. "About

the white giants that came to Tiburon."

"Very well," I said. "I am very busy, but we will

stop and write it down."

Every day as we prepared to go, his songs had been

getting better and better, and I knew this must be

something good. He had been saving it up all the time.

The White Giants

There was a race of white giants who came here

long ago. We called them Ahnt'-tay ah hek'-tahm

—

Came From Afar Men. They had white hair and were

so big it took two fanegas (bushels) of tobacco to fill
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their pipes. They came in a big ship, in which they
lived all the time, and went out in boats to kill whales
When they speared one, a man would pick it up and
put it on the ship.

Giant white men who speared whales. They cooked the meatm an enormous iron pot and drank the oil.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.

They cooked the whale meat in an enormous iron
pot, ate it and drank the oil. They did not drink
mezcal, but smoked lots of tobacco. This was in the
time of the Antigua Seris, before the Yoris came.
Iney wore hats so big it took twelve men to lift them,
and had a liquor of their own. They would not sell
this liquor—they drank it themselves. It is said they
were very happy when they were drinking, and they
sang this when they were drunk.
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Song of the Giants:

The Mother Carey's chicken cannot eat.

The wind blows and the waves are rough.

For two days it did not rain

No sardines appeared

And the little cock could not eat.

This seemed to be all about Mother Carey's chicken,

and not a word about the giants.

"The sea/' explained Santo Blanco, "drives the

sardines to the surface. That is why the little cock

could not eat."

He paused and thought a while, but could not bring

himself to go on.

"This song," he said, "was sung by an old man,

long ago."

The Baby Shark:

The baby shark came close to shore.

He was dying.

The Seris cooked him

But the meat was not good.

The coyote ate him.

"The baby coyote smelled him," went on Santo

Blanco reminiscently, "but he would not eat him."

There was a long silence then, and at last he began

to sing

:

The Whale Song:

1 . The sea was very red.

The giants looked into the water

And on the bottom they could see

All the whales.
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"On the west side of Tiburon, on the beach," ob-

served Santo Blanco, "there are the remains of a spear

used by these giants. When the Seris see it on the

shore as they pass, they look in wonder and say : 'Soo

yeh-eti'—this is a— But they cannot find any name
for it, it is so big. This giant is so big the bees make
their nests in his mouth. When he opens it, the honey
drips out. When he smokes his great pipe the bees fly

away—and there is so much smoke they stay away
for eight days."

These details were just put in to kill time and keep

from telling us what we wanted. All Seri giants have

hats so big it takes twelve or more men to lift them,

and the bees or wasps or scorpions always make nests

in their mouths or hair. So we waited and at last he

said

:

"The giant's front teeth were white, but all his

back teeth were made of gold."

They must have been very modern giants, to have

gold inlays in their molars, but Santo Blanco was not

through.

"They wore rings of gold in their ears," he went

on, "and a large one in their noses."

After all, these must have been real sailor-men who
came to Tiburon so long ago, since old sailors always

wear earrings, and Santo Blanco was so heartened by
our joy over this discovery that he went ahead with

the song.

2. Far off on the sea a whale spouts.

The giants follow him in their boat.

The whale goes deep to the bottom.

They spear him in the head

And the sea is red with blood.
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"These Ancients sang a song. This is the song

:

3. The sea is calm. The whale is happy.

I follow him as he runs

On top of the water—happy.

Soon I will be happy.

I will kill him.

"This is the end of the Giant Song."

Santo Blanco paused as he made his announcement.

Then he added

:

"There is another verse to this Song of the Giants,

but I have forgotten it. If I talk to God tonight I can

remember it."

Here it was again, this strange inability to remem-

ber the last verse of a song, and like a flash the reason

came to me. In the summer-time—when my Navajo

medicine man was not supposed to tell snake and

lightning stories—he would give me three parts of a

song or story and conveniently forget the fourth. As

long as he sang only a part of the song he would not

incur the anger of the gods, but the fourth and last

verse would finish it and so make his breach complete.

He was really doing me a favor to talk about the

lightning at all—and so it was with Santo Blanco and

his giants.

Of all the Indians I have known he was the least

swayed by superstitious fears, and he had some good

reason for not telling about these giants. Either fear

of the gods held him back or the subject was taboo

among his people. He would never finish these songs.

But the White Giants were undoubtedly whalers,

magnified to the stature of giants by the passage of

centuries, their every act exaggerated in the telling

until it only suggested the truth.
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''How large was the ship of these giants?" I asked

5

and Santo Blanco was glad to change the subject.

"It was so big that four whales would not fill it.

The men sat in front and behind, but not in the middle
of the boat."

I had visions of the caravels of ancient days in

which Columbus discovered America—with the waist

very low and the bow and stern very high, like the

Chinese junks of today. But it turned out to be another
kind.

"How long ago was it that they came?"
"Long after Ahnt ah ko'-mah, the Wise Man.

First of all into the world came the Wise Woman.
Then came her man. Then Ahnt ah ko'-mah. Then
Ahnt Kai'. Afterwards came these giants. They came
only once, and the Seris were afraid of them. All

except the Old Wise Woman, who talked with them.
They took four families of Seris away with them,
who were all afraid to go. The Giants promised to

bring them back when they returned 5 but they never
came back.

"The Giants stayed at Tiburon a year and four
months, cooking their whale-meat [trying out the

oil] . Their paddles were so big that each stroke would
push them half a league [sweeps] . They did not row
backwards—they paddled forward. They had no sails

on their small boats. Two men paddled—one on each
side.

"There were many men and one woman in the
ship, and they told the Ancient Seris there were many
more like them in their country. They lived in big
houses, by the sea. These Giants took the old man who
sings this song [composed it] to their ship and told

him about their home. They said that in their country



Woman From Afar, the wife of the Giant Whaler. She was

whiter than the men and had red hair, which she wore in big

braids down her back. Her carrying-basket was so large it

held two whales, and she has a third in her hand.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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they hunted a deer so big that only a Giant could kill

one. The Captain told the Old Wise Woman its name
was Ahp kah' roh [probably an elk]

.

"They had bows and arrows—the arrows as big

around as the circle of my fingers [six inches]. No
?

they had no shields. The hide of these Giants was so

thick that no Seri arrow would penetrate it.

Ahn tay hai-tem, Brother of the Giant Whaler. He wore
boots on the ship, but when he hunted deer on the mainland
he wore sandals. All the weapons they had were bows and
arrows and spears.

Drawing by Santo Blanco.
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"The Giant Woman was the wife of the Captain.

She was whiter than the men and had red hair. She
had big braids down her back. She was dressed in

thick clothes, and a big cloak or mantle went over her
back. Her carrying-basket was so big, they could cut a

whale in two and she would put one-half in her basket.

"The story says their shoes were very big and wide,

but when they went hunting they took off these shoes

and wore sandals. They hunted on the mainland

—

they would have turned the Island over if they had
hunted there. They always slept in their boat and had
no camp on shore. They went hunting very early in

the morning. All the weapons they had were bows and
arrows and spears. But that was long ago and the Seris

do not know any more."

After telling this brief tale Santo Blanco seemed
very anxious to go, so I paid him his peso and a half

and went ahead with my packing. But he had not

finished with me yet. Borrowing a sheaf of paper he
hurried back home, where he painted so many pictures

of Came From Afar Man, his wife, his giant brother

and his boat, that the last of my doubts was dispelled.

Sometime, long ago—when men still fought with

bows and arrows, but after the beginning of the whal-

ing industry—his people had seen a whaler. Observ-

ing the crew cooking the blubber, they had taken it

for granted that they ate it 5 but the length of their

stay, a year and four months, gives evidence that they

were trying out the oil. A whole shipload! And when
they had filled all their casks and barrels, they took

four families of the Indians and departed.

Here was a subject on which a man could spend a

lifetime of research—the landing on the west coast of

Mexico of blue-eyed wanderers, with yellow hair

—
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but it was evident that Santo Blanco had told us all he
intended to, and the low clouds were heavy with rain.

We struck the big tent, loaded our plunder on the cars

and prepared to leave at dawn. But as I sat by the fire

that evening and talked about the Giants with Angelito

Coronado, he proved what I had surmised from the

start. These whalers were Norwegians.

For thirty years I had been hearing from the Mexi-

cans about the blue-eyed white people who had sailed

up the Mayo River and founded the Mayo nation. The
Mayos are good Indians—the best on the West Coast

—and even the warlike Yaquis could never conquer

them. Cajeme, the great war chief of the Yaquis, was
a blue-eyed, yellow-haired Mayo 5 and when he led

them to victory he made every man pay him tribute.

He had a genius for military strategy that no black

Yaqui could equal, and he was proud of his Yori blood.

After I had expressed my admiration for these

Indians and my intention of making them a visit,

Angelito laughed and said

:

"I am a Mayo

—

puro!"

Right in my camp, all the time I had been investi-

gating the Seris, I had had a lineal descendant of the

sea-roving Vikings who had sailed up the Mayo River.

But Angelito, like his people, had been Mexicanized

until the memory of his bold ancestors had vanished.

He knew, or would tell, nothing j and the following

year, when I went to the Mayo River, I had very little

success in getting the story of their coming. But, from
a white man I met who had married into the tribe, I

learned the details of their ancient wedding ceremony

;

and three features of it were identical with the old

Norwegian rites.

The girl's father and mother had kissed his hand
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and her hand and he had to drink with all comers. A
great feast had been given, and at its close the Head
Chief had filled a glass full of cognac and told him to

drink it all—until he did that he was not married. As
a final rite, pretty girls had strewn flowers before

them, and he and his bride had had to walk over them,

crushing them underfoot.

There can be very little doubt that Santo Blanco's

White Giants were of the same blood as these visitors

to the Mayos; and both may have dated back to the

Vikings, when the vessels of those adventurous Norse-

men were faring to the ends of the earth.

We know from King Alfred's account of Othere's

voyage to the White Sea that the Norwegians were

expert whalers a thousand years ago
;
and, since these

Mexican giants had no firearms, they probably came

before Columbus. Came From Afar Man, with his

four families of Seris, must have perished on the long

voyage home. But on Tiburon his fame still endures,

though soon enough it will be forgotten.

The Seris are dying off rapidly but, as long as Santo

Blanco lives, the glories of the old days will be sung.

Through his stories and songs, we had gone back for a

moment to a time when there were giants in the land

—giants and gods, flying around through the night

and warning him not to talk too much. No doubt it

was the fear of them which had shut him up, and

kept him from finishing his songs.

He was back again for breakfast, filling up on a last

feast of rice before we went away. Then, deprecat-

ingly, he asked for our empty oil-tins, if we were not

going to use them any more. There was also a pile of

wood, which would save his wife and daughters a long
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journey into the monte; and any food that Angelito
did not want, he would be glad to have that, too.

They came then, Loreta Lupe and her eight smiling
daughters and carried away all they could 5 but as we
drove past the Lodge they ran out to meet us, with
more drawings in their hands. Pictures of women with
long poles, gathering fruit from the giant cactus

5

delicate face paintings made by all but the youngest

;

A woman being bitten by a rattlesnake while gathering
cactus-pears.

Drawing by Lupita Blanco.
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and canoes, with sea turtles being speared. We bought

them all, at twenty centavos apiece, and drove off,

leaving them happy.

The little man of whom it had been said that he

thought of nothing but money, had given us more

than all the rest 5 and as he looked after us, smiling, I

thought how easy it had been to change him into a

friend. He lives in a world where the gods still rule,

looking down from high Tiburonj and for a few

Mexican pesos he had taken us behind the veil, as far

Spearing turtles—Santo Blanco's last picture.
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Seri Deities

1. He Who Rules Earth And Sky (Ahnt ahs' po-mee'-kay)
"God." Corresponding to the Zeus of the Greeks.
A very ugly-looking god, living in Heaven where
he reigns over the spirits of the dead for eight days.
He then conies to earth for eight days, to bring back
the souls of those who have died.

2. His Wife. A very white woman (the Greek Juno).

5. I Am Very Wise (Say-say ai-khai ai'-pay). A friendly
god. He lives 32 months on earth and then returns
to Heaven. He dwells in the Holy Cave on Tiburon
Island, and the men and boys make sacrifices to
him.

4. His Wife (Say-say ai-khai ai'-pay—Mahm-m) . Spoken
of as Mahm-m—woman. The goddess of women.

5. Ahnt Kai'. Goddess of women and children, to whom
they make their sacrifices. Daughter of First Woman
by the sun. (The Athene of the Greeks, Kwan Yin of
the Buddhists. Est-san ad'lehi of the Navajos.) She
dwells in a white house above the highest peak of
Tiburon and flies around at night. The only god
who can order the Fish Dance. Like Pallas Athene
she has no relations with men.

6. Ahnt ahs pok'. Daughter of Ahnt Kai'. A little girl, two
feet high, to whom the Seri girls pray and offer sac-
rifices of dew, in white shells. She lives with her
mother on Tiburon.

7. The Wind God (Aeolus of the Greeks). He lives in a cave
beneath the sea and sends forth good and bad winds

259
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8. First Woman (Koo-mah'mm hahs-ay' tahm). Painted

Woman—Beautiful Woman. Mother of Ahnt Kai',

and the Seris.

9. First Man. He lives with He Who Rules The Sky, in

Heaven, and never dies.

10. Daughter Of The Gods (Sahk Kays' Es Yo Sees' Kak

Aht), Daughter of First Woman and the Sun. God-

dess of young girls.

1 1 . Flying Around In The Night (Ahn-tee-ehp' Kwee-mee'-

kay). He lives in the Holy Cave on top of Tiburon

and dominates during the hot weather. To him the

Seri men make offerings of pitahayas and cactus

fruits.

12. Wants A Flower (Ahn-tee-up'). His son. He rules in the

cold weather. A man-god who lives in the center of

Tiburon and makes the flowers grow.

15. Flying Around In The Sky (Kwee-kee' kai es-scop'-oh).

The Old Wise Woman.

14. After Four Days The Seris Will Die (Kwin-kay-hai'

so-hay tal hoz'). An evil man-god, who calls people

to their death.

15. The Sun (the Greek Apollo).

16. The Moon. His Wife (the Greek Diana).

17. Father Sky.

18. Mother Earth. His Wife (the Greek Gaea)

.

19. Ahnt ah zu'-mah. A man-god who came down from

Heaven and stayed on earth a month. A small white

man with yellow hair; dressed in a black robe, like

a priest. He taught the Seris to wear Ahnt-ah zu'-

mah crowns on ceremonial occasions.

20. Man Who Built Fires (Ahnt ah ko'-mah). A culture-

hero, like Hiawatha and the Star Child. A tall
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white man with a long, white beard. He came from
the west in a boat and taught the Seris how to

build fires and how to live.

21. The Spirit of the Holy Cave. A source of magical power.

22. The House Gods (Eh-ek ahk-mee'-ket). Two-legged fig-

urine. (Eh-ow kmee'-kee et quop.) One-legged
figurine.
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Texas Cowboys

Dane Coolidge
Author of

"FIGHTING MEN OF THE WEST/'
"DEATH VALLEY PROSPECTORS," etc.

With 31 photographs taken

"from the saddle", by the author

Dane Coolidge knows cowboys as well a

he knows Indians, miners, bandits, and Deatl
Valley prospectors. He has spent many ex

citing months following round-ups, and he ha
accompanied the Texas Rangers on many
hair-raising ride. He has cooked with them
camped with them, and lounged around brush
wood fires listening to their stories. And no^

he brings them picturesquely to life in th

pages of Texas Cowboys.

As a class the Texans are better rider

than the Californian Cowboys, and every mai

©fj fhe Cherrycow outfit got five bronks—th

kind that took three days to shoe! But th

Cherrycow boys never fell off. "Not in tha

cactus—No Sir!"

Posing as a professional photographer
Coolidge was received hospitably by the 'Lon<

Star' boys, who like nothing better than t<

have their pictures taken. And in return fo

the photographs they initiated him into nearl;

every phase of the exciting routine on the Sai

Carlos Indian Reservation: the horse-chang

ing, the round-ups and branding, the lonel;

night guards, the stories, songs, and jokes. Th
cowboys prefer their songs sad and sentimental

and when someone made up a new one all th

boys wanted a copy of it. "They were like a lc

of housewives exchanging recipes."

The first part of the book deals with th

Cherrycow Horse changing, and the second pat

with the Cherrycow Round Up. The whol
thing is packed with drama and daring, humo
and pathos—and is as authentic and full o

flavor as jerked beef and sour-dough biscuits

"Contains a fine collection of cowboy ballad
—- exactly as the cowboys sing them."—Th
Fort Worth Press.

"
. . . those 30 remarkable pictures taken 3:

years ago with a Zeiss lens are an amazin:
pictorial record of Texas punchers of the past.—Arizona Daily Star.



"The best bet nowadays in the Western field"—N. Y. Tribune

DANE
COOLIDGE

DANE COOLIDGE

• With an ever increasing popularity among critics and Western fans
alike, "Dane Coolidge is the best bet nowadays in the Western field."

—

N. Y.
Tribune. "No man knows the West as does Dane Coolidge."

—

Boston Transcript.

• "The veteran, Dane Coolidge, may always be counted on for both su-

perior quality and an element of novelty in his Western stories, written with a]

realistic mastery that has not been surpassed by any other author in this field.

Action—excitement—intrigue—suspense—are all skillfully handled in his fas-

cinating and excellently written stories."

—

N. Y. Times.

• "My early life" says Dane Coolidge, "was spent on the orange ranch
of my father, at Riverside, California, or in hunting and trapping in the moun-
tains. I soon became the boy naturalist of the town, digging out coyotes and
robbing eagles' nests, and at the age of twenty-one when I entered Stanford
University I obtained a position as field collector, working on mammals
and reptiles.

j ]

• "From this I finally graduated into a collector of live
:
animals for

Bronx Park and the U. S. National Zoological Park. For several years I ranged
around through the West, making two trips into Old Mexico. In 1900 I col-

lected mammals in Italy and France for the National Museum being the second
American to trap in Europe; and then, returning West, I became a photographer
of wild animals, especially of desert forms. At the same time I was making
the acquaintance of different tribes of Indians and spent months following

round-ups, photographing cowboy life and getting material for stories. I have
been in boom mining camps and in the bottom of Death Valley, on the Rio
Grande with Texas Rangers, and as far north as Wyoming, the scene of the

great rustler wars. And always, going and coming, I have made friends with tht

Indians until I have visited over twenty tribes."

• Mr. Coolidge is a graduate of Stanford University and did post gradu-
1

ate work at Harvard. He has been field collector for Stanford University, for
j

the British Museum, the U. S. Biological Survey, for the National Zoological
j

Park, the New York Zoological Park and for the National Museum. He has

written many books, and is recognized as a faithful chronicler of the Old
American West.
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